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INTRODUCTION

The processes of digestion and absorption, by which the various components
of food are broken down in the intestinal lumen, absorbed into the intestinal
mucosal cell, and passed on to the body via the blood stream or lymphatics, are
of fundamental interest to physiologist, nutritionist and clinician. Over the
last two or three decades the applications of radionuclide tracer techniques
have led to considerable advances in this field, both in the understanding of
basic physiological processes and in the development of tests applicable in the
clinical situation. Realizing the importance of this field in medical science,
the IAEA convened a panel to review critically current knowledge in the field
and to make recommendations both with regard to the wider application of present
technology and to the development of new technology.
. There are numerous reasons for studying intestinal absorption, notably;
. a) to develop further knowledge regarding the physiology and pathology

of digestion and absorption?
b) to test, the normality or otherwise of intestinal function as a whole,

i.e. to answer the question, "Has this individual got 'malabsorption' ?";
o) to test the normality or otherwise of absorption of a specific sub-

stance in a given clinical situation, i.e. to answer the question, "Has this*
individual got 'malabsorption' of substance 'x* ?" An example is the absorption
of vitamin B12 in subjects suspected to be suffering from pernicious anaemia;

d) to test the absorption of a substance in a specific form to obtain
nutritional information, i.e. to answer the question, "Is form A of substance
'x' better absorbed than form B of the same substance ?"

To answer these various questions different types of tests will frequently
be required, and in each situation it is therefore necessary to define the
question to be answered and to design the test accordingly.

Absorption tests in general depend upon comparing the amount of a nutrient
or other substance fed with the amount excreted or retained. The test will
normally have greatest sensitivity when the quantity measured undergoes large
percentage changes over the interesting range of conditions that influence ab-
sorption. Hence measuring faecal excretion and deducing absorption as the
difference between the amount administered and the amount excreted in the
faeces is likely to be the most discriminating technique when excretion is low;
by contrast, direct measurement of retention by whole-body counting may be the
most discriminating method when absorption is low.



There are many ways of determining what fraction of an orally administered
substance is absorbed. These are described with reference to Pig. 1.

The method used depends upon, first, the precision required; second, the
ability to collect and handle stools and/or urine quantitatively; third, the
quantity of "radionuclide administered and the characteristics of its radiation;
fourth, whether or riot the' labelled substance is largely retained in the body
after absorption (vitamin B]2 and iron) or is quickly excreted (electrolytes);
and finally, whether or not intestinal transport kinetics are to be studied.

To delineate mechanisms of transport across the intestinal mucosa it is
desirable to perfuse isolated segments with test solutions containing a
reference marker that is not absorbed but is otherwise closely similar to the
test substance. Such studies are of value only to define the transport rates

-

and may net reflect the normal processes that attend the absorption of a meal.
The latter can be studied more fully by aspirating intestinal contents after a
standardized meal that also contains a non-absorbable reference marker.

The faecal excretion method measures the amount excreted in faeces after

a defined dose of the test substance has been fed orally. To obtain an accurate
measure of, absorption the substance should not be significantly reexcreted into
the bowel once it has been absorbed, and faeces containing the unabsorbed sub-
stance must be collected completely. Incomplete collections because of non-
pooperation of the patient and/or hospital staff, or inadvertent loss of stool,
will lead to to errors in the calculated absorption. If the colonic transit time
is delayed, the unabsorbed tracer may not be fully recovered in a standard '
.4 or 6 day collection of stool. To overcome these problems of collection the
test substance and a non-absorbable marker may be fed simultaneously. P r o -
vided the unabsorbed test substance and the marker pass through the intestines
without, segregation, the observed excretion of the test substance may be" •
corrected to the true excretion by reference to the recovery of the marker.

or

The rise in blood or plasma levels of a substance subsequent to its oral'
administration can sometimes be used as an index of its absorption. Blood
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levels after feeding a test substance are a balance between absorption on the
one hand and metabolism, excretion, tissue uptake, and dilution throughout the
blood volume on the other hand. Low levels can result from poor absorption,
from increased metabolism, from excretion or tissue uptake, or from some
combination of these processes. In view of these complexities the method may
for some substances (e.g., folate) yield data that correlate rather poorly with
absorption, while for other substances (e.g., vitamin B^) the correlation may
be fairly good.

Under some circumstances it may be possible to eliminate the foregoing
complexities by injecting into the blsod* simultaneously with the administration
of the oral dose, the same test substance but labelled with another radionuclide.
The curve of blood activity vs. time for the injected substance is then used to
correct the corresponding curve for the ingested substance by deeonvolution
analysis (Tothill et al. ), Provided the ingested and injected substances are
indeed handled identically by the body upon reaehing the blood, this "double-
tracer" modification of the method gives a precise quantitative measure of
absorption independent of patient cooperation.

Urine excretion (4)
«-«--̂ *-» •• '•!!•• «ln».-n.«.H»« »t.'»1«l«fcl̂ V «&4

The absorbed substance is excreted in urine to a, degree:'d®pending .-„..-.
upon its solubility in water, the extent of its binding to plasma protein, and
the degree to which it is taken up into tissue. Blocking plasma«»protein binding
and tissue uptake by injecting a large dose of inactive substance makes urinary
excretion greater and more representative of absorption. The validity r>f the
results depends upon obtaining complete urine collections, the presence of a
normal kidney, and a good flow of urine (hydratiori) . A particular condition
under which urinary excretion may be a. good index of absorption is that in
which the substance of a component of the substance is metabolically inert and
is almost entirely excreted, as with dipeptides containing hydroxyproline.

Tissue retention of an absorbed test substance labelled with a Y-
emitter can be measured by whole-body counting. Absorption of substances such
asvitamin B]_2 and iron, which are excreted only very slowly once absorbed, can
be deduced accurately by whole-body counting. However, for nutrients that are
excreted rapidly after absorption, whole-body counting is not a suitable way
of measuring absorption unless a precise measurement of losses can also be made.
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Eviration of 14C02((6)

Estimates of the absorption of G-labelled sugars and fats can "be
obtained from measurements of exhaled CC^ derived from these substances
because they are as a rule quickly metabolized after ingestion. The specific
activity of expired CC>2 is related to the amount of the labelled substance
absorbed, the amount of the equivalent unlabelled substance in the body, and
the proportion.of the body's C02 production derived from that substance. For
the C02 in expired air to provide a useful index of absorption it is
necessary not only that the test substance be metabolized identically in normal• I i . • * - v' "*
subjects and in patients with malabsqrption, but also that .individual -variation

• f t 1 *

be small. Unfortunately these conditions,are not often met.

'Of necessity the meeting could not attempt to be all-inclusive. Of general
techniques for studying absorption, only intestinal perfusion and whole-body

» " ' 'counting have been dealt with in detail. Other important techniques, such as
measurements of faecal and urinary excretion, 'of blood concentrations, and of
exhaled COg are considered to some ext'en't in the sections dealing with in-
dividual nutrients. The nutrients discussed x-jere selected mainly because of
their nutritional or diagnostic relevance and of necessity the'list is highly
selective. .,- •

I,t is the hope of the -participant's that the reviews and recommendations
will 'be of use .both to established workers and to novices in the field.

R E F E R E N C E

(1) TOTHILL, P., DELLIPIMI, A.W., 'CALVERT, J., Plasma concentrations of radio-
calcium after oral administration, and their relationship to absorption,
Clin.Sci. 38 0-970) 27.
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A REVIEW OP WHOLE-BODY COUNTING TECHNIQUES APPROPRIATE TO
THE STUDY OP GASTROINTESTINAL ABSORPTION

Ko Boddy

Abstract

The wide range of whole-body counters in use for, or applicable to, the
study of gastrointestinal absorption is reveiwed. Shielded-room or high-sensiti-
vity shadow-shield counters will generally be required only when there is a
separate need to measure total body potassium or in studies involving pregnancy
or children. For measuring gastrointestinal absorption per se, it is concluded
that very simple whole-body counters of the shadow-shield or partial-shield type
are usually satisfactory. These systems are of lower cost, and an economic justi-
fication for their use is derived by comparing their costs with those of hospita-
lizing patients for alternative investigations of gastrointestinal absorption. A
resum€ of the general methodology is presented and some operational features and
precautions are described.

•5Ht#-:{"5i-

1. INTRODUCTION-

The measurement of gastrointestinal absorption by chemical balance techniques
calls for meticulous control not always available under routine hospital conditions.
Oral administration of a radioactive tracer and the subsequent collection and assay
of excreta is only slightly less demanding of the attention of attendant staff.
Both methods are subject to cumulative errors and, in particular, are liable to
suffer from the "fatal flush syndrome" whereby incautious use of the lavatory by
the patient loses possibly vital samples, Hospitalization of the patient is ' '
generally required with its associated costs and its inconvenience to the patient.

An alternative method of measuring gastrointestinal absorption is by whole-
body counting of the activity retained in the body after the gut has cleared it-
self of the unabsorbed tracer. This technique avoids many of the errors associated
with the other methods while requiring only minimal co-operation from the patient,
who can be examined as an out-patient.

The objective of the present paper is to review whole-body counting tech-
niques appropriate to the study of gastrointestinal absorption.
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2. PRINCIPLES OP

The principles of measuring gastrointestinal absorption of administered radio-
nuclides by whole-body counting are simple, involving the'following steps:

(1) Determine the gross counting rate attributable to patient (prior to
administration of test dose) and to instrument background = Gos

(2) Determine the instrument background in the absence of the patient = B,
(3) Calculate the net counting rate due to the patient's body radioactivity

(natural radioactivity plus any residual radioactivity from other sources such as
previous clinical tests); N -- G - B,S S J- . . * . . - . -

(4) Administer test dose of radionuclide and after an appropriate interval
(20 min to 4 hr) redetermine gross counting rate attributable to patient plus
instrument background = G,

T
(5) Calculate net patient counting rate attributable to 100% retention of

administered test doses N,™ = G. - N - B,100 t s 1
(6) Remeasure patient when excretion is effectively complete and record the

gross counting rate =̂ G
(7) Determine the background counting rate of the counter = B?
(8) Calculate the net patient counting rate due to the fraction of the test

dose still retained after excretion is effectively complete: N =t G — N — Bv • •r r s c.
(9) Correct N for radioactive decay between the day of administration and

the day of measurements N /e~ =§-'.,
(10) Calculate percentage retained = (N /N ,.„) x 100% • '
(11) Infer absorption from retention (difference is small•for' some studies, '>

e.g., iron or vitamin B, „, but may be large enough to require supplementary measure-
ment of urinary excretion for other studies, e.g., calcium)

Assuming absorption can be inferred from retention without supplementary
measurements, the procedure need involve only two out-patient visits, measurements
1 and 4 on the patient being made at the first appointment and measurement 6 at
the second,

3. SOME PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
i

The measurement of radioactivity in the human body, and of the gastrointestinal
absorption of an administered radionuclide in particular, involves a number of
factors, not generally encountered in measurements of radioactivity in vitro. These
factors merit some attention.
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_3j»l_ Emotj-oĵ ĵ  jaotjj r

An obvious and important factor in measurements in vivo is that the "sample"
can freely express his feelings about the procedures involved and can even refuse
to be measured. For example, some subjects are claustrophobic and enclosure in a
steel or lead room, described later, is anathema to them. Furthermore, the majority
of subjects of present interest are patients and, by definition, are ill in one way
or another. The physical and emotional comfort of the patient during measurements,
therefore, merits consideration.

3*2 Variation of ''sample"size

It is common in measurements in vitro to process samples so that they are
homogeneous, and uniform in size. Obviously, patients cannot be subjected to such
procedures, even in the interests of scientific and clinical accuracy and precision,
and the whole-body counter must be able to accommodate and measure acceptably
patients having a wide range of body habitus - from infants to obese adults» How-
ever, in tests of gastrointestinal absorption, the patient generally acts as his
own "control" since it is the counting rates from the patient himself at different
times that are being compared.

3.0.3 yariation^of^ the location of the radionuclide in the body - "geometrical effects"

Even when the patient serves as his own "control:; so that body habitus per se
is a secondary issue, the whole-body counter measurement must not be vulnerable to
redistribution of the radionuclide in the body,, Thus, shortly after administration,
the radionuclide may be primarily in the stomach or gastro-intestinal tract, whereas
when excretion is complete some days later the radionuclide may be uniformly distri-
buted throughout the body or concentrated principally in some specific part such as
the skeleton, thyroid, liver, etc* Ideally, the counting rate of the whole-body
counter per unit activity should be independent of distribution in the length,
breadth and depth of the body. The extent to which this is achieved in practice
depends on the geometry of the counter and, particularly, on the relative location
of the detector(s) and the radionuclide, as considered later,,

3.4 Limitatijô ôf̂ jhe jradiation dose to the patient

The measurement of gastrointestinal absorption would clearly be impracticable
if the radiation dose to the patient due to the administered radionuclide were
unacceptably large. Although this factor could be used to set a limit on the
sensitivity required of the whole-body counter, this is rarely a problem in practice.
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In. general, 'the sensitivity of a very modest and unpretentious whole-body counter

is rao.re: "than adequate. Indeed, when concurrent clinical tests .such as the measure-
ment of plasma .radioactivity are involved, the appropriate dose of radionuclide for
such tests can generate whole-body counting rates that are embarrassingly great
even if the sensitivity of the counter is not excellent.

3 .̂  T R_adipact iv.ity.. from other sources^ j.n_ the body

• .Natural body radioactivity, due largely to K present in a constant .propor-
tion in native potassium, contributes to the patient's counting rate, and a correc-
tion, usually small, must be deducted to allow for .its contribution. Moreover,
."substantial corrections may be necessary when, as occasionally happens, residual
radionuclides from previous tests are present in the body. Correction of the
counting re/tes must then be carried out more cautiously, and whole— body counters
with good resolution of gamma-ray energies have an advantage in these situations.
Good resolution is analogously useful for double-tracer tests.

3.' JL

It is very easy to assume prima facie that the. capital cost and the complexity
, pf operation of whole-body counters are inevitably much greater than those of
counting systems designed for measurements in vitro, but the assumption is false.
In -many cases, including studies of gastrointestinal absorption, the equipment used

in vivo and in vitrp can be almost identical. For example, a relatively common
system for the measurement of gamma rays in vitro utilizes a 7-5 cm diameter x
7«5 cm deep sodium iodide detector, which may be of the well type, housed in a
shield of 10 cm lead, with appropriate electronics including a pulse— height ana-

- •! i

lyser. Precisely the same equipment has been used for whole-body counters of
sufficient sensitivity for studying gastrointestinal absorption, with a relatively

trivial additional cost of about US$ 400 for conversion to patient use (see, for
example, references 1 and 2). The complexity of operation for measurements in
vivo and in vitro is also similar.

4. WHOLE-BODY COUNTING SYSTEMS FOR MEASURING GASTROINTESTINAL ABSORPTION

The International Atomic Energy Agency *s directory of whole— body counters
catalogues some 166 counters able to measure gastrointestinal absorption of
administered radionuclides and there are probably at least as many simple or
temporary counters used for this purpose which are not included. The counting
systems vary widely in type, sensitivity and cost, and the system adopted ought
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to depend on a careful specification of the intended applications of the counter
taking into account special requirements and local circumstances, For example, if
the programme is to "be restricted entirely to absorption measurements, a counter of
moderate sensitivity will be perfectly adequate,, However, if there is a requirement
to measure, say, body potassium for other clinical purposes, a whole-body counter
of good sensitivity would be more appropriate since, obviously, it could be used
also for the absorption measurements. The selection of the most appropriate whole-
body counting system in any particular case will be influenced, therefore, by local
as well as clinical and scientific considerations,, As an initial guide, a brief
description is given of the different types of whole-body counter that can be used
for measurements of gastrointestinal absorption,, An assessment of their performance
is made with respect to sensitivity, geometrical effects and costs.

For convenience, the counters are considered in two categories, those using
shielded rooms and those using shadow shields or incomplete shields*

4« 1 Shielded-room ̂ qounters

To reduce the counting rate due to background radiation, these whole-body
counters untilize a room, typically 2.8 m x 2.1 m x 2.0 m high, usually constructed
from steel 15 - 20 cm thick or lead 10 cm thick. Other materials containing little
radioactivity, such as chalk *' ' ', gypsum ' " and serpentine , can be used.
The detection system, and the patient being measured, are located inside the shielded
room. The capital cost of the steel or lead room itself is about US$ 34,000 -
86,000, to which must be added the construction costs. The shielded room, having
a weight of 30 -- 50 tons, usually requires a special building in which to house it,
and this cost would have to be included also,

4.1.1 Organic scintillators
Three well established counting geometries using organic scintillators are

illustrated in Fig.l. The 2rr and 4fT counters use liquid scintillators while
the other uses solid organic phosphors of large volume. These detectors have the
advantage of excellent sensitivity at relatively low cost. This sensitivity brings
the advantage of short measurement times, which can be beneficial with very ill
patients. However, in common with all shielded-room systems, even the very ill
patient is isolated from the attendant staff. In principle, the short measurement
times imply that more patients can be examined within a given time. In practice,
the measurement time in gastrointestinal absorption investigations is normally
short (5 - 10 min) for most types of whole-bodjr counter. In this case, the measure-
ment time becomes comparable to, or less than, the time required for transferring
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-bhe patients, in -and out of the counter, including, under conditions in a busy
hospital j waiting, for patients to arrive at the counter from the wards or out-

patients departments.
One major disadvantage of organic scmti.llators is their relatively poor energy

resolution, for gamma rays. This may preclude, or unduly complicate, a double-tracer
test and prBsent difficulties in correcting for the presence of radionuclides from
previous tests. A second major disadvantage of these counting geometries for
gastrointestinal studies is the possible dependence of the. counting rate on the
distribution of the radionuclide in the body, This point may be illustrated by

9reference to a study of vitamin B-, 0 absorption by Heinrich using a 2 *• liquid
' £*c\

scintillation counter. The counting rate on the day of administration of Co-
vitamin B, p has been re-plotted in Fig. 2. Variations in the counting rate of over
40$ were noted in the period shortly after .administration during which.no excretion
took place. For a 2 "-counter, variations as small as 5$ have been reported (Pfau,
personal communication) .

4.1.2 ' Sodium iodide- -detectors " ,< -,
As illustrated in Fig. 3, the counting geometries adopted using sodium iodide.

detectors in shielded rooms vary widely -with respect to the relative positions of
the detector(s) and patient. There is- a concomitant variation in the size and
number of the detectors. As a crude generalization, in single-detecto-r systems •
the detector is commonly 20 - 30 cm $ x 10 cm, whereas in multiple detector systems
four detectors (15 cm 0 x 10 cm) are often found although in one-ease 54 detectors

,10are used . " •>

The magnitude of the variation in the counting rate' with location of the nu-
elide in the body depends on the counting. geometry. The widely used chair-

metry is particularly poor in this respect as illustrated in Fig. 4, where findings
of Reizenstein and colleagues have been re-plotted. Some results from inter—
comparisons of different geometries '* '' • are quoted in Tables la, and Ib.

or jaartiaLl shielded counters

Shadovf-shield î hole-body counters, using a shield of comparatively light
weight (6-8 tons), have been constructed with sensitivities at least comparable
to thos© of shielded room counters ' ' . These counters, as illustrated in
Fig. 5,, usually consist °f a single detector in a turret of 10 cm lead supported
on a steel plate beneath which the patient passes, while lying on a motorized
couqh. The remaining shield is so distributed that the detector cannot "see"
unscattered gamma rays originating outside the counter unless they have first passed
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through the shield. In other words, the detector is in the "shadow" of the shield,,

With a single detector, it is customary to monitor the patient first in the supine

and then in the prone positions to minimize geometrical effects on the coitnting
rate. Findings relevant to gastrointestinal absorption studies, obtained using

If.
the counter illustrated , are summarized in Table 2. To avoid any discomfort
to the patient associated with turning from the supine to the prone positions as

17well as improve sensitivity for other purposes , a dual-detector high-sensiti-
18vity shadow-shield counter has been designed and constructed . The shield

design is essentially similar, as shown in Fig.6, but a second detector is situated
in a lead-lined hole in the floor and the patient passes between the detectors
while reclining in the supine position (or prone position) only,, The high-sensi-
tivity shadow-shield counters have a substantial advantage over conventional
counters with respect to cost, the complete system, in some cases, having a price

about the same as that of a steel or lead room alone.
When high sensitivity is not an essential requirement, partially shielded

counters can be very simple and satisfactory. The principle can be illustrated by
the stages of construction studied in the development of a shadow-shield countr-.."
er , as shown in K,g«7« For a chosen detector-patient geometry, the counting rates
are approximately proportional to the detector volume while the sensitivity varies
with the square-root of detector volume • An excellent inter-comparison has

14been presented by Dudley and ben Haim '• The background counting rate obviously
depends on the extent and thickness of the shield,, It is noteworthy that the modest
Stage 1 shield effects a reduction in the background counting rate to about 14$ of
that of the unshielded detector,, A further reduction of this magnitttde is achieved
only with the final shield, when the background reduction is essentially identical

19
to that attained with a steel room having walls 20 cm thick . The implication
of this observation is that, for a given detector, the Stage 1 shield (background =
13,7$ of that of the unshielded detector) will be about \j 13.7/2.2 = 2.5 times less
sensitive or have a standard deviation, near the limits of detection, 2.5 times
greater than the final shield or shielded room (background = 2.2$ of that of un-
shielded detector). As a guide, the data summarized in Table 3 were obtained with

a detector of size only 7.5 cm ̂  x 7-5 oni in the final shield . The sensitivity
would be improved by about a factor of 2 using a detector of the same depth and
15 cm diameter and by a factor of about A if the diameter were 30 cm, at which size
the statistical standard deviation for 140 gK in the body would be about 2.5$
(30 min measurement time). The data of Table 3 were obtained with a scanning-bed
geometry. The variation of the counting rate on the day of administration, with



59this geometry,, is illustrated in Table 4 by reference to Fe<> In five subjects,
the mean coefficient of variation of the counting rate was 7« 2% in the period from
zero to 6 hours after ingestion (before excretion). The associated uncertainty
in the deduced absorption was trivial compared with the 'normal' range of ab-
sorption values. Results from, another similar study of several radionuclides are

summarized- in Table 5? showing correspondingly small variation in the counting
rate in the early hours after administration.

A system utilizing two sodium iodide detectors, 10.?. cm $ x 8.9 cm> in a

limited shadow shield was also, developed for gastrointestinal absorption stud-
20 . ...The counter, illustrated in Pig.o, again uses a scanning-bed technique.

Minimum detectable activities of 12 x 10~ p,Ci Fe and 18 x 10™^ y,Gi ^ Co are
quoted..

-•In the counting systems just outlined, the patient is moved relative to the
stationary detector, but,, alternatively, the detector may b-e moved relative to

2
the stationary patient, as in a counter described elsewhere and shoiim in Jig. 9.

A sodium iodide detector, 12.5 cm 0 x 9 cmi> is housed in a lead shield ?.5 cm
thick in the form of an inverted U, 30 cm long, 28 cm wide and 19 cm thick. The
assembly is suspended, from a wheeled gantry, spanning the couch on which the
subject lies, at a detector-couch distance of 45 cm° This simple shield reduces
the background to about. 50% of i'ts value with no shield. The detector assembly
is made to scan along the subject, who is c.ounted in both the supine and prone
positions. In a 20 min counting period the minimum detectable activity is quoted

_ •}
as 14 x 10 y,Ci. The variations in- the counting 'rate on the day of administration
for this and the preceding counter are similar to those described earlier .for
scanning procedures.

Other designs of counter used for clinical gastrointestinal studies, but for
which sensitivities are not specifically cjuoted, are illustrated in Pig. 10. The

2/1first ̂  uses an iron "open booth" of dimensions 160 cm x 60 cm x 60 cm and
thickness ID "cm in which the patient sits. A lead cylinder 10 cm thick surrounds

a sodium iodide detector, 12»7 cm $ x 10.? cm, and is mounted on a wheeled trolley.
The front surface of the detector is 40 cm from the inner wall of the booth. In

59the period between 1 and o hours- after administration of Fe, the maximum
variation of the counting rate was 24$>» A simple upright chair with a- detector
(7.5 cni $ x 11.5 cnO protruding from a lead collvciator 6. cm thick has been used

22with a sternum-detector distance of 50 cm « In the period between ? o.nd 10
days after intravenous administration of ̂ "Fe the counting rate increased by aboiit

due" to geometrical' effects. A 50 cm contour charr using a sodium iodide



detector, 10.2 cm ̂  x 10.2 cm, in a limited shield (Fig. lOc) has been describ-
23ed . No details of the variation in the counting rate following' administration

were quoted.
Perhaps the simplest, and least expensive, whole-body counters used for

gastrointestinal measurements have employed an array of Geiger-Muller count-
O A O f1

ers ' . Despite the appeal of their inherent simplicity, these systems have
several serious drawbacks. First, their limited sensitivity compared with sodium

29iodide detectors requires the administration of relatively large doses of
radioactivity, although, as pointed out earlier, some concurrent clinical tests
raay themselves necessitate such doses. Secondly, unless shielded or heavy-
walled G-M counters are used, they may detect scattered gamma, radiation more
efficiently than primary radiation and this can exacerbate variations in-the
counting rate with changing distribution of the radionuclide in the body. Third-
ly, the energy discrimination that can be applied to incident gamma rays is very
crude and essentialljr precludes the use of such detectors for double-tracer
studies.

5. CHOICE OF A WHOLE-BODY COURTING SYSTEM FOR MEASURING GASTROINTESTINAL
ABSORPTION

In 1965, the International Atomic'Energy Agency convened an Fxpert Panel on the

Clinical Uses of Whole-Body Counting . Some of the Panel's conclusions weres
"A sodium iodide crystal is the detector of choice for either a simple or

advanced whole-body counter designed for clinical purposes. The various counting
systems, in which the detector and patient move relative to each other, are the
most preferable physical arrangements (either patient or detector may be moved).
They offer the most uniform counting-geometry and thus minimize the problem of
calibration. With a single crystal fixed to one plane the patient must be counted
in both the supine and prone positions. For clinical convenience, particularly
in studies made on patients who are elderly, ill or have other disabilities, a
double-detector system is the most practical-arrangement. One crystal is placed
above and the other below the supine patient. In principle, within a shielded
area it is also possible to use a single crystal for scanning first with the
counter above the patient and then, by swinging the crystal under the patient's
bed, for scanning from below."

Eight years later, the conclusions quoted remain equally valid in the author's

opinion. It might be noted, however, that many whole-body counting tests of
gastrointestinal absorption involve only a single radionuclide, for which it can
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be argued, thai resolution of gamma-ray energies is almost irrelevant and organic
phosphors, or even G-M counters of lower cost, are equally appropriate. This is
a valid argument provided a) that double-tracer tests might not become a future
requirement and b) that the possibility of interference from residual radionu-
clides in the body from other tests can be definitely excluded - such a guarantee
has rarely been offered in our own clinical experience, and in some cases such a
guarantee has been proved unreliable. It seems reasonable to suggest, therefore,
that the Panel's preference for sodium iodide detectors can be well justified,,
Considerable experience with scanning-geometry whole-body counters has now been
accumulated and much evidence has been documented confirming that the scanning
system 'offers the most uniform counting geometry,, The use of this geometry in-

creased four-fold between approximately 1964 and 1970 .
Consequently, apart from individual local considerations, these observations

suggest that the whole-body counter of choice for studies of gastrointestinal
absorption would use sodium iodide detectors and a scanning-bed geometry. If
this premise is accepted, then a more specific intercomparison can be made of the
whole-body counters of this type so the,t they can be related to particular cases
where establishment of a counter is under -consideration., Relevant features of
shielded- room, shadow-shield and partially shielded counters have been summarized

in Table 6.

, 1 Shielded rooms_

These counters, provide flexibility of sensitivity ajnd operation as well as
excellent sensitivity. Their major disadvantages are the relatively high costs
for both equipment and construction. It is only rarely that these counters can
be incorporated in existing buildings because of the shield's weight and the heavy
engineering involved in constructing the shield. The potential problem of claustro-
phobic reaction by patients appears, in practice, to have been relatively rare,
Therefore, when good sensitivity is an additional requirement and., in particular,
when funds and space are not limiting considerations, the shielded-room counters

may be the first preference.

partially

Advantages of shadow-shield and partially shielded counters, pointed out
earlier, are that they can be constructed in existing rooms (or even corridors l)
from equipment that is readily available with only a little ingenuity and the
most modest engineering., The excellent sensitivity that can be obtained with
appropriate shadow-shield counters ""' ( (Figs. 5 and 6) may have been
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appreciated by the IAEA's panel « but it was certainly not emphasized. It has

been clearly demonstrated that the sensitivity and performance can match those of
many shielded room counters ' ' " , and, furthermore, it is relatively
simple to improve an initially modest sensitivity as the requirement arises or1

additional funds "become available <. An additional advantage of counters with
limited shields, in clinical practice, is that they can be incorporated in a
mobile laboratory (Fig.ll) and used by many widely separated hospitals or medical
centres., This procedure avoids the transfer of sick patients to a centralized

unit and could also be a useful feature for epidemiological studies and for
screening, particularly in countries where the population may be more widely

dispersed than the centres of medical excellence. These systems offer great
flexibility, providing either excellent sensitivity or modest sensitivity that

can be readily adjusted to individual requirements or developments. In general,

these systems will also be less expensive. Tire open system in which the staff

can remain in immediate proximity and attendance is also reassuring to the
patient and of obvious advantage if a patient undergoes a crisis while being
examined.

6, SOME OPERATIONAL ASPECTS OF THE WHOLE-BODY COUNTING TECHNIQUE IN MEASURING
GASTROINTESTINAL ABSORPTION

The procedure for measuring gastrointestinal absorption was outlined earlier.
Some practical features of the stages of measurement merit further comment.

6.1

This initial measurement is considered important because it permits counting
rates determined after administration of the test dose of radionuclide to be

corrected for natural body radioactivity and also for residual radioactivity in
the body from previous tests or of other origins. In general, the contribution
of natural body radioactivity to the counting rates on the day of administration
of the test radionuclide will be small. However, some days or weeks later when
the final absorption measurement is made this may not be the case, especially
when the absorption is small. A simple, end perhaps extreme, illustration of
the error that can result from ignoring the natural body contribution is as

follows;
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Q-L adinistration ;
' AC\f K 100 counts/min

'

Fe « 100 counts/min (previous tests)
Test radionuclide X = 2000 coujits/min

(T| = 7d)
rate . . = 2200

Seven
; K = 100 counts/min
Pe = 100 counts/mm

X = 200 counts/min
Het observed counting rate = 40Q.

Corrected for radioactive decay = 1200 counts/mm

Corrected for radioactive decay = 000 counts/min

Apparent % absorDtion = -̂ ^ x 100̂  = 36.̂

True 95 absorption = -̂ 22 z 100̂  = ?0.0̂
rwL'U

Fourteen day_s _^ost-administration s
^ K = 100 counts/min
59 /Pe = 100 counts/rain approx.
X = 100 counts/min

,̂ gt__ol̂ served count_ing rate ||[ = 300,

$

Thus, in certain cases, absurd results can arise from assuming that the contri
bution of the natural or residual radioactivity in the body can be ignored for
the purpose of the absorption test.

6,2 Establishment of

Several workers have considered the possibility that there might be an optimum
time period after oral administration of a test radionuclide at which to' measure

the counting rate corresponding to 100% retention. At this time the effect of
variation in the counting rate due to redistribution of the radionuclide might be

minimized,, With the scanning geometry, at least, there was no evidence of a con-
sistent pattern of change in counting rate among patients * , and biological

Apparent % absorption = '~ x 100$ = 54.5
"

True % absorption = -x 100$ = 20 ..
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variation from one patient to another suggested that a single interval, after. ,.
administration would not be universally optimal » In general practice, the time
after administration at which "100$ retention" is measured varies from a few
minutes to several

_6o_3_ ̂ Choice Qj

There is convincing1 evidence in the literature that the magnitude of changes

in counting1 rate with redistribution of the administered radionuclide in the body
can be reduced by recording all counts within a wide energy band rather than

within a narrow "photopeak"1 alone. Obviously, selection of this technique implies
that "unknown" radionuclides arc not present in the body or Ĝ JI be corrected for
appropriately o As well as the initial screening measurement' of" the patient, it

is the practice with the author's whole-body counters to measure and record the"
counting rate concurrently in both a wide energy band and a corresponding photo-

peak energy band. The derived absorption values for the two ranges arc checked

for agreement within the experimental limits,

A;A_ Ĵ [̂ g ÂgJMgJl̂  r.e.̂ .?'j-,neA p-c_tivity

The principal factor determining at what time the absorbed activity should

be measured is, of course, that excretion from the gut of the non-absorbed
fraction of the test radionuclido crust be complete. If purgatives are not used

and there is no indication of constipation, five or seven days post-administration
are commonly chosen to measure absorption and can be administratively convenient,,

5Q

However, 14 and. 21 days arc .also used and, in the case of Pe, there is evid.ence

that loss continues until some 21 days post-administration, though less signi-
11

ficantly than in the first 7 - 1 0 days" .

7. CONCLUSIONS

Whole-body counting is in many circumstances the most accurate technique
for directly measuring retention of an orally administered tracer dose* If re-

excretion of the tracer into urine and stool, once it has been absorbed from the

intestine, is either small or can be allowed for, then whole-body counting- may

be the preferred method of quantifying gastrointestinal absorption.

Despite its superficial compleyity and cost, the method is essentially
simple and the equipment can be equally basic. As patients can be examined on
an out-patient basis, the cost of the whole-body counting technique might be

compared with that of metabolic or excretion collection techniques, which re-
quire hospitalization of the patient for 7 days or more, on the basis that over
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1000 patient measurements per year are readily made with some counters (e 0 go,

ref« " ) „ A complete whole-body counter of excellent sensitivity can be const
ted for about US® 17,000 - USS 25,000 and operated by a staff of about two

16people y. These costs can be compared with the cost of hospitalization fo
500 patient-weeks per annum,,
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TABLE la. EFFICIENCY OF ASSAY OF RADIONUCLIDES IN COMPARTMENTS OF A PHANTOM MAN RELATIVE TO AVERAGE FOR WHOLE
BODY, USING ALTERNATIVE MEASUREMENT GEOMETRIES (14)

(20 cm ̂  x 10 cm Nal(Tl) ciystal)

Nuclide i 132Cs

Geometry Scanning

Energy Band Fhotopeak
at

j 0.029 MeV

1 i

Head i 1.32

Neck ' 0.'98
1

Chest i 0.90

Hips ! 0.85

Arms '. 1.06
i

Thighs 0.99

Lower Legs ! 1.28

-L

Scanning

Photopeak
at

0.36 MeV

1.10

1.00

0.94

0.98

0.92

1.03

1.12

>0.065
MeV

Chair

Photopeak j
at ! 2-0.065

0.36 MeVl MeV

^ f

0.95 0.43 j 0.45

0.95 | 0.65 \ 0.70

1.04 | 1.14 j 1.24

1.10

0.82

1.01

0.97

0.63 I 0.75

2.03 , 1,63
i

1.02 { 1.03
i

0.33 i 0.34
F

Arc

Photopeak
at

0.36 MeV

1,03

>0.065
MeV

•

0.94

1.05 ! 0.98
it

0.93 | 1.02
i0.92 i.oo
t

1.15
1.02

1.07

1.01

1.00

0.98

42K

Scanning

Photoueak
at

1.5 MeV

1.03

0.92

1.03

1.06

0.89

0.99

0.99

>0.20
MeV

0.95
O.QO

1.06

1.10

0.88

0.97

0.95

2\B

Arc

Photopesk
at

1.4 MeV

1.05

1.02

0.94

0.94

1.08

1.01

1.07

1

"0

I
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TABLE Ib. EFFICIENCY OP ASSAY OP RADIONUCLIDES IN COMPARTMENTS OP A PHANTOM
MAN RELATIVE TO AVERAGE FOR WHOLE BODY, USING ALTERNATIVE MEASUREMENT
GEOMETRIES (12, 13)

(12«5 cm 0f x 10 cm Nal(Tl) crystal)

Nuclide

«4
(0. 36 MeV)

«2CS
(0.67 MeV)

47Ca

(1.31 MeV)

Geometry

Chair
Scanning

Chair
Scanning

Chair
Scanning

Whole body Thyroid

1.00 - 0.02 1.73 - 0.07
i.oo i 0.02 0.96 - 0.04

1.00 ~ 0.02 1.68 i 0.08
1.00 - 0.02 0.99 - 0.05

1.00 ± 0.03
1.00 - 0.07

Bladder

0.74 -
0.98 -

0.80 -
1.05 ±

0.83 i
1.11 ±

0.03
0.04

0.04
0.05

0.04
0.04

Liver

1.84
1.07

1.92
1.10

2.00
1.13

i 0.07
- 0.04

- 0.09
- 0.05

- 0.10
~ 0.06

Statistical accuracy is given as 2 S. D.
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TABLE 2. SOME PERFORMANCE DATA FOR A SHADOW-SHIELD WHOLE-BODY COUNTER

USING A LARGE (29.2 cm 0 x 10.2 cm) Nal(Tl) DETECTOR (16)

Nuclide

1. Detector-to-
bed distance 41 cm

59Fe

5?co

58co

2. Detector-to-
bed distance 30 cm

59Fe

Energy range
(MeV)

0.4 - 1.38
1.0 - 1.38

0.03 - 0.17

0.3 - 1.0
0.74 - 0.89

1.36 - 1.56

0.4 - 1.38
1.0 - 1.38

Counting rate from
nuclide

(counts/rain* \id)
or

(counts/rain* (gK))

14,800*
6,900*

13,000*
7,000*

0.96*

27,900*
13,300*

Background
( count s/min)

1055
238

1104
153

.i

117

1150
260

measurement on human subjects

measurement on phantom



TABLE 3. APPROXIMATE COUNTING EFFICIENCY OF A SHADOW-SHIELD WHOLE-BODY
COUNTER USING A SMALL (7-5 cm 0 x 7.5 cm) Nal(Tl) DETECTOR (l)

Nuclide

5%e

58co

5?co

40K

?2Na

131,

Energy
range
(MeV)

1.0 - 1.38
0.4 - 1.38

0.74 - 0.89
0.3 - 1.0

0.08 - 0.15

1.36 - 1.56

1.18 - 1.38

0.3 - 0.42

Counting rate
from nuclide
(counts/min. viCi }

or
(counts/min. (gK) )

550+

1670+

490"*"
1800"*"

3430*

0.0 3*

552*

1515*

Background with
water phantom
(counts/min)

18.4
103

13.7
112

330

8.0

9.7

64.4

Minimum
measurable
activity with
30 rain scan

(uCi)

4.1 x 10~3

3.4 x 10~3

4.0 x 10~3

3.2 x 10~3

2.9 x 10~3

-

4.3 x 10"3

2.9 x 10~3

measurement on human subjects

* measurement on phantom



TABLE 4. VARIATIONS IN WHOLE-BODY COUNTING RATE WITH TIME AFTER INGESTION AND THEIR EFFECT ON CALCULATED PERCENTAGE
IRON ABSORPTION USING A SMALL (7.5 cm $ x 7.5 cm) Nal(Tl) DETECTOR IN SCANNING GEOMETRY (l)

Case

1

2

3

4

5
;

i!

"
Counting rate for 100% retention as
measured at various times after ingestion

( count s/min)

Immediate 2 hr 4 hr 6 hr

9721 8635 9699 9625

28831 - 33463 26810

34054 - 32700

11744 11696 10117 10010

6156 5327 5999 5825

Calculated percentage iron absorption
using alternative values for 100$ retention

Immediate 2 hr 4 hr 6 hr

4.2 4.7 4.2 4.2

15.1 - 13.0 16.3

15.1 - 15-7

11.9 H.9 13.8 13.9

18.1 20.9 19.1 19.2

,

!

Mean Coefficient •
absorption of variation i

(0 (fO I1 ————————— I
r

4.3 9.3 |
*

14.8 9.4 |

15.4 1.9
i

12.9 7.8 j

19.3 7.8
Mean = 7-2

!
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5. TYPICAL COEFEECIEHl'S OP VARIATION FOR MEASUPMENTS OP RETENTION
KEF2M3ED DURIEC? FIRST KOTffiS AFTER ADMINISTRATION, CLINICAL STUDIES USING
A MOBILE, SCAHIHIG-BED, WHOLE-BODY COUNTER

Kiiclide

5%*
cQ*5O

57Co

57Co

58Co

47Ca
99Tc»
65Zn
42K

43K

2%

Route of
administration

oral

oral

oral

parenteral

pareateral

oral

parent eral

parent eral

parent eral

parent eral

parenteral

Coefficient of variation ($)

2.2

4.1

4.5

2.3

2.6

2.8

1.0

1.0

1.4
1.0

2.8
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TABLE 6. A COMPARISON OP SOME FEATURES OP SHADOW-SHIELD AND SHIELDED-ROOM
WHOLE-BODY COUNTERS USING SODIUM IODIDE DETECTORS

Feature Shadow shield Steel or lead room

Weight
Cost
Sensitivity (140 gK)
Primary shield
Volume for
*trapping' photons
giving scattered
radiation

Volume of air 'seen1,
by unshielded
detector

Secondary shield
against scattered
radiation and
atmospheric
radioactivity

Mobile laboratory
Existing laboratory
Variation of
detector-patient
distance

Choice of geometries

Profile scanning
Organ monitoring
Large sample
monitoring

Patient comfort

2 - 7 tons
up to USS 20,000
ff - 1.7 - 2.4 per cent
10.2 cm Pb

small

small

annular Pb rings
around detector

yes
yes
30-40 cm in turret;
up to 77 cm,
turret raised

scanning-bed and chair
flexibility of
shielding

yes, simultaneously
yes

yes

operator remains
close to patient

26 - 50 tons

commercially up to USS 75,000 |
& = 1.4 - 2.6 per cent

.2 cm Pb or 15 cm steel10

laxge

large

usually none

no
rarely

yes

choice possible,
seldom exercised

yes, if geometry appropriate
yes, -more precisely

yes

patient isolated from
operator
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IEOEHDS FOR FIGURES

Pig,l Geometries of organic-scintillator whole-body counters:
a) slab geometry, b) 2tr geometry, c) 4-ir geometry.

Fig,? Variation of the subject counting rate in a 2rr organic-scintillator
•<0whole-body counter following administration of ' Co-vitamin B..n.

Fig, 3 Geometries of !fel(;Tl) detector whole-body counters;
a) arc geometry, b) chair geometry, c) and d) hybrid or
arc/chair geometry, e) scanning geometry, f) multiple detector
geometry.

Fig,4 Variation of counting rate in whole-body counter using Nal(Tl)
detector and chair geometry following administration of ' Co vitamin B, 0.\ j-e-

Fig,5 The high-sensitivity shadow-shield whole-body counter a,t S.U.R.R<,Co ,
East Kilbride,,

Fig.5 The dual-detector high-sensitivity shadow-shield whole-body counter
at S.U.R.R.C, , East Kilbride,

Fig,? Stages in the development of the prototype shadow-shield whole-body counter.

Fig.8 The Oxford shadow-shield whole-body counter of suitable sensitivity for

studying gastrointestinal absorption.

Fig.9 The Edinburgh partial-shield whole-body counter.

Fig.10 Partial-shield geometries of whole-body counters;
3.) arc/chair geometry, b) chair geometry, c) "open-booth" geometry.

Fig.11 A high-sensitivity shadow-shield whole-body counter for clinical use,
incorporated in a mobile laboratory.
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SUMMARY OP DISCUSSION ON WHOLE-BODY COUNTING

1. SELECTION OP WHOLE-BODY COUNTING SYSTEMS

The Panel was of the opinion that relatively simple and inexpensive
whole- body counters of the shadow-shield or partial-shield variety are
satisfactory for measurements of gastrointestinal absorption. The preference
of an earlier IAEA panel for a sodium iodide detection system in a scanning
geometry was largely endorsed, A simple such counter which has been provided
by the Agency under its Technical Assistance Programme is illustated in Pig. 1.
However, the Panel noted that when radiation doses to the subject are of
special concern, as with children or women of child-bearing age, the higher
sensitivity offered by large organic detectors in heavy shields may give them
decisive advantages by allowing the use of smaller quantities of radionuclides.

Three approaches to the utilization of whole-body monitors in developing
countries were considered, each of which appeared to have particular merits in
particular circumstances. A mobile monitor can be taken to widely dispersed
groups of population. An alternative is to use a whole-body counter which can
be dismantled, transported to the new site and re-erected. A hybrid of these

two alternatives seemed to merit further investigation. The third, and ob-
vious, alternative is to transport the subjects to a centralized whole-body
counter, and in some cases this might prove the only feasible approach if the
road or other transport systems were unsuitable for the equipment. In epi-
demiological studies, the transportable monitor might be advantageous for
measurements on scattered, populations in situ, but for individuals or small
groups of subjects a centralized counter would be suitable.

It was suggested that, to reduce the weight of shielding to be transported,
water might be obtained on site to fill suitable containers carried as part of
the equipment or might be used as a cheap shield for static counters as in
some existing installations.

2. FACTORS INFLUENCING THE ACCURACY OF MEASUREMENTS OF ABSORPTION

The Panel recognized the need to test individual i-fhole-body counters with

respect to the degree of uniformity of counting efficiency for all portions of
the body. No single common procedure has been adopted to date. The usefulness

?
of a method developed at the Agency" was noted. The phantom and the procedure
for its use are simple and easy to reproduce precisely.
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2 . 2 _JThe_ _i_nf luence _p_f fsoanning_ length

The advantages of the scanning geometry in reducing variation of the
counting efficiency for the various regions of the body were acknox^l edged.
However, it was emphasized that if the scanning length were too short this
could result in unacceptable reductions of the counting efficiency in the
head and feet regions. In the Panel's experience,, particularly using shielded
rooms where the scanning length is generally more 1 imited, Jthis factor merits
careful attention. Techniques in iirhich a compensatory longer time is spent
in counting over the head and feet, either by pausing at the end of the scan

or appropriately varying the speed of scan, were noted as satisfactory alter-
natives to scanning beyond the ends of the body.

2 • 3. •_. Lp ffr^Liftg. .in, A. w.id.6. _sfl ff rgy_

It was re-emphasized that, in the absence of contaminating radionuclides
and when the administered radionuclide did not have interfering radioactive
descendants, a wide energy band was very appropriate for counting. This pro-
cedure offers generally the advantage of reducing variations in counting
efficiency for all portions of the body and of improving the sensitivity.
It also allows use of very simple electronic equipment such as a single-
channel analyser or even just a threshold discriminator. Detectors other

than sodium iodide could be used in appropriate cases.

311-'̂  "k 3-ia.ve. a-.ccuracy

The only direct method of testing the accuracy of measurements using a
given whole-body counter is to compare its results with those yielded by assay

of completely collected excreta. However, the potential errors associated
with incomplete collection or inaccurate analysis of excreta were emphasized.

2,^^ jExcre_ti-on_ of _abs_orbed tracer

The Panel emphasized that it is specifically retention, not absorption,
that is measured in whole-body counting. In principle, the magnitude of
absorption can be deduced from whole-body counting results only if endogenous
faecal excretion, urinary excretion, and other losses are known or small.
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LEGEND FOR FIGURE

Fig. 1 Shadow-shield whole-body counter provided under certain Agency Technical
Assistance programmes. Reclining patient on motor-driven couch passes
between two partially shielded Nal(Tl) detectors (5" $ x 3")> one above
and one below body. (Multichannel analyzer and printer are not standard
equipment.)
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IBTBSTIBAL PEEPUSIOT Iff THE STUDY OF INTESTIML ABSORPTION

S.J. Baker

Abstract

Several techniques for studying absorption by means of intestinal per-
fusion have been developed. While the principle is simple, the practice is
complicated by absorption of the solvent and by excretion of fluid into the
lumen. To improve reliability a "marker" is incorporated into the system;
it should behave as nearly as possible like the nutrient of interest, except
that it akouid bfe unabsorbable. A great many markerss including several
labelled with radionuclides, have been developed for use with numerous
nutrients, and perfusion methods using double or triple tubes or occlusive
balloons have been tested. The perfusion technique is too complicated for
routine diagnostic use, but it offers at present the only possibility of
studying the function of defined sections of the small intestine in the
intact human.

*****

Techniques such _ as whole-body counting, faecal balance studies, or analy-
sis of breath, blood, or urine may give a measure of an individual's over-all
ability to absorb a given nutrient. However, none of these techniques can
provide kinetic information, nor do they permit the study in man of the func-
tion of one part of the small intestine separate from the rest. The one
exception is surgically produced experimental models, when resection of a
part of the small intestine is necessitated by some disease process.

The study of the function of isolated segments of the intestine is
possible in animals both in vivo and in vitro._ One of the earliest perfusion
experiments in vitro may be that of Carpenter , performed over a hundred: years
ago. In man, such experiments can be performed only occasionally when
surgical resection is required for 'oihdropurposes. The development of tech-

2 ~\niques for intestinal intubation ? has made it possible to sample intestin-
al contents during digestion and absorption and to start applying to man much
of the experimental work previously confined to animals.

The technique_of intestinal perfusion is based on the following? tlf a
tube I - E (Fig.l), L cm long, is infused at a constant rate, R ml/min, with
a solution containing substance S at a concentration of C .,. units/ml, if the
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solvent is not absorbed, or added, to, and if the concentration of S at E is

Ĉ -p, units/ml, then the amount of S absorbed (S., ) will be given by the
equation -

SAb = R (C5I " CSE) Ulllt.s/min

= R (GSI - GSS) x -r units/mm.cm .......... (l)

It should be noted, however,, that this latter equation is only an approxima-
tion representing the mean of the whole tube and taking no account of the
diminishing concentration of the solute along the length of the tube.

In vivo5 a situation resembling this can be achieved by infusing fluid
into a segment of the intestine through the shorter limb of a double-lumen
tube and aspirating through the longer limb (Fig.2). Hoveyer, there may be
absorption of solvent or excretion of fluid into the lumen, and since it is
not possible to collect all the effluent, a marker has to be incorporated into
the system.

The ideal marker must be nonabsorbable, not be adsorbed to intestinal
wall or contents? not be broken down in the intestine, not interfere with the
absorptive processes, not influence.motility or contractility of the intestine,
mix evenly with intestinal contents, have solubility characteristics similar
to those of the test substance and be easily measurable.

Various substances have been employed, such as'polyethylene glycol
4000 (PEG)4"10, phenol red5?10s11, bromsulpthalein9'12, iodine7labelled Eose
Bengal12, inalin-carboxyl-1/l~C11, polyvinylpyrrolidone (FIT)13, ̂ CrCl 14,
•̂  Cr-ethylenediaminetetra-acetic acid (̂  Cr-EDTA) , Co-vitamin B-, 9 and
131 17I-labelled PYP a The most widely employed marker has been PEG, and a
number of the above cited studies have validated the usefulness of this sub-

stance for perfusion studies. Most investigators have measured the PEG con-
centration by the turbimetric method „ Till and Downcs prepared tritium-
labelled PEG by the exchange reaction followed by purification on a Sephadex
G25 column. They used this in studies in sheep, obtaining practically iden-
tical results with tritium counting and turbimetric estimation. More recently,
14 20 ?1C-labelled PEG has been demonstrated to be a suitable marker in rats '" .

3 14Since the H- and C-labelled PEG can be measured over a much greater con-
centration range, the usefulness of these in human studies deserves investiga-
tion. Inulin-carboxyl-"1" C has been shown to be a suitable marker for intes-

11—21'tinal perfusion studies in rats , but does not appear to have been used
in man. I-labelled Hose Bengal was used in dogs by Maddrey et al and
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•found to give satisfactory results, but it also has apparently not been used in
"51human studios. CrCl has boon shown to be suitable as an indicator in studies

of fluid in the Imman stomach , "but is adsorbed by mucus and is therefore not
°2.suitable for intestinal toe rf us ion studies'" . , 1-PVP has been shown to give

results i somewhat different from those with PEG, particularly in patients with
sprue , due to binding of the I-PVP to intestinal mucus. Labelled vitamin

16B O may be a useful marker for studios of the small intestine provided it is
used in high concentrations (e.g., mg amounts), since even in the lower
intestine only a small percentage will be absorbed. The different gamma-ray
emitting isotopes of Co can provide a variety of easily measurable chemically
identical markers.

The addition of a suitable marker to the perfusion fluid enables measure-
ments to^e made of the amount of solvent absorbed, or the amount of fluid
secreto-d, by the segment under studj , If the concentration of the marker in
the fluid infused into the segment is G^r~ and the concentration at the end ofj.'4-i-
the segment is C.̂ , then if C ... = C there, has been no net gain or loss of

solvent and equation (l) holds. However, if C,TT is greater than C,™ there has' ' 1>LL I'icj
been net absorption of solvent, and if C „. is less than C there has been net
gain of fluid, i.e. secretion into the lumen. Equation (l) then becomes -

/"i
•trr T

SAb = R (°SI " °S3 * C^ x L •Lmits/min.cm , . , . . . . . .(2)J~" ICE

This forms the basis of calculations for perfusion studies performed
with a double-lumen tube, where fluid is infused at R ml/mm through I and
withdrawn for analysis at E, L era distal to I.

Such studies assume a number of conditions:
(1) that an ideal marker is Available,
(2) that the marker concentration is uniform throughout the

intestinal segment,
(3) tnat a steady state is achieved,
(4) that the rates at which the marker enters and leaves the

segment are equal,
(5) that no fluid other than that infused enters the test

segment from above, and
(6) that no reflux of the infused fluid occurs.
The uniformity i of distribution of the marker in perfusion studies has

usually been assumed, rather than proven. In the one published study in
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q 'SIrabbits ? during perfusion with a Gr marker a segment of duodenum was rapidly
frozen and sections prepared for autoradiography. There was shown to bei con-
siderable variation in the cross sectional distribution of radioactivity.

Whether the same applies in other sites and with other markers is not known.
A completely steady state is unlikely to be achieved because of uncon-

trolable variables such as intestinal contractions9 variations in blood supply
and variations in endogenous secretions. However,, in order to achieve as near
as possible a steady state_an equilibration period is employed. Some observ-
ers use a 30 minute period, but extending this to 50 minutes has been shown to

improve the reproducibility.
Ifith a double-lumen perfusion tube no allowance can be made for endo-

genous secretions coming from above the test segment, nor can some degree of
reflux proximal to the entry port be prevented. Some have tried to overcome

23 24this by a proximal occlusive balloon 5 . This technique has been shown to
prevent contamination from above and to decrease significantly the variance
in studies of the absorption of water and glucose in normal subjects "'.

Another method used to attempt to overcomo> the effects of the endogenous
secretions is to employ a triple-lumen tube (Fig.3). The solution under study
is infused into the intestine at a constant rate through the most proximal
opening I. It then traverses a mixing segment and is sampled by aspiration at
a constant rate A ml/mm from the second opening (P), at which point the test

segment begins. Finally the perfusate is again sampled at the opening of the
third tube E, at the end of the tost segment. The amount of perfusate (R )
entering the test segment at point P will then be given by the formula -

GFIH = R x ~ - A
p °MP

Equation (2) will then become

Ab ~ , "" C,--p SP SE "*" C__/ " L units/mm.cm ...(3)
Cooper et al/ studied the effectiveness of a 10 cm mixing segment by

introducing a, second marker proximal to the point of infusion and measuring
the ratio of the two markers. If mixing were complete and a steady state
achieved then the ratio should bo constant. However, after a 30 minute periodi
of equilibration they found a variation up to 36 % in any one 20 minute period,
and if the second marker were administered as a bolus this rose to 46 $. They
recommended therefore that studies should be carried on for at least three 20
minute periods and ihe results averaged, fJhalen et al. showed that a
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significant reduction in the nixing error could ho achicvod by increasing the
mixing segment from 10 to 1!5 era. They also showed that errors could bo further
reduced by "staggering" aspirations in an attempt to study the same bolus.
Therefore the sample from E was compared with the one 15 minutes earlier from P.

The triple-lumen, technique appears,to give more consistent results than
the double-lumen one. There are, however,, two disadvantages of the preliminary
mixing segment, namely that there is no longer direct control over the composi-
tion of the fluid entering the test segment and that the solute under study may
be largely absorbed in the ̂ relinmary mixing segment.

26Slaclen and Dawson s in a study of water and electrolyte absorption in
man, compared the use of a double-lumen tube with that of an occlusivo balloon
and a triple-lumen tube5 and obtained similar quantitative rates of sodium and
water absorption in normal subjects with both systems. Since the double-tube
system is simpler (and easier to swallow!) these authors prefer it to the triple-
lumen tube? at least for studies in normal subjects - though not all would

27agree; „

Rates of infusion used by different investigators have usually varied
between 2 and 20 ml/min. At such rates the intestine is completely distended

and to this extent the situation is unphysiological. However, at lower flow
rates9 which may be more physiologicalp the intestine will be completely dis-

27tended and flow will be much more variable, thus preventing the attainment of
a steady statQ.

With this technique•studies have been performed in normal subjects on
A 7 of oP. oq' A 91 oo ~io'

the absorption of water1"3 '' ' ' •% electrolytes'"' :''~y5, carbohydrates such
as glucose "''J , maltose and lactose , and ammo acids and dipeptides ' .

The technique has also been used in the study of various pathological
states in an attempt to define more closely abnormalities in intestinal function.
This has been particularly useful in the study of the movement of water and
electrolytes in various diarrhoeal states such as coeliac disease ? , tropical

-in ' -3 Q on
sprue 5 infantile diarrhoea and cholera .

In conclusion, although intestinal ̂ erfusion is a laborious technique,
both for the investigator and the patient, it clearly offers the only currently
available method of studying the function of localised areas of the small intes-
tine in the intact human. It may be expected to contribute much to our under-
standing of the physiology and pathology of intestinal absorption^ but it is
never likely to become a routine diagnostic procedure in clinical medicine.
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LEGENDS FOR FIGURES

Pig.l Perfusion of a segment of a simple tube of length L.
Pig.2 Perfusion using a double-lumen tube: inlet I, exit E, perfusion length L.
Pig.3 Perfusion using a triple-lumen tube; inlet I, mixing segment I-P,

sampling port P, exit E, perfusion length L.
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SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION OF INTESTINAL PERFUSION

Althcmgh a marker for use in lipid absorption studies by perfusion

techniques would be desirable, no suitable marker is presently available.
When labelled PEG is used as a marker it is important that adequate

amounts of carrier PEG are added since PEG in very low concentrations will
"be adsorbed to intestinal contents.

Vitamin B]2 in high concentrations (mg quantities) is absorbed only in
very small amounts, even in the ileum, and therefore may be an adequate
marker for the aqueous phase.



NOTES ON THE USE OP NON--ABSORBABLE MARKERS IN NUTRITION STUDIES

A. Pfau

In a study recently completed in our laboratory, markers such as C-PEG,
131I-PVP and 131I-Na-diatriaoate on the one hand, and 4<5Sc, l44Ce and 152Eu
on the other hand, were tested for their suitability as indicators of the
liquid, and solid phase of the ingesta in the GI tract of polygastric animals
(cattle). The markers were administered orally or via fistula as a water
solution; for those radionuclid.es available in chloride form, the markers were
also administered linked to hay. The results may be summarized as follows.

Eu alone among all the markers was found to be neither excreted in the
urine nor retained in the GI tract (as demonstrated by analysis of intestinal
tissue and contents after slaughter). With the other markers losses of up
to ICffo were observed in the faecal balance. T̂hi therefore appears to be an

idea,! marker as far as non-absorbability is concerned. Furthermore, this
marker appeared to be a good indicator of the solid mass of the contents of
the rumen, as judged by dilution techniques in vivo and by the analysis of
intestinal contents after slaughter.

If some loss of the marker can bo tolerated, ' I-Na-diatrizoate is

thought to be a good indicator of the liquid phase in the rumen because, in

contrast to C-PEG and I-PVP, it will remain completely in the super-
natant after centrifugation. " I-PVP as an indicator in dilution studies
of the amount of rumen liquid gave incorrect results. With C—PEG the

true values were obtained only if inactive PEG as carrier similar in amounts
to those in turbidity measurements was administered together with the radio-

active tracer. The turnover rate for 'C-PEG and ^KM proved to be different
in the rumen, reflecting differences in the liquid and solid phases. However,
measurements of the faeces yielded the same excretion for both the markers.
(This could indicate either that, except in the rumen, the C-PEG acts like

1159
the solid phase marker Eu, or that, after complete mixing, the liquid and

the solid phase of the faeces are transported similarly.) The behaviour of
both Eu and C-PEG in monogastrie mammals has still to be tested.
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TECHNIQUES AND PROBLEMS Ii>J STUDYING INTESTINAL ABSORPTION

WITH RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES M CHILDREN

W o P o T . James and J.C. Water-low

Abstract

Radioactive isotopes give substantial promise for assisting the study of
gastrointestinal absorption in children in that they allow reduction or elimina-
tion of the collection of blood, urine and faeces specimens. These operations
are particularly difficult and unreliable in infants, on whom greatest interest
in paediatric gastr^enterology is centred in the tropics. Here intestinal mal-
absorption is most commonly associated with malnutrition, lactose intolerance,
gastroenteritis, parasitic infestation and iron-deficiency anaemia. Two general

14
techniqij.es that have been employed are whole-body counting and analyses of COp
exhaled in the breath after the feeding of C-labelled nutrients. The former is
advantageous if radionuclides suitable for the test at hand exist.; the latter
may be hard to interpret because of problems in the distribution and metabolism
of the nutrient and intermediary products. Proper selection and understanding of
the tests is particularly important in paediatric work, where the use of radio-
active tracer techniques is unacceptable merely for the convenience of the in-
vestigator.

•K-:C-*#-X-

1. INTRODUCTION

Studies of intestinal absorption in children present several problems,
particularly in developing countries. The main difficulty is a practical one.
Studying children over a prolonged period of time is often unacceptable to the

parents and children, and the need to collect repeated specimens of blood, faeces

or urine often makes many studies impossible or at best unreliable. The use then
of radioisotopes as a practical measure to improve studies may become important.
Problems of collecting specimens can be overcome with whole-body counting, but
the number of isotopes that can be studied is obviously limited. Apart from
whole-body counting, methods that involve the analysis of COp in expired air
are potentially useful since samples can be collected without difficulty from
small children.

The major area of interest in paediatric gastroenterology in the tropics is
in the young child below the age of two. Intestinal mal absorption associated
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with malnutrition, lactose intolerance, gastroenteritis, parasitic infestation and
iron-deficiency anaemia predominate. A study of these conditions can be made
either on an intensive scale in a metabolic ward or more usually in epidemio-
logical surveys of the prevalence of these conditions in the community. We

believe that epidemiological studies on intestinal absorption are those where
is'itopic techniques would be particularly useful and they could include methods

14based on breath analyses of COp. We hope to demonstrate, however, that careful
consideration must be given to the nature of the isotopic labelling, so that the
data are not misinterpreted and radiation hazards can be limited,. The use of ISO-
topic techniques merely to ease the problems of analysis for the investigator is
unacceptable in paediatric work. ''

•Balance"studies illustrate the real difficulties associated with gastroin-
testinal investigations in infants and young childrem We have undertaken balance
studies over many years in a metabolic ward staffed by highly trained personnel>
Despife these facilities xsre have found in studies on the digestibility and nutri-
tive value of leaf proteins and in the evaluation of protein requirements by

2nitrogen balance techniques that as many as half the studies had to be rejected
because of doubts about the completeness of our collections. This particularly

applies to cumulative balances based on urine collections, which are usually
limited to male children; the difficulties in obtaining separate collections of
urine and faeces from female infants require such care and attention to detail
that very few can be studied within a reasonable space of time.

Where great care is taken in collecting specimens the results can be worth-
while. This is illustrated by our investigations of albumin metabolism . In

this 5study a single dose of I-albumin was used to assess albumin metabolism
over a month. This prolonged investigation would have been impossible in children
without whole-body counting, but the effec^ of varying the protein intake on
albumin catabolism required the additional collection of urine for three days in
every five« We were then able to show the progressive daily changes in albumin
catabolism on altering the protein intake. This effect is not nearly so reliably
revealed from the decrement in whole-body activity deduced from successive daily
whole-body counting measurements since the fraction of total-bo.dy albumin catabol-
ised each day is small (Pig. l). To show the same daily changes with whole-body
counting would have required too many measurements for the child's comfort to

smooth out the daily variations in the geometry of counting. Thus whole-body
counting can be an invaluable aid in isotopic studies but additional information
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may "be required to illustrate most effectively small changes in excretion or

metabolism.

2, IRON ABSORPTION

Recently studies in Jamaica of absorption have concentrated on the use of

whole-body counting techniques for assessing the absorption of iron in children

who are particularly prone to anaemia. Iron deficiency seems to Tbe the dominant
factor in the anaemia (i.e. 100 g Hb/1) which affects 24 i? of infants and as
many as 46 % of 18 month old children in Jamaica"5. Absorption of iron from maize

59meal, the staple food of the weaning diet, was measured with Fe-labelled maize
59 6produced by growing the maize plants in a solution containing Pe . The dose of

590.1 |j£i -̂ Pe was sufficient to permit the accurate determination of absorption
one week after the meal of radioactive maize. In the 4 " liquid scintillation

7 40counter the background count, including the counts derived from the K content
of the child, was approximately 5»500 counts/mm. By using 0.1 (iCi, which gave a
count rate of 59jOOO counts/min, the amount of radioactivity was estimated with
an error of ± 2 % when 10 % of the oral Pe was retained. This counting accuracy

required two ^-rnxnute counting periods for the child. An accurate estimate of the
59smaller amounts of Pe retained, e»g. 1 $, would have needed a very much longer

59time for counting. Reducing the dose of J Pe below 0.1 uCi was thus not practic-
able.

The studies on iron absorption from maize included an assessment of iron ab-
sorption from ferrous ascorbate alone and from labelled iron in soya beans. The
results (Table 1) illustrate the very low absorption of iron from maize, a major
ingredient of the children's diet. The Jamaican child is estimated to receive
5 mg of dietary iron per day and total iron absorption was calculated to amount
to only 0.75 mg/day . Malabsorption of iron thus becomes important in determin-
ing anaemia in children, since a child's requirements for absorbed iron at this

Q

age has been estimated to be 1 mg/day .

Where parasitic infestation, particularly with Ascaris, leads to blood loss,

the need to increase iron absorption becomes very important,, The preliminary
observations on soya beans (Table 1) suggest that soya might be a useful source
of iron, but measurements of absorption are required from more subjects.

Q
Ashworth and March have recently extended these observations and assessed

the usefulness of adding iron to dried skim milk and corn meal porridge. Whereas
59«6 % of freshly prepared ferrous ascorbate was absorbed, only 9»5 % of ferrous
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sulphate was absorbed from milk (total iron 2<,5 mg); when ferrous fumarate was
added to corn meal porridge the absorbed proportion dropped to 6.4 % of a total
inorganic iron intake of 4«6 mg« Ferrous sulphate was not used to fortify the
corn soya milk as it tends to cause rancidity of cereals on prolonged storage;
however, ferrous sulphate has been widely used in fortifying infant-.milk products.

Ashworth's studies suggest that conclusions based on studies on adults may
not be extended to children,, Adults respond to iron deficiency by increasing
their absorption of dietary iron but this has not been observed in either of
the two Jamaican studies of young children. Also Kimber and Weintraub have
shown impaired absorption of haemoglobin iron in 8 children who had an iron de-
ficiency anaemia thought to be of dietary origin. Thus there is evidence
suggesting that children fail to increase their absorption of iron when anaemic,
and that this failure affects both the mechanisms for haem absorption and the
separate transport process for inorganic iron within the mucosa of the small
intestineo

It seems unlikely that a child's intestinal mucosa is physiologically
different from that of adults and that the capacity to respond to anaemia is a
delayed step in the development of the transport mechanisms of the intestine.
There is some evidence that iron deficiency per se can affect the mucosa in
children who may be particularly sensitive; Kimber and Weintraub showed an

59increase from 26.8 % to 39.8 f0 in 5 children retested for Fe-labelled haemo-
globin absorption after correction of their anaemia with parenteral iron, but
only 2 of" the 5 children showed substantial responses.

Other studies have suggested that iron deficiency in children may affect
the gastrointestinal mucosa, inducing a failure in secretion of acid from the
stomach in Indian children and fat and xylose absorption from the small in-

12testine of an anaemic group of lorth American children . Thus it is possible
that iron deficiency amongst infants in the tropics leads to a secondary malab-
sorption with intestinal changes affecting iron transport. Before this is
accepted, however, it is important to consider the possible role of "tropical
jejunitis" in both the Jamaican children and the Indian subjects as an
important factor limiting the capacity of the intestine to respond to anaemia
by increasing its absorption of iron. Even in studies in temperate climates
the patients studied may have had an intestinal abnormality, primarily due to an
allergic reaction to fresh milk proteins, which are increasingly recognised as a
cause for gastrointestinal blood loss and intestinal exudation of albumin as
well as exudative changes in the skin .
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These considerations are of practical importance when attempts are being
made to improve the iron absorption of children in poor hygienic environments
where bacterial contamination of the jejunal lumen and mucosal changes are so
common. If the anaemia can be corrected by increasing iron absorption then this
on its own would promote improvement in intestinal function if iron deficiency
were aetiologically important5 where bacteria-induced mucosal damage is import-
ant then improvement in gastrointestinal function becomes more difficulr to
achieve.

Iron absorption studies in children are best conducted with whole-body count-
ing techniques, but there is a need to have large numbers in each group under
study. Variations between individuals in iron absorption are considerable, and

17Cook et al.. have suggested that the assessment of food-iron absorption is best
evaluated by comparing it with the subject's response to a standard dose of

59ferrous iron. It has been shown that simultaneous administration of Fe ferrous
sulphate and Fe labelled food leads to an equivalent absorption of the two
labels in keeping with the concept of a single pool of inorganic iron within the

1 8intestine . Since all components of the diet may interact with this single
pool, a patient's individual rate for iron absorption can be assessed only by the
separate administration of a standard dose of a labelled iron salt. The liquid

59scintillation counter in Jamaica could measure only Fe so that sequential
59studies at x̂ reekly intervals with Fe were necessary. This delay increased the

chance of time-related changes in intestinal absorption. The physiological varia-
19

tion in absorption on consecutive days may be considerable in healthy subjects ,
and there was no apparent relationship In the Jamaican children between their
ability to absorb food iron and reference iron salt when studies were conducted
at weekly intervals. This delay seems therefore to be important. Our colleagues
have also shown that an infection leads to an immediate cessation in a child's

20absorption of ironj improvement occurs slowly a.s the child recovers . Studies
of individuals with ill-defined subclinical infection show that iron absorption

may be a most sensitive index of well-being, but more studies are needed to assess
the effect of nutritional status on iron absorption.

3» ASSESSMENT OF JEJMAL FfJitfCTIOJtf

The two main screening tests for abnormalities of jejunal function are the
xylose absorption test and the daily excretion of fs,ecal fat with a standardised
fat intake. The xylose test is more commonly used because only a 5~hour urine-
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collection period is needed after the oral dose. This test can usually be per-
formed even on young children in the home, Taut faecal-fat measurements are rarely
made on children in the tropics. Falabsorption of fat as such is not usually a
health problem since the fat intake is low in many communities, most of the
energy supply coming from carbohydrates. However, simple fat absorption tests
would be a useful addition to the comparatively small number of tests available
for studying jejuna! function,. The single dose of C-triglyceride given in a

21fat meal is being increasingly used in adults and has met with sufficient
22success to replace the standard fat balance in some centres . There appeared to

be a good relationship between the CGp specific activity in exhaled breath
after the test dose and the degree of absorption of fat measured by a routine fat
balance,, I^urther studies, however, revealed that the nutritional status of the

23 23subject might affect the test . Thus Tomkin and his colleagues found sub-
normal C blood levels and lower 4COp specific activities in expired air in

obese subjects without steatorrhoea. Whilst this difference was not explained,
it seems clear that the lower excretion of COp? normally indicative of fat mal-
absorption, merely reflected the greater dilution of label by the increased pools
of circulating free fatty acids and triglyceride as well as the deposition and
retention of label in the larger fat stores of the obese patients,. This illus-
trates the way in which the metabolic state of a patient may influence the inter-
pretation of tests of intestinal absorption, since the test substance has to be
oxidised before it can be excreted as COo- Knowledge of the influence of mal-
nutrition and infestation on the excretion of CO,., from absorbed triglyceride
would be an important requirement before these tests were used on children. Con-

14sideration should also be given to the choice of labelling sites for C tri-
glyceride. Whilst labelling the C-, carbon of the fatty acid ensures that the
label is removed directly once the carbon enters the Krebs cycle, the pool of
labelled acetyl CoA participates in several reactions including fatty acid and

sterol synthesis which will lead to reutilisation and retention of label.
Furthermore C fatty acids released by lipase from fat depots tend to recycle
immediately so that the glycerol output gives a better indication of the rate of
lipolysis ; labelling of the glycerol might result in a rapid clearance of the
label from the body. Whilst this rapid clearance from glycerol might provide a
better indication of fat absorption, labelled glycerol can lead to labelling of
the one carbon pool which in turn is used for nucleotide synthesis. This indica-
tes the need to assess the value of differently labelled fats as tests of absorp-
tion before they are accepted for use with children.
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4« BILE SALT METABOLISM

The C-glycocholate test for bacterial deconjugation of bile salts is a

more routine gastrointestinal investigation than the C-tmglyceride test . In

adults a. good correlation has been found between the rate of COp excretion
after an oral dose of C-glycocholate and an abundant bacterial flora in the
jejunum, but this fact has not yet been applied to childreno C-glycine re-
leased and absorbed after its deconjugation in the jejuna! lumen will enter the
free glycine pool of the body. This we know to be available for protein synthesis

as well as catabolism. The proportions entering these two routes may differ be-
tween children and adults and may change as a result of alterations in nutrition-
al state or dietary protein intake (Table 2). Glycine is also involved in the one
carbon pool used for nucleotide synthesis so this aspect must be considered in
work with children. A higher proportion of label is retained by malnourished
than by well nourished infants so that if the label were derived from glyco-
cholate then a lower proportion of COp would be excreted in the presence of
jejuna! deconjugation. In healthy children on a reasonable protein intake, e.g.
1,2 g/kg.day, the oxidation of glycine amounts to about 18 % of the total glycine
flux. Similar calculations from data obtained in adults suggest that only 8 %
of the flux is excreted and our own observations with tyrosine suggest that about
15 % of the tyrosine flux is oxidised in adults. Thus children might show a
more sensitive COp response to bacterial deconjugation of labelled glycocholate
but the higher retention by malnourished children might reduce the absolute
levels of COp in the breath.

Work on oxidation of C-labelled ammo acids illustrates another problem

in interpreting COp excretion data. It is often assumed that the carbonate
pool is turning over so rapidly that any fluctuation in excretion reflects a con-
comitant change on the input of label into the carbon pool. We have tested this

by infusing C-bicarbonate into adults and have recently shown that the turnover
rate of the carbonate pool is approximately k = 40 day . The excretion of COp
needs therefore to be followed for some time after the end of the absorptive
phase. If labelled ammo acids are used then the precise choice of labelling

pO

site is important. Reeds has shown that a completely erroneous picture of oxi-
dation (and potentially therefore of absorption) may be obtained by employing
universally labelled ammo acids because of the extensive reutilisation of label
in the synthesis of other compounds, e.g. fat. Changes associated with altera-
tion in nutritional state may be masked unless the labelled carbon has direct
entry to the body's carbonate pool (Table 3).
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Glycocholate studies may "be of practical importance as well as theoretical
interest. Bile salts are needed not only for fat absorption (a comparatively
minor role in subjects with lower intakes of fat) but also for the absorption of
fat-soluble vitamins. These vitamins share with cholesterol the requirement to
be solubilised in micellar form in the intestine before absorption can take place.
The need for bile salts is Very high for sterol absorption unless the bile salt

29micelles are expanded by fatty acids „ Feeding fat with vitamins A, D and K
therefore may help in their absorption,, Where there is a low intake of fat the
need for adequate concentrations of conjugated bile salts in the intestine be-
comes of great importance for the luminal solubilisation of the vitamins,

i

5» ASSESSMENT OF ILEAL FUNCTION

The absorption of vitamin B-, ? measured with a whole-body counter would be a
very convenient means for assessing ileal function in children. This technique
has received too little attention so far, perhaps because the normal cr even
elevated vitamin B,2 levels in the serum of many ill and malnourished children
have led investigators to believe that vitamin B-,2 malabsorption was not present.

This conclusion seems premature since in malnourished children with fatty in-
filtration of the liver there may be a redistribution of vitsmin B, 2 with deple-
tion of hepatic vitamin B12 stores. There is certainly a fall in serum B-,p
levels as children recover and the elevated serum a, globulin transport protein
for B-, p returns to normal «. Adult studies in South America also demonstrate
the presence of vitamin B-, 9 malabsorption even in the presence of normal or even

32high concentrations of the circulating vitamins
It would be surprising if vitamin B12 malabsorption were not a feature of

intestinal function of children in developing countries since classical descrip-
tions of the pathology of malnutrition emphasised the atrophy of the ileum .
There is also considerable bacterial contamination of the small intestine in
normal as well as ill children studied in Jamaica and Guatemala . We can only
surmise, however, that prolonged vitamin B, ̂ malabsorption is unusual in children
in the tropics since macrocytic anaemia associated with vitamin Bjp deficiency is
relatively uncommon.

6. MTESTIML MTUBATIOi\i AtiD PERFUSKM STUDIES

We have left until last a. consideration of the techniques of intestinal
intubation and perfusion in the study of intestinal absorption in children,
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care and a simple modification of technique jejunal "biopsies are readily ob-
tained in children, and biopsies can be used for in vitro studies with labelled

substrates involved in mucosal transport and incorporation into protein. Intest-
inal perfusions are, however, much more difficult, and until recently only

^ T ift "3O
Torres-Pinedo's group in Puerto Rico and we ourselves in Jamaica have
attempted such studies. The technique requires considerable patience but with
good nursing care and practice very small children can be investigated. Neither
group has published work involving radioactive compounds since many perfusion
studies do not require the use of isotopes. We have sometimes used radioactive
non-absorbable markers with on-line counting of the aspirate from a perfused seg-
ment of the intestine. This technique allowed us to identify rapidly the time
at which the perfused segment had attained steady-state conditions. The total
perfusion time and duration of intubation could then be curtailed.

7o CONCLUSION

In conclusion we would emphasise the advantages of whole-body counting tech-
niques in the assessment of absorptive function in children* Tests involving
C-labelling of nutrients require more investigation of their distribution and

i

biological half lives before large-scale studies in children are justified.
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TABLE 1. THE PERCENTAGE ABSORPTION (MEAN - S.E.) OF IRON FROM THREE SOURCES*^

IN INFANTS WITH **) AND WITHOUT IRON DEFICIENCY6

Children

Iron deficient
Non iron deficient

Maize

4-7 - 1.2
3.6 - 0.6

Soya Beans

6.0 - 2.0
1.2.0 - 1.8

Ferrous Ascorbate

27.6 ± 3.7
19.0 - 3.3

#"»

Each source of iron contained 0.5 rag Fe

Iron deficiency present when serum Fe < 500 TJ.g/1 and Fe saturation < 15$

TABLE 2. THE PERCENTAGE OF THE BODY POOL OF GLYCINE N WHICH IS SYNTHESIZED

INTO PROTEIN RATHER THAN BEING EXCRETED AS UREA
f}£ 0*7

(Calculated from Picou and Taylor-Roberts and Olesen et al. )

Protein Intake
g/kg.day

3.5
5.?
1.2

% of Label Retained
V.i

26Children

Malnouri sh ed Recovered.

85 73
69

,, - - 92

27Adults '
Healthy

_

-
71

TABLE 3. EFFECT OF LABELLING ON RECOVERY OF 1/f'C00 IN RATS FED A HIGH
?R *"

OR LOW INTAKE OF PROTEIN

Labelled Ammo Acid Dietarv Casein Content Label Excretion

L- TJ-valine

20
1

20
1

14.0
13.7
10.8



Albumin catabolism observed subsequent to intravenous injection of

T ,. .I-albumin
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6

4

0

20

16

12

Fractional catabolic
rate
(deduced from assay
of activity in
urine)

12
days

16 20 24

Fig. 1 Albumin catabolism observed subsequent to intravenous injection of I-albumin. The effect of a. low protein
diet on the catabolic rate is revealed more accurately by measuring the fractional catabolic rate (% of
intravenous activity excreted in urine per day) than by deducing the daily decrement of activity with a
whole—body counter*
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ABSOHPTIODT OF MFDICAFEivPTAL IBOltf AjSTD IROtf PROM POOD

P. Reizenstein, B. Garlmark, L» Ehn, K. Forsberg,
S. HtJglund and T. Terpstra

Abstract

Methods are reviewed for the measurement of iron absorption. The chemical
balance method has been almost entirely supplanted by radioisotope methods,
which include notably whole-body counting and measurement of incorporation of
radioiron into red cellso A survey is also given of the various conditions
that influence iron absorption, including chemical form of iron, amount of ,iron,
accompanying diet. Absorption tests must be conducted under relevant .conditions.

1. INTRODUCTION

Iron deficiency is still among the most frequent deficiency conditions both
in industrialized and in developing countries. Depending on the definition of
iron deficiency, this condition is seen in 25 % to 45 % of women in the fertile
age groups in industrialized countries . In developing countries, iron

12 1 ~\deficiency is frequent in women, children and some groups of men ' (Fig* l)«
In South India, $6 % of pregnant women were reported to be iron deficient, and
80 % of non-pregnant women, 54 % of males and 75 % °f school children were found
to have iron deficiency anaemia . The corresponding figures found in Egypt
were 62 % of women and 36 % of children . Even in industrialized countries,
moderate laboratory signs of latent iron deficiency, or iron deficiency without
anaemia, may be seen in 15 % of adolescent men .

Is all of this iron deficiency of clinical or social relevance? Manifest
iron deficiency with severe anaemia would be expected to cause a decrease in the
physical working capacity , which is correlated with the total amount of haemo-

T' f\ 17
globin in the body . It has been suggested that for each 3.8 -units by,which the
haematocrit is reduced, the physical working capacity is reduced by 15 %» Some

1A
authors find an increase in the physical working capacity after iron treatment

19If one accepts this .suggestion, as not everybody does , and if one makes some
additional assumptions, iron deficiency may be judged of major socio-economic

17importance even in industrialized countries. In Sweden it has been suggested
a

that the total annual cost of iron deficiency to society might "be well over 10
6 6Swedish crowns (e.g., Kr. 10 x 10 for medicaments, Kr. 18 x 10 for medical

consultations, "Kr. 1300 x 10 for lost production).
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Unlike certain other deficiency diseases, iron deficiency cannot be
attributed to a scarcity of the nutrient itself. In South India, the intake of
dietary iron is 2? - 29 mg per day . The crust of the earth would contain
enough metallic iron for the world's population for 10 years, even if every

iron atom could "be used only once. Although availability, accessibility and
distribution may be of importance, it is obviously also relevant to examine iron
absorptionc

2. METHODS TO MEASURE ABSORPTION

2.1 Chemical balance

Theoretically, the chemical-balance method for measuring iron absorp-
tion is simple. Iron is administered, the amounts of iron in the food and the
faeces are determined by chemical analysis, and the balance is estimated. In
practice, however, this method is laborious and unreliable, since it is difficult
to collect the complete faeces and since the analysis of the food and the faeces

is time-consuming. Only a limited number of subjects can be studied.
Isotopic methods likewise suggest that the results obtained by chemical-

balance studies are rather unreliable. The chemical-balance method has largely
been replaced by isotopic methods..

?»2 Therapeutic tests

Therapeutic tests can be used both to diagnose iron deficiency and to

estimate the utilization or absorption of iron,

2.2.1 Diagnostic use
-1 s-\ 0*7 O^

Garby and co-workers ' showed, as did earlier workers , that in a group
of women those probably suffering from iron deficiency responded to iron
supplementation by increasing their haemoglobin and haematocrit values. The

definition or diagnosis of iron deficiency anaemia could in theory be based upon
the response of the individual haemoglobin concentrations to iron supplementa-
tion, on the assumption that such a response, if it occurs, brings the haemo-
globin level of that subject to his optimal value,

2.2.2 Use in the study of iron absorption

Therapeutic tests can also be used to estimate the retention. They can be
used as a sort of reversed balance study, where iron losses are determined
exactly, and one can then estimate how much of the therapeutic iron has to be
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absorbed to keep the patient in balanceo
r)Q

Ehn and co-workers have made a long-term therapeutic study on apparently
healthy volunteers. Initial sternal marrows were taken to estimate the amount
of iron in the reticuloendothelial cells. The values of the haemoglobin, serum
iron and total iron-binding capacity in peripheral blood were measured. The
volunteers were then divided into different groups receiving different regimes
of medication throughout the following year, during which they were phlebotomized,
according to the Scandinavian blood donor routine, once every two months. In
conjunction with the phlebotomy the total iron loss of these subjects could be
determined rather accurately.

When the test period was over, the quantity of iron in the reticuloendo-
thelial cells, the haemoglobin and the serum were measured again. The histo-
chemical grading of bone-marrow iron permitted a rough estimate of the iron
stores (Table 1). It is assumed that grades '1-2 correspond to 200 - 400 mg
iron in stores, and grades 3 - 4 "to 400 - 600 mg . Where no change had occurred,
the daily absorption could be assumed to equal the average daily loss.

Obviously, this test is time-consuming, but it requires little research
equipment, and it does estimate the absorption of therapeutic doses under long-
term clinical conditions.

2.3 Serum iron

In healthy persons, the serum-iron concentration rises following oral ad-
ministration of 50 mg or more of ferrous iron, and this increase has been used

7 0̂ 1̂ 2̂to measure iron absorption ' ' ' . Whereas it may be possible to use this
method in health, many diseases affect the plasma clearance of iron sufficiently
to invalidate the method. In inflammatory, infectious, and sometimes neoplastic
disease, the plasma clearance of iron is sufficiently rapid to prevent any in-
crease in the serum iron concentration after iron absorption. The rate of iron
clearance from the plasma is also abnormal in the different anaemias and in iron
deficiency itself. For this reason, the estimation of iron absorption on the
basis of serum-iron concentration measurements has been largely replaced by
other methods.

2.4 Faecal excretion

If a tracer dose of radioiron is given orally, and all radioactivity ex-
creted in the faeces is collected for an appropriate length of time, the differ-
ence between the amount given and the amount excreted should equal the amount
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absorbed and retained ' ' -3. The method is relatively laborious and unpleasant.
It suffers from the potential systematic error of incomplete collection, which
results in estimates of mean absorption that are too high . The method is im-
proved if Ba-sulphate or ^ La is given together with the •'"pe '"̂  . Since
these supplementary tracers are assumed not to be absorbed, the excretion of non-
absorbed iron presumably ends when the barium or lanthanum excretion ends
(Fig. 2). Iron subsequently excreted is assumed to have been absorbed or taken
up into intestinal mucosal cells before returning to the gut '~^~ .

Several methods for measuring iron absorption can be made more reliable by
the simultaneous use of two radioisotopes of iron. The method based upon obser-

vation of the tracers in plasma will be dealt with first. The isotopes available
135 59 59 55are Fe and Fe. While Fe is easily measured, Fe presents greater analytical

A 9
problems because of its low-energy (6 kev) electron-capture x-radiation .

43 55 59Peacock et al. were the first to measure Fe and J Fe in a mixture of the two
isotopes by using two Geiger— MUlier tubes with different characteristics. This
technique was then improved and utilized by Sailor and Pinch and Hallberg and

Brise ! ' . One of the isotopes, ^ Fe, is given orally, and simultaneously the
55other, Pe, is injected intravenously and becomes bound to the patient's plasma

protein. After a suitable interval the ratio of the isotopes in a serum sample
59gives a measure of absorption of the Pe. If the intravenous dose is ad—e.

ministered one hour before the oral dose, the turnover time of the plasma iron

and the plasma volume can also be conveniently measured .
This uethod has the major advantage of giving results earlier than the other

methods described here. It has two disadvantages. First, it is based upon the
assumption that the absorbed iron and the parcnterally administered iron are
handled by the body in exactly the same way, not only in health, but also in iron
deficiency, in iron overload, or in other diseases for whose study it is used.

Second, the
of samples.

55Second, the separate assay of -̂ Fc requires careful preparation and concentration

measurements using_ erythrocyte i

Of the methods requiring use of only one isotope, that most frequently
applied is based on the assumption that normally 60% to QCffi of absorbed iron,
in iron deficiency even 100$, is incorporated into haemoglobin . Ten to four-
teen days after an oral, dose has been given, the activity in an erythrocyte
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sample is measured. If the "blood volume is known, or if it can. be calculated
from the body weight, the total uptake of the administered radioiron into the
haemoglobin can be calculated, and this sets a lower limit on the amount of iron
absorbed. (The true value of absorption may be higher, due to the presence of
additional absorbed iron elsewhere than in the erythrocytes.) If there is
normal radioiron incorporation into erythrocytes, this lower limit of absorption
obtained with the single isotope method is about 20 per cent lower than the
actual absorption. It is closer to the actual value in iron deficiency. In
patients with aregenerative or secondary anaemias? the method yields absorption
figures that are again somewhat low. However, even in such conditions the ab-
sorption of two differently labelled iron compounds may be adequately compared,
and if a second isotope is injected, the incompleteness of the incorporation
of the radioiron into the erythrocytes can be corrected for. The correotaon is
based on the plausible assumption that equal fractions of the oral, and of the
parenteral iron are incorporated.

2.7 Whole-body counting

Four different whole-body counting tests of iron absorption are available,
here identified as single-dose administration, sequential-absorption test, double-

isotope whole-body counting, and the prolonged-administration test,

2.7«1 Single-dose administration .

After a tracer dose of- iron is given orally, the whole-body radioactivity
corresponding to 100 f0 of the administered dose can be determined by an immedi-
ate measurement in the whole-body counter, and the fraction remaining two weeks
later caii be determined by another measurement at that time. When the non-

absorbed radioactivity is completely excreted, residual radioiron in the whole
body is that which was absorbed (references reviewed in ' ). If these
measurements are performed with a whole-body counter that is sufficiently

geometry-independent to measure the initial isotope distribution with approxi-
mately the same efficiency as the final isotope disbrinution, then this proo<vlnro
is probably the method of choice, both as regards simplicity and as regards reli-
ability, to measure iron absorption. However, even when technically satisfactory
absorption measurements are made with this (or any other) method, biological
variability (e.g., mean coefficient of variation 18 per cent) in iron absorption
from day to day and from individual to individual- contributes ,a considerable

ambiguity to the clinical interpretation.
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2,7.2 Sequential-absorption test

When comparisons are intended between the absorption of different iron
compoundsj or between the respective influences of different food components on

iron absorption, two methods are available. Either sequential measurements can
be made using a single isotope, or two isotopes can be used simultaneously.
In sequential measurements, the possible lingering presence of unabsorbed radio-
isotope in the intestine at the time of administration of the second tracer
dose is a potential source of systematic error. Although average amounts of
such residual unabsorbed radioactivity are small, the possibility that an in-

dividual subject may have a larger than average residuum in his intestine
remains. Measurements on such subjects may lead to erroneous estimates of the
absorption of both the first and the second doses.

2.7._«3,J3oub_lê isptape whole-body counting

As an alternative to sequential admim.stration of the isotope, a combina-
tion of the whole-body counting technique and the mulbiple-tracer technique may

be
55T

59be employed. The two compounds to be compared may be labelled with Fe and
Fe, respectively. They may be administered, under comparable conditions

(e.g., on a fasting stomach), at an interval of a few hours. The Fe absorp-
tion is measured in the whole-body counter just as after single-dose administra-

55 59tion. The Fe absorption is derived from the figure for Fe absorption by

multiplying the latter by the ratio:

( Fe/ Fe in erythrocytes at 2 weeks)
111 ——""——"—™—~"———————— ' ' " " .

55 /59( Fe/ Fe in administered doses )

In this way a reliable estimate of Fe absorption can be obtained even when in-
corporation into erythrocytes is abnormal, since the same elevated or deficient

55 59incorporation may be assumed to apply to both Fe and Fe.
This method permits studies not only of healthy persons, but also of

patients with a disturbed iron metabolism. It is not affected by kinetic differ--

ences between injected and absorbed radioactivity. It saves about 2 weeks of
time, and reduces the day-to-day variation, between the two compounds compared.

However, it does substantially increase the radiation dose to the patients
(Table 2) if an insensitive but simple liquid-scintillation measurement tech-
nique is used for the Fe. If the method of Eakins and Brown is used,
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giving greater sensitivity but consisting of 35 laboratory steps, the increment
c-c

in radiation dose attributable to the Fe tracer is comparatively small-

2o7«4 Prolonged-administration test

Attempts have been made to avoid the day-to-day variability in iron absorp-

tion and to perform the test under conditions resembling those used clinically,
i«e. when prolonged therapy is given,, by measuring the total iron retention
after an extended period of radioiron administration, rather than after a single

112administration » With this method, no simple, post-administration "100 per
cent value" can be measured; instead, it must be indirectly deduced from
supplementary measurements - for- example on a phantom. Some values obtained

with this method are given in Table 3« Under some experimental conditions this
prolonged-administration absorption test is preferable to the single-admimstra-
tion test.

3. ABSORPTION OP POOD IRON

3*1 Haemoglobin iron

There is satisfactory evidence that haemoglobin iron is absorbed into the
intestinal mucosal cell as an intact porphyrin structure which is degraded

inside the cell ; ferric ions are then released to the portal blood ' ,
where they are bound to transferrin. Heinrich has shown that ferri-haemoglohin
(Pe 3+) is absorbed approximately like ferro-haemoglobin ('Fe 2+) in controls,
but a little better in iron-depleted subjects.

The part of the iron-absorption pathway preceding the release into the
portal blood is thus different for iron administered in the form of haemo-

compounds and iron administered in the form of ferrous and ferric complexes or
saltSo This may explain some of the differences between ferrous iron a.nd haemo-

globin iron with regard to the regulation of their absorption. It has for
SOexample been demonstrated that ascorbic acid does not stimulate the absorption

of haemoglobin iron, even"though it does stimulate the absorption of ferrous
iron. Similarly, some food components inhibit the absorption of ferrous iron,
but not the absorption of haemoglobin iron (Table 4). There are also regulatory
mechanisms that influence the absorption of ferrous iron but not that of haemo-
globin iron, for example as revealed by the influence of prolonged treatment on
iron absorption (Table 5)« This Influence is seen when ferrous iron is ad-
ministered for prolonged periods of time; absorption of ferrous iron is

57inhibited , but not that of haemoglobin iron,,
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The elevated level of absorption found in iron deficiency when trace
amounts of ferrous iron are administered is less pronounced when haemoglobin

iron is given ' ' . However, there IB no significant difference in absorp-

tion between ferrous iron and haemoglobin iron when therapeutic doses are used
(Table 6).

Haemoglobin iron constitutes approximately 70 % - 80 io of the iron in
mammals. However, haemin iron constitutes less than 15 *$> of the iron intake in
Sweden (Table 7)}- although there are several indications that this form of iron
may be important from a nutritional point of view. First, its absorption is

less vulnerable to suppression by food than is that of ferric or ferrous iron
compounds (Table 4)° Second, there are observations that populations a large
part of whose iron intake is in the form of haemoglobin iron show iron deficiency
less frequently than populations whose iron comes largely from vegetable
sources » Third, when a meal is given oonbaining 80 % of the iron as ferrous
and ferric compounds, .and 20 % as haemin, about 80 % of the absorbed iron may be
derived from the haemin iron . Studies are therefore in progress with the goal
of introducing more animal-source iron into human nutrition than is presently

80the case

3«2 Iron complexes

It has been postulated that iron - with the exception of haem-iron - is
absorbed in the ferrous form ' « If ferric iron is administered, only the
portion that is reduced to ferrous iron or that is solubilized by chelation is

absorbed.
In nature, ionized iron uccurs rarely in the intestine. Instead, iron is

usually bound as a complex. Complex-binding may facilitate absorption but often

inhibits it.

3«2ol Iron complexes facilitating absorption

Dietary components that solubilize iron may enhance absorption ' ..and
those that cause precipitation or polymerizatio-n decrease absorption . It has
been shown that some constituents of the diet or of intestinal secretions may,
by forming complexes of iron, maintain it in a soluble form at the alkaline pH
of the small intestine ' . Thus, some sugars, ammo acids and amines occurring
in the diet may interfere with the water bridges between iron molecules, form

complexes, and keep the iron soluble. Ascorbic acid may even form ferric com-

plexes in a similar way, and keep ferric iron as soluble as ferrous iron over a
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wider range of pH . It as not .known if iron thus solubilized is absorbed as a
complex, or if the various chelators derived from the diet or intestinal secre-
tions merely serve to keep iron in a soluble state, rendering It suitable for
absorption,,

3»2,2 Iron complexes inhibiting absorption

Absorption of iron may also be influenced negatively by chelating substances.
Iron has a co-ordinating valence of six and tends to form complexes,, In

water solution, iron ions are more or less bound to each other by water bridges,.

IcJhen the water molecules thus surrounding ions are replaced by other molecules

or ions, a metal complex is formed. At an alkaline pH, hydroxyl ions are
available to form polymers or iron ions or iron-hydroxide precipitates.

The characteristics of the iron chelates formed vary widely, depending on
the chemical nature of the chelator. It may either inactivate the iron by

/Tp
sequestering all six co-ordinating bonds of the ion, forming a water-soluble
stable iron chelate, or decrease absorption by precipitating or polymerizing

the metalo
In the diet, iron-precipitating agents such as carbonates, oxalates, and

phytates of acid phosphates occur rather frequently. They may precipitate iron
f\7

by forming insoluble complexes that are poorly absorbed .

3o2.3 Effect of chelates on absorption

The complexes thus formed are more or less stable- They may be partly
soluble, partly insoluble. It has been assumed that the effect of iron absorp-
tion attributed to the more soluble chelates depends more on polymerization
than on precipitation of the metal ions . For instance, iron-KDTA, a stable,

fn
water-soluble chelate, is poorly absorbed . Nevertheless, it has been used for

therapy and has been shown to have a haematinio effect almost comparable to that
of ferrous sulphate in equivalent doses. The absorption of iron from this-
chelate was attributed to the portion of chelate split within the gastrointestin-

/TQ

al tract, so as to release iron for absorption by the usual mechanism „ On the
other hand, another potent and specific iron-chelating substance - desferri-
oxamine - was shown to decrease the absorption of ferrous iron significantlyo

69It did not, of course, affect the absorption of haemoglobin iron . Tetra-
cyclines have also been shown markedly to reduce the absorption of ferrous iron

70by complex formation . The long-term treatment of female acne patients with
tetracyclines did not, however, produce signs of iron deficiency, indicating
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71that food iron may have been absorbed in an ordinary manner despite tetra-
cycline medication,,

Iron has also been shown to have a haematinic effect when administered in
a fat-soluble form, complex bound. Both the iron and the fat were absorbed.
Whether the complex was absorbed as such, or the iron was split off in the in-

72testine before absorption, ha,s not been shown „

It may be said that binding of iron by various chelating substances occurs
whenever iron is presented to organic materials. Chelating agents that enhance
and those that decrease iron absorption have been demonstrated. It is probable
that the transfer of iron into the mucosal cell and within the cell also depends
on chelation mechanisms, the intimate nature of which is still obscure,

4- ABSORPTION OP FEDICMEMTIL IHDtf

In previous studies, differences in iron absorption values that are caused
by variations in the experimental conditions have received inadequate a'ltonhioru

One should, however, distinguish the laboratory situation from the therapeutic

or the nutritional situation (Table 8). In the laboratory situation, tracer
amounts of a soluble iron salt are usually given on a fasting stomach, in the

therapeutic situation, large multiple doses are always given, usually together
with food, and previous doses may have an effect on the absorption of subsequent
doses (the prolonged-treatment effect). In the nutritional situation, the in-
take of iron is also continuous but this iron is not in the form of soluble

salts (Table 8). Together these differences suggest that, in order to be rele-
vant for the therapeutic situation, iron absorption studies must be performed

under clinical conditions. Results obtained under what are called laboratory
conditions can only rarely be extrapolated to the therapeutic situation. Never-
theless ', the absorption figures most often discussed are related to low
dosages of iron under laboratory conditions. The addition of ascorbic acid is

-1 /~, Q

recommended by some groups , but is not practiced in all studies. The amounts
of ascorbic acid vary at least between 30 mg and 222 mg

4.1 Laboratory conditions

4»1<>1 Absorption from different doses in health

Table 9 shows the range of iron absorption values obtained by a number of

authors who studied the absorption of iron from therapeutic doses. It is seen
that even with ferrous salts absorption is relatively inefficient; the average
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<~7 C

absorptions are 4$ - 1%> The only exceptionally high results are those ob-
tained with the faecal excretion method, which may yield erroneously high absorp-

49 rvdtion values . When iron is given in therapeutic doses, food inhibits 30% to
60$ of the absorption (Table 4), but when tracer doses are used, inhibition may

V7be JCffo . The quality of the food is also important, as described in a separate
section.

4.1.2 Absorption from different doses in iron deficiency

When tracer doses are used, very high absorptions have been found in iron
deficiency by different authors '̂ "' ̂ '' ''"' , e.g. two to four times normal
(Table 6). There is relatively little information regarding the situation when
therapeutic doses are administered.

4-2 _ Clinical conditions

4.2.1 The effect of food on the absorption of medicamental iron
T>-1 Q-1

The absorption of medicamental iron can be influenced by food ' . The
effect can be either stimulatory or inhibitory. Cereals (e.g. dark bread,
porridge, dried legumes, oil seeds and nuts) are rich in phytic acid. Iron ab-
sorption depends not only on the original quantity of phytic acid in the diet:
the presence of phytase, which decreases the chelating capacity of phytic acid in
the food or in the digestive tract, is also important. Several studies have
shown that alcohol, proteins ' * ' ' , some amino acids , ascorbic
.,86,87,109 , 30,88 , . . ... 109acid ' and sugar ' may promote absorption, whereas wheat bran ,

QQ QQ 91 92 79phytic acid ' ' and egg white have an inhibitory effect (Table 10).
These findings may be explained by the formation of complexes between various

65dietary ingredients and iron , as discussed earlier. An iron-rich diet may-
saturate the intestinal mucosal cells and inhibit absorption. Moreover, non-tiaem

93iron in the food exchanges with medicamental iron , and competes with it for
absorption.

4«2.2 Effect of continuous iron therapy on absorption

Despite a large consumption of medicamental iron, deficiency is still common
and it may be asked if this phenomenon is explained by processes that regulate
iron absorption in humans.

It has been shown clearly by several investigators that there is a strong
relationship between iron absorption and iron stores in man, as represented by

,. , , 14,100reticular bone marrow iron
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95Halm et al. first pu-fc forward a theory about the blocking effect of the
96mucosal cells, and Granick showed that iron orally administered blocks the ab-

97sorption of a subsequent oral dose of iron. It was later shown by Brown et al.
that this block was not complete; by using large doses of inorganic iron it
could easily be overcome. The administration of large amounts of inorganic iron
causes passive diffusion of iron across mucosal cells.

Conrad and Crosby have shown that in mice there is a relationship between
the amount of iron absorbed and the content of iron in the duodenal mucosa. In

99man it has been more difficult to confirm this relationship. Allgood and Brown
studied the correlation between the'iron concentration in human duodenal biopsies
and iron absorption, but failed to find any. It is possible, however, that their
mucosal material was too small to be representative.

Indirectly, it has been possible to show that the iron content of mucosa
57probably plays a ma^or role in the regulation of iron absorption . The absorp-

tion of a test dose of radioiron is thus inhibited by 4 weeks of treatment with
oral iron (Table 5)» This inhibitory effect is transitory; as early as 5 days
after the end of treatment the iron labsorption is high again, a fact that fits well
with the known survival time of the intestinal mucosal cells. Thus, the oral
iron treatment itself, by loading the mucosal cells with iron, seems to Inhibit
the capacity to absorb iron.

l,f\It has therefore been pointed out that during oral treatment of iron de-
ficiency the highest absorption values are found during the first 10 .days, and
it has been suggested that very high oral doses of iron be given during the first
two weeks. However, the high incidence of side effects after extreme doses of
ferrous iron limits the practicality of this advice.

In a clinical trial to prevent iron deficiency in blood donors, various
doses of iron were orally administered daily and iron status of peripheral blood,
stainable iron in bone marrow and iron absorption were studied at regular inter-
vals (Table 1). It was shown that not even as high a dose as 100 mg of ferrous
iron daily was able to prevent the development of signs of iron deficiency, such
as diminished storage iron and increased absorption. It could be calculated that
probably only 5 $ of "the administered dose was absorbed.

Years of clinical experience have shown that iron deficiency anaemia can
almost always be efficiently treated with oral iron. However, iron stores are

4-9difficult to fill and so-called latent iron deficiency remains freqpient.
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5« ABSORPTION OP FORTIFICATION IKM

Fortification of staple foods, especially cereal products, has "been the
traditional method to assure adequate iron intake. In Belgium, Canada,, Switzer-
land and Sweden this fortification is voluntary, and in Denmark, Chile, Great
Britain, Newfoundland and 27 of the states of the USA it is compulsory. In other
countries, on the other hand, fortification is prohibited (France, Federal He-
public of Germany, Italy, Luxembourg and the Netherlands) . In Sweden, un-
enriched white flour contains about 1 mg iron/100 g, wholemeal flour contains
3 mg/100 g, and fortification amounts to 5,5 mg/100 g. The resulting concentra-
tion in bread is 4.5 mg/100 g. In other countries, fortification levels vary
between 1.5 and 3<>8 mg/100 g. Iron fortification is recommended by the World
Health Organization. However, as has been pointed out in the literature, it has
not been demonstrated that iron in the forms presently used for fortification is
satisfactorily absorbed.

The absorption of the fortification iron from bread depends on the form of
iron, on the kind of bread, and on the food eaten with the bread. In general,
white bread alone does not inhibit iron absorption, whereas whole meal flour

does (Table 11), One reason may be that white bread contains only about 29 mg

phytio acid phosphorus per 100 g as compared to 71 ™§ in whole meal bread .
Metallic iron is a common form of fortification. Its absorption depends

on its grain size and its age. Very coarse-grain iron is absorbed to about 1 %„
Fedium-grain iron is absorbed to about 3 % from white bread by blood donors, fine-
grain iron to about 9 $5 more may be absorbed of very fine-grain iron „
Similarly, powdered iron is less well absorbed than electrolytically precipitated
reduced iron , The older or the more oxidized the metallic iron, the lower

its absorption. Reports on the final results of this form of iron fortification
vary. In Norway, no significant increases in the serum iron and haemoglobin con-
centrations were found in women using bread fortified with metallic iront More

iron is absorbed when white bread is fortified with ferrous salts ' . How-
ever, it has not been demonstrated that the absorption even of ferrous salts is
satisfactory in the presence of absorption inhibitorsf as for instance whole-

79 112meal bread or eggs .
It is possible that a search should be made for iron forms more suitable

for fortification and less vulnerable to the absorption inhibitors found in bread

and other foods. Alternatively, one may consider removing absorption inhibitors
by purifying foodstuffs , or adding absorption promoters .
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6. THERAPEUTIC AND PROPHYLACTIC RELEVANCE OF IRON ABSORPTION STUDIES

Only very rarely do clinical situations occur where the iron loss is larger
over a prolonged period of time than the iron intake. Recommended dietary allow-
ances of iron are up to 18 mg/day. If this were absorbed, it would correspond to
a hypothetical average daily loss of 36 ml blood. Therapeutically, even a modest
dose amounts to 60 mg of iron daily. If this were absorbed, it would make up for
a blood loss of about 120 ml per day. It is obvious that iron absorption, rather
than intake, is one of the bottle-necks, and absorption studies are thus clearly
relevant.

Of medicamental iron about 4 mg are absorbed per 20 mg dose by iron-deficient
patients in the laboratory situation (Table 12), In the therapeutic situation
less than 2 mg are absorbed per 20 mg dose, or less than 6 mg per day. Therefore
about 1 year would be needed to refill the iron stores if 60 mg of ordinary
therapeutic iron tablets without ascorbic acid were administered per day with
meals to a patient having iron deficiency anaemia with about 10 g of haemoglobin/

100 ml blood, i.e. having a deficiency of about 2 g iron. In the case of persons
105donating blood every 2-3 months, Heinrich was able to normalize in 127-144 days

the haemoglobin values and iron stores (as reflected "by iron absorption) by
giving daily on a fasting stomach 100 mg of a quick-release iron preparation with
222 mg ascorbic acid.

A normal Swedish diet contains about 2 mg of haemoglobin iron per day, 0.4 mg
of which is absorbed. The absorption is inhibited neither by other food con-
stituents nor "by previous iron medication (Table 13). The degree of absorption
of the 10-15 rag non-haemin iron in the rest of the diet depends on the composi-
tion of the diet. It is not quite clear hew much is absorbed on an average;

probably only another 0.6 mg. The physiology of iron absorption thus explains
why it is difficult to refill depleted iron stores in a limited period of time

with orally administered iron, and emphasizes the importance of prophylaxis.

7. SUMMARY

Methods to measure iron absorption have been reviewed. The methods based
upon measuring chemical balancet rise in serum iron, or faecal excretion of ad-
ministered radioiron are not simple and reliable. A therapeutic test has been
outlined, which may be advantageous in some situations. Double-tracer methods
are often used, both with serum and with erythrocyte measurements of absorbed iron.

I'lhere whole-body counters are available, one must choose "between single-dose
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absorption measurements, sequential absorption studies, double-isotope whole-body
counting or the prolonged administration test.

In studies of iron absorption it is recommended that the distinction be
recognized between the nutritional, the laboratory, and the therapeutic situa-
tions; they differ in regard to the form of iron, the size of the dose and the
time of administrations

Of the iron in the food, the haemoglobin iron IB usually absorbed more
efficiently than the non-haemin iron. Approximately 20 per cent of the haemo-
globin iron is absorbed. The absorption of non-haemin iron is very variable?
both absorption-promoting and absorption-inhibiting chelators occur in the food.
The average absorption of non-haemin iron in food may be under 5 Per cent.

Under laboratory conditions (fasting, single dose) typically 4 w§ are ab-
sorbed from a 20 mg therapeutic dose of ferrous sulphate. Under clinical con-
ditions (with meals, continuous therapy) absorption is less than 2 mg from a
similar dose, so that a year is required to refill iron stores of a patient with
iron deficiency anaemia and 10 g of haemoglobin per 100 ml blood who takes 60 mg
iron as ferrous sulphate daily. If haemoglobin iron were used therapeutic ally
in a similar dose, the time of treatment could perhaps be reduced to about
4 months.
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TABLE 1. WAN AMOUNT OF STAIMBLE BONE-MARROW IRON IN BLOOD DONORS,
DONATING 420 ml OF BLOOD EACH SECOND MONTH WITH CONTINUOUS DAILY SUPPLY
OF EITHER 20 OH 100 mg ORAL IRON (see text)

Number of
cases

7

10

12

Daily iron
medication

(mg)

20

100

0
(controls)

Mean amount of stainable bone-marrow
iron, histochemical grades

Initially

3.8

3.4

3.2

After 4
donations

1.6

2.4

(3.4)a)

After 6
donations

1.6

2.4

(3.3)a)

a Controls donated no blood, but bone marrow was sampled at same time as
that of donors.

TABLE 2. TYPICAL RADIATION DOSES (MILLIRAD) FROM A DOUBLE-TRACER TEST AFTER

ORAL ADMINISTRATION OF 0.5 uCi 5?Fe and 70 jiCi 55Pea^

Isotope

55pe

59ft,

Fte find Fe

Whole-body

21 - 42

0.25 - 1.8

21.25 - 43.8

G,I. tract

52,5

17

69.5

Critical organ

280 - 350 (blood)

7 (spleen)

300 - 370 (blood)

Ref.

7
117
118

7
29

113

a) 42Based on sensitivity of simplest liquid scintillation counting- technioue .
'Use of more elaborate technique permits administration of as little as
3 - 5 nCi 55pê "̂, with proportionate decrease in associated dose.
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TABLE 3. EBRCENTAGE OP TOTAL ADMINISTERED DOSE OP IRON ABSORBED IN
PROLONGED ADMINISTRATION TEST AS COMPARED TO ISOLATED ADMINISTRATIONS.
THE TABLE SHOWS THAT MORE IS ABSORBED WHEN 60 mg IS GIVEN AS 30 TABLETS
OF 2 ing EACH THAN WHEN IT IS GIVEN AS 3 TABLETS of 20 mg EACH AT LONGER
INTERVALS73.

3 tablets 20 mg Fe
each, 1 tablet every
5th day,
(9 blood-donors)

30 tablets 2 mg Pe
each, 1 tablet twice
daily
(10 blood donors)

Mean retention - S.E. •

Significance of difference
between groups

7.8 - 1.1 19.5 - 3.7

0.02 > p> 0.0.

TABLE 4. ABSORPTION OP FERROUS SULPATE OR HAEMOGLOBIN IRON, UNACCOMPANIED
OR ACCOMPANIED BY POOD

Administered
dose of
iron (rag)

20
3.8 - 5
50
50a)
5
2

0.25

Ref.

80
50

74
74
58
41
77

No.
of
cases

9
3
8
8
5
6-9
6

Percentage absorption (mean ~ S.E.)

PeSO.

20.5 ± 3.3
2.9 - 0.6

6.5 - 1.1
6.6 - 1.6

_
_

18.3 - 1.9

PeSO. plus
food4

11.0 - 2.4
0.9 ~ 0.3
1.8 - 0.6
2.9 i 1.5

—
—

1.7 - 0.2

Haemoglobin

18.7 i 4.4
15.5 - 2.7

-
-

21.3 - 3.5
17.5 - 1.2

—

Haemoglobin
plus food

17.0 - 2.4
15.8 - 0.8

-
-

23.1 - 3.8
17.1 i 1.9

—

a) Sustained release



TABLE 5. EFFECT OF PROLONGED TREATMENT ON IRON ABSORPTION: ABSORPTION
OP HAEMOGLOBIN IROM AND Fe!

Fe-FUMARATE (30 mg Fe/day)
OP HAEMOGLOBIN IRON AND FeSO. AFTER TREATMENT FOR FOUR WEEKS WITH

Administered
iron

3.45 ing as Hb
0.25 rag- as FeSO,

Ref.

80
57

Number of
" subjects

7
15

Absorbed iron (mean _ S.E.)

Before treatment
(rag)

0»62 - 0.15
0.17 - o.oi

After treatment
(rag)

0.48 i 0.08
0.07 - 0.02

TABLE 6. EFFECT OF IRON DEFICIENCY ON THE ABSORPTION OF FERROUS AND

HAEMOGLOBIN 1 ROW

Type of iron

FeSO
FeSO
Haemoglobin
Haemoglobin

Muscle Iron
Liver Iron
Haemoglobin

Ref.

59
80

59
30

59

59
53

Administered
Fe

0.56
?o
0.56

20
0.56

0.56

5

Percent absorption (mean - S.E.)

Iron deficient

81.1 - 3.9
?0.5 ~ 3.3
30.? - 3.0
18.7 - 4.4
?3.5 - ?.8
?5.7 - 1.8
15.9 - 2.9

Non-i ron-def icient

?3.3 - 1.4

20.1 i 1.5

1P.3 ~ 1.4
13.2 - 1.3
4.3 - 0.4
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TABLE 7. SOURCES OP IRON INTAKE IN SWEDEN (aoproximate figures in tag iron)

aj

Total iron-intake ....................... 15
Vegetables ....................... 5
Keat and fish
haemin-iron ....................... 2
non-haemln-iron ..........»<>........*.. ?.

Fortification iron ..................... 4»5
Medicamental-iron ....................... 1*5

Assuming an average bread-consumption of 100 g per person each day

TABLE 8. CONDITIONS OP IRON ABSORPTION

Situation

Therapeutic

Laboratory

Nutritional

Form of iron

Fe4*

Pê

Complex

Dose, order of
magnitude (rag)

100

1

1

Administration

Continuous

Single

Continuous

State of
stomach

Pull

Empty

Pull

TABLE 9. RANGE OP IRON ABSORPTION FROM THERAPEUTIC AND TRACER DOSES BY
HEALTHY MALE VOLUNTEERS WITHOUT IRON DEFICIENCY

Conditions of administration

Single dose fasting

Single dose with food

Administered iron
(mg)

0.3 - 50

120
0.6-50

Absorbed iron
fag)

0.1 - 4.2

I6a)

o.i - 1.5

Ref.

53,64,
74,30,94
75
34,74,76

Faecal excretion method



TABLE 10. EFFECT OP POOD COMPONENTS (PORRIDGE, FHYTIC ACID, ASCORBIC ACID) ON IRON ABSORPTION

Author

Hal Ib erg and
Solvell58

Hal rb erg and
Solvent

Ehn et al.8°

Hoglund and
Reizenstein"4

Dose

5 mg PeSO.

5 rag PeSO .

20 mg PeSO .

10 rag PePtun.

Number of
subjects

5 blood
donors

5 controls

9 "blood
donors

9 young
women

Pe absorption
fasting ($)

54.6

4.0

20.5

9.8

Pood component

phytic acid

200 mg ascorbic
acid

porridge

200 ag ascorbic
acid

Pe absorption
with food
component (%}

18.3

4.9

11.0

28.3

Effect of
food
component

67$ decrease

22$ increase

47% decrease

190$ increase



TABLE 11. .ABSORPTION OF PORTIFTCATION IRON IN BREAD

Author

,-,, , , , 101LI wood 'et al.

ffdgLund and .-.
Reizenstein J

IToglund and , n?
Rei Kenotein..

Callender pnd
Warner116

H*6glund anrl ino
Reizenstein

Callender and

Callender and
Warner1

Hoglund and - no
ReiKeoniGtein

Ehn et 0!.°

Form of
iron

coarse f;rain
reduced iron

medium grain
reduced iron

coarne ^rain
reduced iron

reduced iron
grain si KG
not stated

PeSO.

^
Perri c
ammonium
citrate

fine grain
reduced iron

haemoglobin

-Amount of iron
in bread or
test meal (nig)

0.3

rmnrox. 1.0

appror. 1.0

approx » 1.0

1.0

a.pproy. 1.0 '

approx. 1,0

. 1.0

20.0

Absorption

1

1.6 '

'

5.5°'

20

anoroy .
9

6^

9

19

Material
ea^ten

bread

outmeal

breadc

vjhite, \
bread0'

bread"

brovm \
bread

vjhite
bread

bread0

oatmeal

a)

b)

o)

white bread from sifted, flour
with butter, jam «nd tea
mean calculated by present authors baaed
on investigators* nartiully iron-deficient
subjects with norma3 gastric secretion c

d) , loaf with 8 mg iron,.eaten over
3 - 5 days, corresponding
^resiamably to approx. 1 mg-
per meal

20$ bran and 30$ white flour,
presumably with food



TABLE 12. IRON ABSORPTION PROM FERROUS IRON IN MALK PATIENTS WITH IRON
DEFICIENCY AND IN WOMEN

Conditions of
administration

Single dose fasting

Multiple and single
dose fasting

Single dose with food

Administered
iron (rag)

0.3 - 20
50a)

50

20

Absorbed
iron (mg)

0.2 - 4
8

<?>>
2 c)
3.2
3.7

Ref.

79,80
94

113

80
20
78

with ascorbic acid c' faecal excretion method
values in accordance with earlier ' tracer dose of FeCl^ giv
data from same author*̂  a meal containing 8 mg Fe

TABLE 13. IRON ABSORPTION FROM HAEMOGLOBIN ADO HAEMIN IRON IN MALE
VOLUNTEER BLOOD DONORS

Conditions of
administration

a}Single dose fasting '
*

Single dose with food3^

Single dose fasting '

Administered
iron (mg)

3.5 - 20
5 - 20

20

Absorbed
iron (mg)

0.6 - 4

1.1 - 3.4

0.2

Ref.

58,80

58.80

80

a)
b)

haemoglobin
haemin
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SUMMARY OP DISCUSSION OF IRON ABSORPTION TESTS

The Panel agreed that iron absorption tests might "be required for several
quite different purposes; for diagnostic purposes, for the evaluation of iron
treatment, for the evaluation of fortification, and for the estimation of the
absorption of food iron. In view of these different purposes, the influence of
experimental conditions, and the variety of technical facilities available in
different laboratories, the Panel recognized the urgent need for the standardi-

zation of iron absorption tests. However, no single standardized test was
considered to be able to answer all the different questions. The Panel there-
fore discussed the need for a standardized test for each separate purpose.
Administration and dose were discussed separately from techniques of measure-
ment, which would necessarily depend upon what facilities are locally available.

1. IRON ABSORPTION TESTS

The Panel recognized that until standardized tests are adopted, it is
essential that the test conditions such as iron dosage, amount of ascorbate
and relation to food, and the method of presenting results, be fully described

by each investigator. Nevertheless, difficulties will remain in comparing
results of tests that are not standardized. Some suggested standards are dis-

cussed below and listed in Table 1.

!_.!_ ^ pji^agno^sifi of_JLrpn def^cien^cy

An iron absorption test can be ixsed as a sensitive test for iron defi-

ciency not accompanied by anaemia. This test assumes a normal intestinal
mucosa able to respond to iron deficiency by increasing the absorption of iron.

For this test the Panel recommends the use of 0.25 - 0.5 mg of iron as FeSO^,
given after strict overnight fast (Table l). If doses of 3 - 5 mg °f iron are
given, it has been demonstrated that appreciable overlap is found between the

results in iron-deficient persons.
The Panel discussed the role of ascorbic acid in iron absorption tests

and agreed that the addition of ascorbic acid to the test dose is a suitable

method to maintain iron in the ferrous state. The Panel noted that the joint
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IAEA./VIHO programme has adopted the use of 30 mg- ascorbic acid with 3 mg of
iron as FeSO.. The Panel rotcd that some studies report that ascorbic acid,
in addition to keeping iron in the ferrous form, enhances even the absorption

of ferrous iron, whereas others report enhancement of the absorption only of
2 3

ferric iron or food iron'"' . The Panel therefore made no recommendation in
Table 1 regarding ascorbic acid.

On the basis of the evidence presented it is clear that iron given at a
low dosage in the ferrous form can distinguish between normal subjects and
patients with iron deficiency. It is not clear if the addition of ascorbic

acid to such a test doso will reduce this discrimination. The Panel therefore
felt that the latter uncertainty should be resolved at an early date to
enable a test doso either including or excluding ascorbic acid to be accepted
as the standard so as to remove this factor as a variable in the methods

used by different laboratories.

1.2_ _ Asscissment^ of ability^ of intestine to absorb iron

To assess the ability of the intestine to absorb iron as a test of
intestinal function, e.g., in tropical sprue, the Panel thought it likely
that a larger dose would be required than for the above test, possibly 3 — 5
mg of iron (Table l). However, the Panel felt that there is not yet suffi-
cient evidence to exclude the possibility that larger doses might give even
better discrimination between normal and abnormal subjects.

1̂ 3̂  Ejyaluatipn o_f the, efficiency of a therapeutic: regime

The Panel recognized that the laboratory situation where a single tracer
dose of iron in solution is given on a fasting stomach is rarely relevant to
the therapeutic situation. Studies of this situation should take into account
that therapeutic iron is administered over a period of tine in large amounts,

usually as tablets, together with food. The Panel therefore felt that a
therapeutic regime should be evaluated by measuring the retention of radio-
iron after a prolonged administration of tablets of the iron compound to be
tested, each containing a minimal amount of radioiron and taken as the
patient would normally take iron tablets.



If it is intended to compare the efficiency of different therapeutic
preparations, the administration on alternate days of the preparations

55 59labelled respectively with Fe and Fo is recommended. The Panel also
recommends that further studies bo carried out on the effect on the absorp-
tion of therapeutic iron doses of continuous administration, of food, and of
iron deficiency. Finally, the Panel considered the standardization of an

iron absorption test to evaluate a, regime of iron therapy and recommends the
conditions of administration outlined in Table 1. Where regimes using differ-
ent doses or different iron compounds are to be compared, clearly no recom-
mendation regarding dose or compound is relevant. The Panel suggests that,
if there are no reasons to select other alternatives, 20 - 50 mg of iron be
used where the intention is to study parameters other than the dose, and that

FeSO be used where the intention is to study parameters other than the
chemical form of the iron.

l̂ ^̂ jft̂ ŝ ssinenjt̂ pf b̂̂ jr̂ tion̂  of̂ food iron jafid fprt if i cat ion .iron.

The Panel recognized the value of the extrinsic labelling model adopted
by the joint IAEA/WHO Coordinated Research Programme on Iron Nutrition , but

it noted, in agreement with the IAEA/WHO programme, that the complete mixing of
extrinsic ferric iron with the many different iron complexes in the food had
so far been demonstrated only for certain foods or diets. Therefore, further
study of the extrinsic label procedure is required.

The Panel agreed thai studies of the absorption of food iron and forti-
fication iron must be performed with different forms of food and different
forms of fortification iron. Moreover, there are large variations from one
country to another regarding the average iron content of 3, rneal. As did the
joint IAEA/WHO group, the Panel recommends the use of Fed, to trace the ab-~
sorption of the non-hacm iron in the food, and of haemoglobin iron, to trace
the absorption of haern iron. The Panel wishes to make no recommendation

regarding the amount of iron in each meal, but suggests the use of 5 rog per
meal unless there is a reason to use another amount.
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2. TECHNIQUES TO MEASURE ABSORPTION

The Panel discussed, -fche difficulties in interpreting results of chemical
balance studies, the double-isotope technique with plasma measurements, and
the single-isotope technique "based upon measurement of faecal excretion.
The latter is useful only if complete faecal collections can be obtained and
if absorption is not so low that the technique becomes excessively sensitive
to errors of collection and measurement.

The Panel noted that the erythrocyte incorporation method with a single
isotope is frequently used, but that minor infections, as well as a number of
other diseases, can seriously affect the results. In health, however, this
simple method can give satisfactory results.

To those who seek more quantitative methods that can be used even in ill
people, the Panel recgmmends one of the whole-body counting techniques. If
whole-body counters are not available, the double-tracer technique with
measurement of the radioiron in erythrocytes is recommended.

3. INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS OP IRON ABSORPTION TESTS

The Panel briefly discussed the implications of data available on the
effectiveness of iron fortification and iron therapy. It recognized the need
for further studies (preferably coordinated and with a standardized technique)
of these questions prior to initiation of nation—wide or ̂ rorld-wide programmes
to prevent or treat iron deficiency.
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the 59pe absorption whole body retention test, Arzneimittel-Forsch. 22,
(1973) 1091.



TABLE 1. SUGGESTED IRON ABSORPTION TESTS

Purpose

Diagnosis of
iron deficiency

Estimation of
intestinal
capacity to
absorb iron

Evaluation of
iron therapy

Evaluation of
absorption of
food and forti-
fication iron

Amount of
iron

0.25-0.5 mg

3-5 mg

See text

See text

Form of
iron

FeS04*

FeSÔ *

See text

Food:
haemoglobin
and FeCl3;
fortifi-
cation:
see text

Condition of
stomach

Strict over-
night fast and
fast 2 hours
after
administration

Strict over-
night fast and
fast 2 hours
after
administration

With food

With food

Addition of
ascorbic acid

See text

See text

No, unless the
therapeutic
preparations
contain
ascorbate

No

Method

(l) Whole-body counting
(2) double tracer with erythrocyte measurement
(3) faecal excretion

(l) Whole-body counting
(2) double tracer with erythrocyte measurement
(3) faecal excretion

Prolonged administration, retention measured
with whole-body counter. (For comparison of
alternative conditionsi measurement of
erythrocyte incorporation using two tracers.)

Prolonged administration, retention measured
with whole-body counter. (For comparison of
alternative conditions: measurement of
erythrocyte incorporation using two tracers.)

CO
I

* It is essential that oxidation to ferric iron be prevented.
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CALCIUM ABSORPTION

B. Carlmark, P. Reizenstein and R.A. Dudley

Abstract

The methods most commonly used to measure the absorption and retention
of orally administered calcium are reviewed. Nearly all make use of calcium
radioisotopes. The magnitude of calcium absorption and retention depends upon
the chemical form and amount of calcium administered, and the clinical and
nutritional status of the subject; these influences are briefly surveyed.

*****
1. INTRODUCTION

The intestinal absorption of calcium has clinical interest primarily in
the investigation of nutrition and of certain diseases. In nutritional studies
the chief point at issue is the absorbability of calcium from different foods
(including drinking water), either singly or in combination. Numerous
diseases are associated with an abnormal calcium status. In clinical studies
where there is a suspicion of calcium deficiencjr, ,such as in secondary nutri-
tional hyperparathyroidism, primary hyperparathyrodisrn, or acromegaly, in-
creased retention of a standard oral dose of radiocalcium has diagnostic
significance. Alternatively, in the presence of intestinal malabsorption,
Gushing1s disease, corticosteroid therapy, oral calcium therapy, and certain
other conditions, decreased absorption is revealing. Calcium absorption and

1 2retention are also of interest in population studies of osteopenia ' and
possibly of cardiovascular disease.

In all these investigations, simple and reliable tests of calcium
absorption and/or retention would be helpful. The objective of this paper
is to give a brief review of the tests, most of which make use of radioisotopes,
that have been developed for these purposes. It must be recognized that not all
such tests measure the same physiological processes. In particular, one must
distinguish between the amount of administered calcium absorbed (i.e., that
which passes from the intestinal lurnen into the body), the net amount ab-
sorbed (that which passes from the intestinal lumen into the body and does not
return to the lumen), and the amount retained (that remaining in the body).
Furthermore, all of these quantities depend upon the time after administration
at which the observation is made.
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2 . METHODS

2_.l _ Calcium excr e t i on^ vŝ jLnt ake

The classical method for measuring the amount of administered calcium
that is retained, or the net amount absorbed, is the calcium-balance study
based on chemical analyses. In such studies the subject is usually equi-
librated for a period of many days on a diet of constant calcium content.
Retention is the difference "between the amount ingested and the amount ex-
creted, by all routes (including in principal the dermal route), during a
period of several days. Net absorption is the difference between the amount
ingested and the amount excreted in the faeces during this period. The time
is ambiguous, since the interval between ingestion and excretion cannot be
known without the use of tracers, but the results would normally reflect an
average behavior over many days. An extensive review of this method has been
published by Reifenstein et al. . In practice the validity of the method

/\
may be compromised r by low accuracy in estimating calcium consumption, by
incomplete collection of excreta,, and by losses of calcium via the skin.

2t.J2 _ Radipcal̂ cium excrejtio;n j.rs.̂  ̂intake

When interest focuses upon the percentage of a particular dose of calcium
that is retained or absorbed, the results are much less ambiguous if radio-
calcium is added to the dose to identify it uniquely and radiocalcium excretion
is measured. Retention may be found if radiocalcium excretion by all routes
is abserved, and net absorption is deduced from measurements of faecal OX-

'S 6 7cretion alone ' . This method is vulnerable to the previously mentioned
sources of error, except ambiguity as to the administered dose. The use of
non-absorbable markers along with the calcium isotope has increased the
reliability of the faecal excretion data, but the method remains quite laborious
if used in the clinical routine.

Attempts have been made ' to estimate calcium absorption by
measuring radiocalcium concentration in plasma after oral administration of
the isotope. However, since the quantitative relationship between absorption
and plasma concentration is influenced both by the volume of the plasma and
by the comparative rates of absorption and clearance, the results can best be
described as providing an index rather than a measure of absorption. A more
nearly quantitative value can be calculated by comparing the plasma activity
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after a subsequent intravenous dose, thereby cancelling out some of these

influences11'12'13.

The plasma radioactivity test can be made to yield a much more accurate
value of absorption by use of a second, calcium isotope, namely by injecting
this isotope intravenously shortly after the first isotope has been administered

orally. An absorption figure is obtained from the ratio between the plasma
concentrations of the two isotopes, relative to the respective amounts
administered^ >10»1451551->>17 _ Due ±Q the differeirfc rates at which the two

isotopes reach the plasma, and to the possibly different fractions cleared in
the intervals between administration and sampling, corrections to the raw ratio
by means of kinetic analysis may allow a useful increase of accuracy ' . The

magnitude of the correction decreases as the time between administration and
sample collection increases.

5
De Grazia et al. found that even the isotopic ratio in the urine can be

used to calculate the absorption, provided that the first 24-hour collection
is discarded. They claim that the results with the urinary double-isotope
method depend little upon the mass of carrier accompanying the oral dose.

Direct measurement of calcium retention can be made by whole— body counting.
22The first studies related to health were published in 1962 by Bohr et al. and

Worth et al. using orally administered Ca, and more systematic studies
24. '"5 26have been reported by Sjbberg et al. "̂? • ' . A suitable procedure for the

47test is to administer Ca orally after an overnight fast and after a back-
ground measurement on the patient. A measurement 1 to 3 hours after adminis-
tration is often used to obtain a so-called 100/& value, namely the counting
rate when 100$ of the administered dose is in the body. Measurement is re-
peated 10 to 14 days later and the retained activity, expressed as a fraction
of the administered dose, is taken as the ratio of the latter counting rate to
the 100$ value.

The reproducibility of the whole-body counting technique is good.
Typically errors caused by counting statistics and by the effects of changes
in the spatial distribution of the radionuclide between the initial and final
measurements (altered location within body, changes in body position, etc.)
total only a few percent. Measurements of retention after replicate adminis-

trations of Ca to the same subjects by Sj'oberg ct al. showed discrepancies
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of about Ijfo of the mean retention value, those discrepancies being attribut-
able not only to the afore-mentioned errors in technique but also to the
biological variations of retention from day to day.

To deduce absorption values from the retention values directly measured
by whole-body counting requires certain precautions and additional measurements.

P7
The presence in the intestine of unabsorbed tracer (e.g., 13$ at 6 days ,
0 - 2fo at 10 days) requires that the whole-body count be made not earlier than
10 to 14 days after administration. During this period considerable excretion
of previously absorbed tracer occurs, e.g., 20% of the administered dose in
the urine (half of which may appear within the first 4 days" ),and a compar-

28 29able amount in the faeces ' . That in the urine can be determined by
collecting and measuring the urine, and a lower limit of absorption (some-
times called a "minimum absorption" value) can be calculated as the sum of
the retention and urinjxry excretion. Reexcretion into the faeces cannot be
directly observed. If its magnitude is about the same in health and disease,
the "minimum absorption" value is well correlated with tracer absorption, and
is clinically relevant. However, were an unrecognized elevation of faecal re-
excretion present in certain diseases, the "minimum absorption" figure might
depart so abnormally from the true absorption as to be clinically misleading.

2_.6_ _ P̂ ar̂ tî al-body ̂ counting

Estimation of Ca absorption has also been attempted from external
measurements not of the whole body but of a part of it. A primary consideration
has been to eliminate the long delay that is inevitably entailed if the
intestines are in the detector's field of view and must therefore be cleared
of unabsorbed tracer before a meaningful measurement becomes possible. Such
measurements have most often been performed, on an arm °' ' . However, be-
cause many factors other than absorption influence the activity of the arm

(or any other part of the body), several assumptions are required. Curtis
19et al. were able to deduce a quantitative result by calibration with an

intravenous injections the counting rate of the arm was first measured after
a small intravenous dose which was followed 3 hours later by the oral test dose.

3. EFFECT OF DOSE PARAMETERS ON ABSORPTION

Both the quantity and the chemical form of the calcium in the administered
dose affect absorption. Most investigations have shown a somewhat higher
absorption of calcium from the chloride than from the gluconate or lactate,
or from milk ' ' . The percentage absorbed decreases as the mass of
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administered calcium increase-, but the absolute amount absorbed increases at
the same time ' .

Table 1 shows results of "absorption" tests obtained in control subjects
by various authors using various quantities and chemical forms of calcium as
the administered dose and various methods of assessing absorption, net absorp-

tion, or retention.

4. EFFECT OF CLINICAL PARAMETERS ON ABSORPTION

The scope of this paper allows only brief mention of the influence of
clinical conditions upon absorption. For more comprehensive inforrao.tion

readers are referred to earlier literature' '̂ '"' -)' J.

4.1, Nut^ritiunal^ factors affect the absorption of calcium both from test ad-
~"*'~~' ' * "*~ " '̂ * -.„ -jq

ministrations in the laboratory and from food ' . The percentage absorption
of test doses of calcium is generally inversely related to the level of calcium
in the diet. The absorption of calcium from the food is affected by, among
other things, the phytate, phosphate, and fat content of the food.

4«2 i Q̂ str̂ i-rrbostinal disease also affects calcium absorption and retention.
In idopathic and pancreatcgenic steatorrhca, calcium absorption is inhibited
A similar situation may prevail in some other forms of malabsorption. On the
other hand, patients with the postgastrectomy syndrome (dumping syndrome), or
with other conditions following partial gastrectomy, usually show no inhibition
of the absorption of test doses of calcium salts, although calcium in food may
"be less well absorbed because of the rnaldigestion frequently seen in such
patients.

4.. 3...,Ejndo.ojrinê  di.sectse influences calcium absorption, which is stimulated by
parathormonc. In primary and secondary hyperparathyroidism, and in acromegaly,
the absorption of calcium salts is thus increased"^. However, in situations
with hypercalcaemia, such as myeloma, where parathormone secretion could be
expected to be inhibited, calcium retention remains normal (Table 2).

There are some indications that corticosteroids may inhibit calcium
absorption * . Absorption may be moderately decreased in Gushing's disease
and in patients being treated with corticosteroids. However, alternative
explanations of this decrease also exist.
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5. SUMMARY
/

Several methods have "been developed to measure calcium absorption, or
the related quantities net absorption and retention. These include comparison
of calcium excretion with intake, comparison of radiocalciur?. excretion with in-
take, assay of plasma radioactivity, use of double-isotope techniques, whole-
body counting, and partial-body counting. Whore, appropriate instrumentation is
available, whole-body counting is a simple method for measuring retention.
Technical errors in this method include those associated with counting

statistics and irreproduci'bility in measurement geometry (a few percent), and

incomplete clearance from the intestines of unabsorbed radiocalcium (. only
0 — Zfo after ten days). An estimate of absorption may be derived from the
figure for retention by collecting and assaying the urine (typically con-
taining 10 - Ijfo of the administered dose) and allowing a comparable amount

for faecal reexcretion (which can be measured 'only by introduction of
additional techniques).

The double-isotope plasma measurement method is a relatively simple pro-
cedure for directly measuring absorption, but its ability to distinguish
between normal and pathological conditions has been studied less extensively
than has that of the whole-body counting method.

Dose parameters that influence absorption include the chemical form and
the amount of calcium. The percentage absorption normally decreases as the
amount of carrier increases.

The clinical conditions that influence absorption include nutritional,
gastrointestinal, and endocrinological factors. Absorption is generally
decreased by a previous high calcium intake, by gastrointestinal malabsorption,
and possibly by corticosteroids. It is increased by primary or secondary

hyperparathyroidism and by acromegaly.
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TABLE 2. CALCIUM ABSORPTION AND RETENTION IN ENDOCRINE AND HAEMATOLOGICAL DISEASES
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NOTE ON ESTIMATION OP ̂ CA ABSORPTION BY PROFILE SCANNING IN WHOLE-
BODY COUNTER

R.A. Dudley

47We have made a preliminary study of the possibility of measuring Ca ab-
sorption using collimated profile scanning techniques in a whole-body counter.
In principle this is simply one variant of "partial-body counting5' methods.

4.7
However, the accumulation of absorbed Ca is measured not just in a very small
and perhaps non-representative fraction of the body (e.g. a hand), but rather in
most of the body (i.e., all except the abdominal region, which must be excluded

/17
because of the initial presence of unabsorbed ̂ 'Ca in the intestines). The
attraction of the "partial-body counting" approach is that it yields results as
soon as absorption is complete (a few hours after administration) and that there-

Arj

fore its results are not vitiated by excretion of previously absorbed Ca (either
urinary or endogenous faecal) since excretion is almost negligible over such a
short time span. The drawbacks of the method are that it contains certain technical
and computational complexities (which, however, need be mastered only once) and
that it is subject to its own characteristic errors whose magnitude must be
assessed and borne in mind. Our method and typical results are briefly summarized
below.

47Ca absorption was examined in 4 volunteers. About 3-5 y£i of carrier-free
Ca was administered orally. Immediately thereafter, and at intervals up to about

6 days, profile scans were performed. For each such scan the subject reclined
first prone, then supine, under an 8" 0 x 4" Nal(Tl) crystal which was equipped
with a focussed slit colimator and which traversed the subject from head to foot
during the measurement. The acount_.jrâ e,j>ro.f:ile thus accumulated, using the 1.3 MeV-.-,.-.»-,..-., _ _^
Ca photopeak, was reduced by computer techniques to an actj.vity_.pjlo.fi.le.. The

latter consisted of the (deduced) activity in 20 consecutive segments of body
length, each segment being 9-4 cm long. In addition, all urinary and faecal ex-
cretions were collected and individually assayed for percent of administered dose
contained therein. The total activity in the body (irrespective, however, of what
fraction had been absorbed) was thus independently known as of the time of each
profile measurement. The task remaining was to infer percent absorption from the
activity profile, and, in these test cases, to compare it for plausibility against
the body activity as known from excretion data.

After various explorations, it was decided to assume that all activity found
in segments 1-10 and 15 - 20 had been absorbed, while activity in segments 11 - 14
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included varying proportions, depending upon time after administration, of
uhabsorbed activity-in the intestines and absorbed activity skeletally deposited
in the pelvis and lower spine. Furthermore, as of 6 days post administration,
when the intestine had been essentially cleared, of unabsorbed activity, it was
found for the 4 individuals that between 65$ and 72$ of the retained activity
was in segments 1-10 plus 15 - 20, the remainder, being in segments 11 ~ 14.
Hence, from any given profile scan the amount of activity absorbed and still
retained in the body ?̂as inferred to be the sum of the activity in segments
1-10 and 15 - 20, divided by 0.68, while the total activity in the body was
simply taken as the sum of activity in segments 1-20.

The results of interest for a representative case are given in Table 1.
Ostensibly (as recorded in column 5)» 93.1$ of the dose had been absorbed by
2.17 hr after administration. The "right answer" for percentage absorption is
unknown, since the amount of endogenous faecal excretion cannot be deduced from
such measurements, Nevertheless, it must lie between 84$ (i.e. 65«3$ retention
+ 18.(3$ cumulative urinary excretion + 0$ endogenous fa,ecal excretion as of
146 hr) and 100$ (i.e. 65.3$ retention + 18.6$ cumulative urinary excretion
+ 16*1$ endogenous faecal excretion as of 146 hr).

Prom the totality of data on the 4 subjects it appears that absorption is
measurable by this technique with an error of less than 20$ (e.g. 50$ - 10$
absorption). The profile scan gives a very reliable value for total activity
in the body (compare last two columns of Table l), but errors remain in the
segregation of the absorbed and unabsorbed components. Further developments
may allow improvements, but even at present the accuracy should suffice for
many purposes.

R E F E R E N C E
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TABLE 1. 47CA ACTIVITY (% OF ADMINISTERED DOSE) IN EXCRETA AMD IN BODY AT VARIOUS TIMES AFTER
ORAL ADMINISTRATION

Time
(hr)

0.53

2.17

3.87

5.27
26.1

47.4

123.2

146.

Cumulative secretion

Urine

0.00

0.00

0.64

1.28

5.82

8.08

16.6

18.6

Faeces

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.03

5.15
14.0
16.1

Total

0.00

0.00

0.64

1.28

5-85

13.23

30.6

34.7

Activity from profile scan

[Seg.(l-lO) + (15-20)]/0.68

52.4

93.1

91.0

91.6

76.4
84.6

67.5

62.7

Seg.(l-20)

102.2

101.0

101.1

99.7
87.5
85.2

66.6

62.7

Administered activity
minus

cumulative excretion

100.0

100.0

99.36

98.72

94.15

86.77

69.4

65.3

IV)

i
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SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION ON ABSORPTION OP CALCIUM

1. DIAGNOSTIC STUDIES

The Panel agreed that while whole-body counting measurements alone give
only retention rather than absorption, and that while there will always be
some ambiguity as to the magnitude of endogeneous faecal exretion, the '
"minimum absorption- value defined in the paper does provide a satisfactory
discrimination between normal and abnormal absorption of calcium in several
clinical conditions. The double-isotope plasma measurement appears to be
theoretically a good method to assess calcium absorption, but comparatively
few studies have been reported that demonstrate the convenience and reliability
of the method in distinguishing between normal and abnormal absorption in
various disease states. The Panel suggests that where these two methods are
not available, the single-isotope plasma measurement method may provide a
useful qualitative index of calcium absorption. The Panel also suggests that
partial—body counting methods be studied further.

2. NUTRITIONAL AND THERAPEUTIC STUDIES

The Panel agreed that there are insufficient data regarding the influence
of food and varying experimental conditions on calcium absorption. The degree
of absorption of calcium from maty foodstuffs is insufficiently known, as is
that from therapeutic preparations. The Panel recommends further studies
in these areas.

3. STANDARDIZATION OP TESTS

The Panel recommends the standardization of calcium absorption tests.
It suggests the administration of about 100 mg of calcium in the form of
CaCl2 after an overnight fast, with continuation of the fast until 2 hours
beyond the time of administration. Where whole—body counting is used, it
should be supplemented by collection of urine and its analysis for excreted
calcium tracer.
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CRITICAL STUDY OF ABSORPTION TESTS BASED ON THE imSUHEMEHT OF
BREATH 14C02 AFTER ADMINISTRATION OF ̂ C-LABELLED FATS

J.F. Grenier, J. Dauchel, M.R. Eloy, C. Mendel, J.P. Privat

Abstract

Oral administration of '''C-labelled triolein is a useful technique for
studying absorption of fats if faecal excretion of the label is observed.
However, the difficulties of complete collection and reliable assay of faeces
discourage use of this technique, and suggestions have been made that quanti-
tation of absorption "by assay of CO exhalation rate might be simpler and
adequately reliable. We have compared in 25 subjects the exhalation of C02
with the blood activity levels and with the faecal excretion of unabsorbed fat.
Our results indicate that the exhalation rate of CO is so poorly correlated
with the other indices of absorption that the amount of C0p exhaled is not a
useful measure of G-triolein absorption. This fact is presumably explained
by the variability in the rate of metabolism of absorbed fat, a process that
intervenes between absorption and exhalation.

»«•#**

It has been previously shown that tests using C-labelled triolein and
oleic acid are of great value in assessing intestinal fat absorption. Their
effectiveness results from the fact that the chemical nature and physical,
properties of the test substances are not changed by the labels. However,
these tests are reliable only when the amount of activity excreted in the
faeces is considered. Thus, as in the method of chemical balances, these
investigations require careful control of the faecal collection and are of
limited clinical use.

In order to simplify the investigations, while causing minimum inconven-
ience to the patient, some authors have attempted to evaluate the absorption
of fat by determining only the activity of the CO exhaled after ingestion
of C-labelled fats" . Other authors do not use this method for1 assessing
the absorption of fat, but rather for studying the metabolism of fats in the
body ' „ Before adopting the breath method ourselves for studying fat absorp-
tion, we considered it necessary to compare its results with those of the

/
previously described techniques. We proposed to evaluate after oral administra-
tion of C-labelled triolein the amount of activity in the faeces, the plasma
and the exhaled CO .
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1. MATERIAL AHD METHODS

A total of twenty-five patients of either sex have been selected in the
following groupss

C o ntro 1 subj e c tss Twenty patients admitted to hospital for diseases tin-

related to the gastrointestinal tract constituted the control group*
Sub^ect s_ with gas;bro_intjg_t̂ naĵ ôĵ laints s Five patients were studied

who were suffering from various diseases, such as peptic ulcersior pancreatitis.
Some of them underwent two tests, at intervals of several weeks, to detect
possible differences in the results before and after various operations such
as gastrectomy or vagotomy.

The patients fasted for 12 hours before the test. Twenty |j,Ci of C-
labelled triolem diluted in 30 ml of olive oil were administered orally. 250
ml of coffee5 without milk or sugar, was drunk immediately after the radio-
active fat.

Every hour for the following 8 hours, a 10 ml sample of blood was collected
from a peripheral vein, and heparinized, for determination of the amount of
activity in plasma. The lipids and the lipoproteins were extracted from, plasma
by means of a mixture of methylal methanol. After evaporation of the extractive
liquid and purification of the extract by raethylal, the residue was added to a,
solution of PPO - POPOP which played the role of a scintillator. The activity,
measured in a liquid scintillation counter (Trl-Carb, Packard Instrument
Company), was expressed as a percentage, per litre of serum, of the total
amount administered orally.

During the test, the patient was in a reclining position, with his head
under a plastic tent specially devised for measuring the exhaled CO , The

apparatus used (PUT 50 A) was supplied by FRIESEKE and HOEPF!ERa. It consists
of a 2.5 1 chamber through which the breath flows, and adjacent to it on each
side a methane-flow beta counter. The wails of both the broath chamber and.

r^ 1/1
the counters are thin (l mg/cm ) so that ~ C beta particles may penetrate
these walls to reach the mothane gas and be counted. Each beta counter is in
turn ad3acent to another similar "screening counter41 whose counting rate is
continuously subtracted from that of the former. A source of activity is

FRIESEKE und HOEPFEER, G.m.b.H., Erlangen-Sruck (Germany)
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located near the "screening counter", and. by adjusting its position it is
possible to arrange that the counting rate of the "screening counter" cancels
out the background of the breath counter. Complete cancellation was established
before starting measurement of the subject.

The supply of fresh air to the plastic tent was provided by means of a
pump equipped with a filter. The flow rate of the air was fixed, at 1 nr
per hour. Three curves were obtained simultaneously on the air flowing out
of the tents

- the concentration of CO (measured by infra-red absorption spectrometry)
expressed as a percentage of the air supplied to the apparatus,

- the relative activity expressed as counts per minute,
- the relative specific activity expressed as the ratio of the second

curve to the first curve. ^
In order to simplify the explanation of the results, only the curves of

the relative specific activity are shown in the diagrams reported here (Figs.

2 - 5).
An integrator attached to the measuring devicepallowed registration of the

cumulative counts. Knowing the counting efficiency, it was possible to calculate
the total activity exhaled during the 8 hours of the test.

The rate of exhalation (a |j,Ci/min) of C activity is given by
I $

a = ~Y-

where I = net counting rate (counts/mm)
I = rate of air supplied (cm /min)
E = calibration coefficient of the apparatus (—7C"T~3—)

This, coefficient was determined by introducing a 5 nCi standard of COp
(supplied by Frieseke and Hoepfner) into the detecting chamber.

The total exhaled activity (A (o.Ci) can be converted into an absolute form,
such as percent of "''C ingested. The activity exhaled from the time 0 to the
time T (e.g. during t = 8 hours) IBS

/
I §a dt = --̂ — dt.

0

Finally, the stools passed during the 4 days following the ingestion of
C-triolein were collected. The activity of the faecal fats, extracted by the

Delsal method, was measured in a Tri-Carb liquid scintillation counter and
expressed as a percentage of the total dose administered.
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2. K3GULT3

Thirty investigations were carried out according to the method described
above. Analysis of the results enabled us to compare the amounts of radio-
activity in faeces, plasma and exhaled CO .

2.1 Time course of activity in faeces, plasma and CQp

This rtudy was based on the analysis of 20 tests. The residual activity
recovered and measured in the faeces by our procedures as applied to normal
nubjocts varied between 0.3 f/' and 1,5 % of the total dose ingested, with an
average value of 0,50 %• Doubtless these numbers do not exactly reflect the
percentages of ingested fats that arc excreted in the faeces under normal con-
ditions of nutrition, but rather the amount of activity in the fats extracted
from the faeces by the Delsal method during this test, i.e. after mgestion of
a given amount of triolein. However, those results always showed good correla-
tion vith the results of chemical balance measurements, although not identical
in magnitude? and were therefore considered to bo of value in the assessment of
the intestinal fat absorption. For example, Fig. 1 shows that these measurements
allowed us to distinguish between some patients (not included in this study)
with regard to their percentage absorption of fats after gastrectomy or gastro-
entcrostorny.

In apparently nornal subjects, radioactivity has been detected in plasma
i") the first hour following administration of C--tnolein. The highest con-

centration of activity was found in all the patients at around the fourth hour
and averaged about 1.3 /' of the to-cal dose per litre of plasma. /Thereafter,
the curve decreased until the end of the test (Fig, 2). However, many

individual variations from this average curve may be seen,
1AThe 'CO appeared in the exhaled air at about 2.5 hours after the admini-

stration of C-trioleln, and often later. The concentration of CO increased
slowly, reaching a peak between the fifth and sixth hour, or sometimes later.
The curve of exhaled CO differed widely from one subject to another so that
no general law could be established. Moreover, the total amount of C0?
exhaled in 8 hours was extremely variable; it ranged between 0,35 % and 8.90 %
of the total dose of C-triolein ingested.
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2.2 Compar^ativ;e stu_dy__p_f_ the activity in.plasmaL andL_Qjdial_e_d CO,-,
The curves of the activity measured, in plasma and in the exhaled air were

not similar; as just described, the second was delayed with respect to the
first (Fig. 2). Moreover, the curves often varied in opposite directions,
mainly "between the fourth and the fifth hour whore the concentration of activity
in plasma decreased and in the exhaled air increased (Fig. 2). Opposite trends
in the concentration of activity are frequently o"bserveds such as in the case of
a patient (AM 4) who, after a vagotomy associated with a gastroonterostomy5
showed curves of high activity in plasma and lowiin breathy <?lsos in the case
of another patient (AM 20) with a duodenal ulcer,(tho curve of plasma activity
was low, while the curve of CO activity was high., with a total amount of
exhaled C0? equal to 7.14 % of the administered dose (I'ig. 3).

2.3 Comparative study of the activity in exhaled C02 and in faeces

¥ith similar absorption, as shown by the amounts of residual activity in
the faeces, the amounts of exhaled CO could be quite different. They varied
from one subject to another; for example, in the case of two patients whose
residual faecal activity levels were respectively 0,14 f1 (AM 20) and 0.18 $
(AM 27)5 the amounts of CO exhaled in 8 hours were respectively 7.14 % and
0.35 % of the administered dose. The amounts of oxhaiked CO could also vary
greatly in the case of the same patient in the course of two successive tests.
For example, in another patient with a duodenal ulcer the residual faecal
activity was 1.63 % of tho ingested dose of C-tnolein and reached 1.69 % after
vagotomy associated with gastrocnterostomy„ Despite the fact that the absorption
thus remained practically unchanged, tho curves of CO activity wore differentc
before the operation., the total amount of CO reached 6.10 % whereas after tho
operation it did not exceed 1.35 % of the administered dose (Figs. 4 and 5).

Ill cases having vo.ry .different absorption, as revealed by the amounts of
14residual faecal activity., the "'CO exhalation could be very similar. For

example, two subjects showed faecal excretions of 1.69 % and 0,18 /£, respectively.,
of tho administered doses, but the curves of exhaled C0? appeared very
similar, the total amounts exhaled in 8 hours being respectivelyt1.35 % and
1»05 % of the administered doses. This example, taken from many, shows that no
correlation exists between the toi.al amount of exhaled CO and the residual
faecal activity.



Finally, in steatorrhea the total amount of ^CO exhaled could "be
normal. For example, in a patient with a pancreatic cancer whose stools
contained. 3*7 1' of the administered dose of triolems the curve of rCO

seemed normal.

3. COMMENTS

Because dietary fats are mostly in the form of triglyoerides that are
4

converted into CO and exhaled 211 the "breath, some authors have attempted to
evaluate their absorption "by labelling them with C and measuring the amount
of CO eliminated in the air. Thus Tolbert et al.'9°5 Zaihara and Wagner'

4 14and JBliatia considered monitoring of "breath CO to be of graat value in fat
absorption studies. However, analysis Of their reports shows that the curves
of exhaled CO registered in the case of normal absorption vary from one
author to another. Ho investigator has reported GO curves similar to those
obtained in our experiments. For examples in normal subjects Tolbert et al.
noted that the radioactivity always appears in the exhaled breath beyond the
first hour after oral administration of fats labelled with C. Moreover?

l /Kaihara and "Hagner reported that the highest concentration of HCO was
reached within 4 hours, whereas we have found this peak between the fifth and

sixth hourso Finally, Bhatia found the maximum level of exhaled C0? to
occur at different times and often after the sixth hour.

The reasons for such discrepancies remain obscure. Tl'e conditions in
which the tests were carried out wore practical^ identical. The fact that
Bhatia's patients ate a normal meal two hours after the administration of the
radioactive dose, whereas our patients did not5 does not explain these varia-

tions in the curves,, Perhaps they are due to the techniques for collecting

the CO at hourly intervals in the case of Kaihara's and Bhatia's patients
and continuously in our experiments. The continuoxis registration of the amount
of CO is undoubtedly more accurate. However, this procedure is not always
well tolerated and several of our patients/were unable to stand breathing in a
plexiglass tent for 8 hours. In this case, nervous perturbations could inter-
fere in the normal elimination of CO by changing the breathing rhythm. Thus
this procedure, although introduced in order to limit the discomfort of the
patient5 seems in fact extremely disagreeable.
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As a consequence of the differences in these curves of breath CO as
reported "by all the authors, the results of this test cannot be taken at their
face value in the assessment of fat absorption. In fact, Tolbert et al. and
Bhatia have already recognized that besides absorption, metabolic factors could
influence the conversion of tnglycerides into CO , and they have suggested
that the test is unreliable in the presence of lipid or general metabolic dis-
turbances such as thyrotoxicosis or obesity. Because various unknown metabolic
disorders might exist in the patients, the amounts of exhaled CO often do
not exactly reflect the conditions ofiabsorption. The inaccuracy of this test
is proved by the results of our stxidy, since no relationship has been noted
between the curves of CO and the amounts of residual faecal fats measured
either by chemical methods or by radioisotopic techniques. Thus, although a
low residual faecal activity should always be associated with a high amount of

COpj and conversely, such correlation has been noted only exceptionally in
tests carried out in our patients.

Indeed, the curve of exhaled
several phenomena of absorption, storage and use of fats. In accordance with
this view, Abt and von Schuching and Jacobsen and ¥ang have noted that
recovery of radioactivity in the exhaled air after ingestion of "C-labelled
fats reflects above all the catabolism of these substances in the organism.
However, this metabolism can be exactly evaluated only if the amount of fat in

7 '
plasma is known , and this implies that labelled fats must be administered
intravenously. Such a procedure permits a comparison between the amount of
activity in blood and the amount In the exhaled air, and thereby shows the
percentages of fats that are metabolized or stored.

Finally, the determination of the amount of CO exhaled after ingestion
14of C-labelled triolein does not offer valuable information either about the

absorption of the fats or about their use. The intestinal absorption is better
evaluated by the analysis of residual radioactivity in faeces. As for thp
metabolism of fats, it can be appraised from the amount of CO exhaled, but
only if the labelled fat is administered intravenously.

Indeed, the curve of exhaled CO must be considered the result of the
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4. SUMMA.RY

The authors have shown previously that C-labelled triolein may be
advantageously used for a routine test of intestinal absorption in patients.
Recently, several investigators have reported, that measurement of the specific
activity of expired CO after the oral administration of ^C-labelled fats is
of great value in estimating the extent of their absorption. Comparative
studies have therefore been carried out of the activity of plasma, faeces and
expired air after the ingestion of C-triolein.

The activity in blood increased rapidly but could be detected in the
exhaled air only beyond 2 hours after the ingestion of the tracer. Furthermore,
the pe-ak radioactivity in plasma appeared between the third and the fourth
hour after ingestion whilst maximal activity in the exhaled C0? was measured
only after the fifth or sixth hour. These activity patterns are in agreement
with the fact that curves of plasma activity will be influenced mainly by the
absorption and fixation of fats? while the activity in the exhaled air.is a
reflexion of the metabolic behaviour of fats after their absorption. Thus,
monitoring of breath CO after oral administratinn of C-labelled triolein
does not allow the intestinal absorption of fats to be evaluated.
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FOR FIGURFS

Fig. 1 Measurement of the residual activity in the faeces in rC-labelled
1 triolein absorption testa conducted 15 days and one year after gastric

surgery in three patients.
B II: Gastrectomy "Billroth II"r

(gastrojejunal anaEstomosis)
B I; Gastrectomy "Billroth I"

(simple gastroduodonal anastomosis)
Vagot, + Gast. ent. ; Vagotoray + Gastroenterostomy,

Fig. 2 Curves of the concentration of activity in plasma (left ordinate) and of
the relative concentration of activity in the C02 of exhaled air (right
ordinate) after ingest ion of l^C-labelled triolein by a normal subject.

)
Fig. 3 Curves of the concentration of activity in plasma (left ordinate) and of

the relative concentration of activity in the C02 of exhaled air (right
ordinate) after ingest ion of ̂ -C-labelled triolein by a patient with a
duodenal ulcer. Note the low amounts of activity in plasma and the high
amounts in exhaled air.
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Fig, 4 Curves of tht con central-ion of activity in plasma (left ordinate) and
of the relative concentration of activity in the C09 of exhaled air
(right ordinate) after ingestioii of -̂ G-] abelled triolein "by a patient
with, a duodenal ulcer.

Fig. 5 Curves as in 7ig. 4 for same duodenal-ulcer patient, but after vagotomy
associated 'with gastroenterostorny. Although the residual faecal activity
remained unchanged, the concentration of ^^GO^ exhaled was very different.
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COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE TESTS OF FAT ABSORPTION USING TRIOLEIN

OR OLEIG ACID LABELLED WITH I AIIJD 14C

J.F. Grenier, J. "Oauohel, K.R. Sloy, C. Mendel and J.P. Privat

Abstract

Studies of the absorption of radioiodinated fats introduced into the
lumen of isolated intestinal loops of dogs have shown that these compounds
are promptly and to a large extent dehalogenated, not only in the small
bowel, but also in the colon. Further comparative experimental studies on
clogs and patients, using 'C~labelled fats, have demonstrated thst the ab-~

1 "*!sorption of the mineral J 1 and of the fats is not simultaneous. Therefore,
the use of triolein labelled with I to measure fat absorption should be
abandoned . However, it is concluded that tests of intestinal absorption
us in1* C-labelled triolein are of great interest,

1 . INTRODUCTION

In 1949 Stanley and Thannhauser first used I-labelled triolein to
measure absorption of fat from the intestine. Subsequently, a number sof
reports have supported the value of the radioiodinated triolein absorption

2—4.test in the detection of fat malabsorption . But during the past fifteen
years the value of these tests has often been challenged, and several authors
have shown that their results were not always correlated with those of

C f

simultaneous chemical fat-balance studies .
Since 1963 the iodmated-triolein absorption test has often been re-

7-]Qexamined " . The contradictory results do not allow a final judgement on
the pccuracy of this absorption test. Thus, the present work was undertaken
to study again the validity of the test. We have already stated that, since
iodinated fats are dehalogenated in the intestine, their use in measuring fat
absorption should be abandoned. We suggested, instead- that the use of C-

labelled fats should eliminate these errors. These findings and our assess-
ment of the usefulness of the C-labelled triglycerides in the diagnosis
of .malabsorption form the basis of this report.
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2, CRITICISM OP TEE USE OP IODINATED PATTY ACIDS OR TRIGLYCERIDES IN

ABSORPTION STUDIES

Schonheimer and Rittenberg , in their early use of isotopic tracers

in biology, specified the optimal conditions for their use. These con-
ditions are that the physical properties of the test substance not be
changed by labelling, and that the marked compounds remain stable during
the phenomenon studied, which in this case is absorption. Absorption is
defined as a transfer of the ingested substances from the lumen of the
intestine into the blood vessels and lymphatics, through the intestinal

wall. But in man, after ingestion of I«triolein, 75% °f "the ingested
radioactivity is detected in blood as mineral I, freed from the molecules
of fat on which it had been fixed.

This dehalogenation can theoretically occur at four different levels;
in the intestinal lumen, in the intestinal wall, in blood and finally in the
course of the metabolism of fats after their absorption. On the basis of

2
arguments which, as will be seen, are questionable, Ruffin et al. in 195°
stated that this deiodination does not occur at the level of the lumen nor

12at the level of the intestinal wall. Moreover, Lamberg et al. in I960
showed that neither did it occur in blood, and therefore that presumably it

could occur only in the organs in which fats were metabolized.
Although apparently solved, the problem of dehalogenation nevertheless

gave rise to much discussion of these tests, especially whether the lipid-
bound or the total radioactivity in the blood should be measured. In fact,
the ambiguities in the interpretation of the results of these tests arose
because the fats were not deiodinated after their absorption, but rather at

the intestinal level, as shown in our first experiments.

2. 1̂  _ Exp̂ ejriment̂ al procedure

Our first study was carried out on 87 dogs. After laparotomy and
catheterization of the thoracic duct, the inferior vena cava and the portal
vein, 100 uCi of I-triolein or J I-oleic acid were introduced into an
isolated intestinal loop (Fig. l). Every three minutes for the first hour,
and then every hour for eight hours, samples of lymph and blood were collec-

ted. The total activity of these samples was first determined, using a
gamma counter. Then the lipoproteins of plasma and lymph were precipitated
by using trichloroacetic acid, the traces of mineral I contained- in the
precipitate were eliminated by several washings with potassium iodide, and

the residual lipid-bound activity was measured.
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2.2 Results

In the lyrnph the lipid radioactivity appears only at the end of the
first hour, whereas the mineral radioactivity is detected as early as the
twentieth minute. This result shows the existence of a rapid and important
dehalogenation of the triolein before its transfer into "blood.

The concentrations of mineral radioactivity are always higher in the
portal vein than in the vena cava (Fig. 2). This phenomenon allows the
assertion that deiodination does not occur, after absorption, in the course
of the metabolism of fats in the lungs or other organs, in which case the
concentrations of mineral radioactivity would be higher in the vena cava than
in the portal vein.

Moreover, it has been possible to demonstrate that dehalogenation is
located at the intestinal level by assessing the stability in vitro of the
iodinated fats incubated at 37°C for 12 hours either alone, or alternatively
in pancreatic juice and bile or in scrapings of intestinal mucosa. When
incubated alone, only 1% of their iodine was freed in 12 hours. On the con-
trary, when incubated with digestive juices and scrapings of mudosa, 1-5$
and 2.5%, respectively, of the iodine was freed.

3. COMPARATIVE STUDY OF TESTS USING TRIOLEIW OR OLEIC ACID LABELLED WITH
131I AMD H)

The stability of fats labelled with C was first tested by an experi-
ment similar to that just described which enabled us to observe the in-
stability of the iodinated compounds. The amounts of freed C were about
0.004% of the total dose administered, that is, very much smaller than the

possible measurement errors.

3 .2̂  Comparative^ ..stud̂ r J.n. dogs

This second study was carried out on 28 dogs. Intestinal loops were
isolated and the thoracic duct, the inferior vena cava and the portal vein
were catheterized, as described above. Oleic acid, or triolein labelled with
50 y,Ci of " I and the same fat labelled with 10 y,Ci of 4C were introduced

into the isolated intestinal segments. Samples of blood and- lymph were
collected as in the previous experiments.

]_•
On a part of each sample the total

assayed with a gamma scintillation counter as before. Three months later,
On a part of each sample the total I and lipid-bound I were
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after a sufficient decrease in the I activity, the fats of the remaining
fraction of the samples were extracted with a mixture of methylal methanol.
Finally, after evaporation of the extractive liqiiid and purification of the
extract Toy raethylal the residue was added to a scintillator solution of
PPO - POPOP, and the activity of the C-labclled components was measured in
a liquid scintillation counter (Tri-Carb, Packard Instrument Company).

Each jejunal, ileal or colonic isolated, segment was tested five times

with oleic acid, and triolein. The activities were expressed as percentages
of the administered doses per liter of plasma or ly.rnph. Except for a few
individual variations, the results obtained in all experiments were similar;
they were displayed as curves traced on semi-logarithmic graph paper.

The results obtained at the different levels of the intestine will "be
presented in succession.

Jejunum: After introduction of triolein into the lumen of the jejunum, the
total I activity was higher than the lipid-bound ~" I activity
in the portal and cava veins, whereas no trace of the fat marked
with ''C was found, in either vein. Moreover, in lymph the percen-

tage of the administered ~ C found as ^ '"C—labelled fats was only

one half to one third of the percentage of administered " I
activity present (Fig. 3). Thus, it appeared, that triolein was
not absorbed into the portal blood, as had been suggested by the
tests using labelled, fats. In fact, triolein seems to be absorbed
only via the lymphatic vessels. Similar results were obtained with
oleic acid. However, it must be noted, that C was detected in

the portal vein, but its amount, as a percentage of the administered
dose, was only half of that of organic-bound I activity.

Ileum: Tests using "I-labelled fata suggested that triolein is absorbed
from the ileum into the portal system. This hypothesis was in-
validated, by the use of fats labelled with C. In fact, no trace
of this label was detected- in the portal blood, showing that trio—
lein is absorbed only into the lymphatic vessels, Moreover, even
here the amounts of C (relative to ad.rninistered. dose) were only
25/o - 5($ of those of 131I (Fig. 4).

Colon: After introduction of lodinated fats into a segment of the colon,
mineral I was detected in the portal vein. On the contrary, no
traces of C-labelled fats were found in the portal vein, and the

hypothesis of fat absorption in the colon could be clearly disproved.
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A-JL.
A comparative study of the absorption tests using triolein labelled with

1^1 14.I or C was carried out on 15 subjects, among whom 10 showed digestive
diseases. Fifty rj,Gi of one of the iodinated fats and 20 lJ£i of the same fat
labelled with ''C v/ero ad .mini stored orally. Every hour for the eight hours
following the administration of these doses 10 ml samples of blood were taken

from a peripheral vein. The concentrations of the iodinated fats in blood
1Awere immediately determined and those of the ''C-labelled fats were established

three months later, according to the same techniques as used in animals.
Moreover, stools from the four days following the test were collected and

homogenized. Their " I and C activities were also measured immediately

and at 3 months, respectively.

No analogy was observed between the curves of I activity and those of
C activity in the blood. Relative to the activities administered, the total
I was higher and the lipid bound I was lower than the C, Furthermore,

the peak concentrations revealed by the three curvos were not observed at the

same time. Finally, in the faeces the amounts of " I were lower than the

amounts of C (Fig. 5)*

-3/A r Gpmiei-ns

The results of these experimental and clinical studies gave further proof
of the dehalogenation of fats in the intestine. In fact, the hypothesis of
dehalogenation of fats at the intestinal level had already been raised by some

authors, but rejected by them on the basis of arguments which now can be dis-
2

cussed. Ruffin et al. in 1956 denied the possibility of dehalogenation at
the level of the intestine, giving as proof the absence of mineral I in the
stools. But it has been demonstrated that mineral iodine, once freed from its
lipid support, promptly crosses the intestinal wall at the level of the small

bowel and at the level of the colon, and that its absence in the faeces is
therefore not a valid argument.

12Lamberg et al. in I960 showed that dehalogenation did not occur in blood,
since 30 minutes after intravenous injection of I-triolein only Q*Q% i-jas
dehalogenated. In fact, most of the mineral I that we detected in plasma
some minutes after the introduction of iodinated fats into an isolated intesti-

nal loop did not result from the occurrence of dehalogenation in the organism

after absorption (Fig. 2). Thus the observations of Lamberg et al., far from

proving the validity of tests using I, already raised suspicions that the
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dehalogenation occurred in the intestine.
Moreover, this deiodination has also been demonstrated by Sandweiss

and by van Handel and Zilversmit , who used simultaneously and in the same
conditions two radioactive tracers. Van Handel and Zilversmit shox̂ d that
after ingestion of I-triolein and C-triolein, the ratio of I/ C
activities, relative to the amounts administered, was-about 0.005 for thoracic-
duct lipids as a result of a loss of mineral I during the transfer of fats
from the intestinal lumen into the lymphatics.

It thus became apparent that the results of the I-triolein absorption
Q

test VIQTQ often misleading. However, Correia and Houra Wunes , and more
recently Leinbach et al. , Sanders and Smith and Hayter , suggested that
the impurities of commercial I-triolein might be responsible for the in-

accuracy of this absorption test. Thus, according to these authors, the use
of iodinated triolein to measure fat absorption should not be abandoned. In
fact, however, the practice of washing iodinated fats several times with
potassium iodide, as carried out by Sie et 8,1. and ourselves, allows the
conclusions of Correia and Moura Nunes to be disproved.

4. PRACTICAL USE OF 14C-LABELLED TRIOLEIN IN FAT-ABSORPTION STUDIES

Fats labelled with carbon isotopes have been employed in tests on animals
since 1937- But the use of the initially available isotopes, C and C,

appeared difficult since assay of the first recpiired a complex mass spectro—
graph, and the second had a very short half life.

The labelling of fats with C was more practical for metabolic studies.
However, the lack of sensitivity of the first beta counters required the
administration of high doses of radioactivity and did not allow the use of

these fats in clinical studies. Today, the new apparatus, such as that used
in our previous experiments, allows the C-fats to be administered to man in
lower doses.

4.1_. Teohnique_ _of ̂ absorption testt usin£ T Gj-JL̂ abelled _fatj3

The technique of the test is similar to that used in studies reported
above: 20 uCi are administered orally to tho patient, who has fasted for

12 hours before the test. The radioactive compound is diluted in 30 ml of
olive oil. The subject, in a reclining position, may then drink a cup of
coffee without milk or sugar, but may consume nothing more until the end of
the test. A 10 ml sample of blood is taken from a peripheral vein before
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administration of the test meal, and every hour for the 8 hours following ad-

ministration. The stools of the four days following administration are

collected and homogenized. The fats of olood and faecal samples are extracted

by the Delsal method and their radioactivity is measured in a liquid scin-

tillation counter.

In normal subjects, the curve of the radioactivity detected in plasma

rises rapidly at about the third hour, reaches the maximum level at the fourth

hour, and decreases after the fifth hour (Fig. 6). In the case of a deficiency

in the pancreatic or bile secretions, and in the case of gastric or intestinal
diseases, the shape and the 'maximum level of the absorption curves are modified.
Both are typical of the existing disorders.

However, if only the radioactivity in plasma is taken into account, the
1Asignificance of the '"C -label led fat tests is debatable because variations from

one person to another are quite important. Thus, no comparison can be made

between the results of tests carried out on different subjects. On the con~
trary, these investigations are of particular interest when they are carried
out repeatedly on the same patient; they allow, for example, an evaluation of

the changes in absorption of fats before and after an operation on the gastro-

intestinal tract.

Moreover, the area covered by the absorption curve is very significant.

It is possible to determine an "absorption area:; in normal subjects, and to
express the ''absorption areas" obtained for patients as a percentage of the
values for normals (Fig. 6).

Finally, the measurement of residual radioactivity in faeces is of great

value since it reflects the final result of the fat absorption process. In

normal subjects, O.jfo to 1.5$ of the dose of the radioactive compound is found

in the faeces. Higher values should be considered pathological,
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LEGENDS FOR FIGURES

Pig. 1 Experimental procedure: various intestinal segments of the dog are
isolated and the portal vein, the inferior vena cava and the thoracic
duct are catheterized.

Fig. 2 Amounts of radioactivity in the thoracic duct, the portal vein and the
inferior vena cava after introduction of 131i_triolein into the lumen
of a jejunal segment.

Fig. 3 Comparative amounts of total 1^1I, lipid-bound 1^1I and ̂ radioactivity
in the thoracic duct, portal vein and inferior vena cava after introduction
of 131i_-triolein and ^^C-triolein into the lumen of a jejunal segment.

Fig. 4 Comparative amounts of total 1, lipid-bound -->I and C in thoracic
duct, portal vein and inferior vena, cava, after introduction of 131i_
triolein and ^-4c-triolein into the lumen of an ileal segment.

Fig. 5 Comparative study in a patient after gastrectomy: amounts of total
^ lipid-bound i an(i_ Q ±n plasma after simultaneous ingestion

of 1-)1I~triolein and 14c-triolein.

Fig. 6 Radioactivity in plasma, of normal subject after ingestion of triolein
labelled with 14c .
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STUDIES OP FAT ABSORPTION USING RABIOIODINATED TRIOLEIN
W.B. Help

Abstract

Pat absorption has been classically measured by comparing the fat content of
the faeces with that of the diet, using chemical assay methods, and this procedure
is usually assumed to give the ''-'right" answer which the results of other methods
should approach. The care and expense associated with the balance method, however,
have led to the development of other methods, notably the use of I-triolein as
a tracer for fat. This technique has often given poor agreement with the chemical
method, and the possible reasons therefor include: errors in the balance method,
radiochemical impurity of the I-triolein preparation, and faulty technique
with I—triolein. This paper reviews these sources of error and their importance
in a series of tests on 44 subjects. It is concluded that the I-triolein test
does have diagnostic utility, and further studies may show this to be greatest when
faecal excretion of "'I activity is compared with that of a simultaneously ad-
ministered non-absorbable marker such as Ba.

1. HJTRODUCTION

In the practice of clinical or investigative medicine it is important to know

if a patient has fat malabsorption. If major fat malabsorption occurs it may be
detected easily by doing a history and physical examination and by direct inspection
of the stool. On the other hand, a minor degree of fat malabsorption is difficult
to recognize by simple tests. It is important to know if an individual excretes
even small amounts of excess fat in the stool since this may indicate a pathologic
process involving the gastrointestinal tract and its presence would warrant a more

thorough diagnostic investigation of the problem.
In both cases the degree of fat malabsorption can usually be correlated with

the extent of the disease process. In general, improvement in fat absorption in-
dicates improvement in the disease and is a guide to the effectiveness of therapy.

1.1 How fat, _is absorbed

Much of dietary fat consists of relatively long-chain triglycerides such as
triolein. In the digestive and absorptive process these fats mix with pancreatic
lipase and are hydrolyzed and mixed with bile salts. This results in the formation
of a micelle, a combination of free fatty acids and mono- and diglycerides. The
micelle is presented to the absorptive cell in the small intestine. Here the
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glycerides and fatty acids are meteJbolically insorbed and transported from the
outer to the inner coll surface. During this process of intraccllular transfer,
a, curious process of re-estenfication and recombination of the fats into the
triglyccride form occurs. Following- this the triglyceride is transferred from the
cell to the lymphatic vessels where it is carried to the blood for distribution
and metabolism,, Consecmently normal digestion and absorption of a triglyceride
require adequate amounts of enzymes and bile salts plus a physiologically normal
absorptive cello In addition gastrointestinal transit time must be reasonably
normal in order for the absorptive process to be completed:,

l_»JL__The diseases associated,with raalabsgrpjtjum of fat

This review will not dwell on the numerous diseases that can produce
steatorrhoea, A disease process affecting any of the above functions could lead
to significant fat malabsorption. Diseases commonly encountered are pancreatic
insufficiency, cirrhosis, coeliac or non-tropical sprue, Chron's disease, surgical
absence of the small intestine, or pathologic shunts from the small intestine to
the colon that bypass the primary absorptive cells,

1.3 How fat absorption can be mg.asured .-..the chemical jfat balance

The chemical fat balance study ha.s been considered the primary "gold stan-
dard" for quantitating fat absorption. The study consists of feeding a known
amount of fat in a, balanced diet for a sufficient period (3 or 5 days), followed
by a period, of similar length for complete faecal collection. The collected
faeces are chemically analyzed and the amount of fat excreted in the stool is
compared to the amount ingested as a coefficient of absorption or more simply
as the grams of fat ercreted per day. Most investigators suggest that 6 to 8 g
of fat per day is the upner limit of normal.

The amount of fat in the balanced diet should be 00 g/day or greater. In

normal individtials uo to 200 g/day can be ingested with greater than ^Qfo ab-
sorption. Of the fat normally present in the stool probably less than ? or yfo

is due to endogenous fat cycretion.
If one successfully controls the dietary intake and completely collects the

faeces, the validity of the test is then dependent on the ability to completely
extract fat from the homogenized stool specimens and to accurately measure it
chemically.

The major problems with the fat balance study remain the difficulty in comple-
tely collecting the stool specimens despite careful instruction and. surveillance
of the patients and the extended period of time and expense required to perform
a proper fat balance study.
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use_ jpf radiqi_odina-bed triolein jas_ _a substitu.̂  f ;gr ±heChem.ic,3.I fat

baLance .study

There has been great interest in providing a simpler yet accurate method
for measuring fat absorption. The use of fats such as lipiadol labelled with
non-radioactive iodine was reported in the 1930 's . Absorption was estimated
by measuring the subsequent excretion of stable iodine in the faeces or urine,
for example. In 1949 olive oil labelled with I was suggested as a method to

2
measure fat absorption . In initial studies attention was focused on monitoring

the appearance of radioactivity in the blood following ingestion of the I-

labelled test material. Major differences in blood radioactivity patterns were
noted between normal and diseased individuals.

Subsequently, a vast number of studies have been performed using I-
labelled triolein, a moderately long— chain triglyceride that is found in major

proportions in most dietary fats ' ' ' .
With I-triolein a variety of techniques have been used to identify

steatorrhoea. Much of the emphasis has been on providing a method that would be
as quick and simple as possible. Techniques used have included measuring the
appearance of radioactivity in the blood or plasma, measuring the excretion of

I in the urine following the test dose (usually blocking the thyroid uptake
with stable iodine), measuring the total faecal excretion of the ingested I
label, and more recently, determining the amount of I activity in all or part
of the faeces in relation to a non— absorbable radioactive marker ingested simul-
taneously with the I— triolein .

2. MAJOR CONSIDERATIONS OF 131I-JTRIOLEII AS A TEST SUBSTANCE

2̂ .1_ Bio chemical f eature_s

With radioiodination of triolein it is possible to add from 1 to 6 iodide atoms
to the fat molecule. Since the molecular weight of triolein is 896, a single
iodination would increase the molecular weight 14$; however, if total iodination
occurred the molecular weight of the molecule would be increased by Q6fo. Thus

the question is immediately raised as to the extent to which the new "fat" mole-
cule is biochemically similr.r to rion-iodinated triolein.

Several studies have been performed relating to this question. First, the
iodinated substance appears stable when exposed to gastric juice or during its

passage through the gastrointestinal tract. Second, studies done in animals with the
simultaneous administration of I- and C— labelled triglycerides indicated

that the behaviour of both the labelled fats was quantitatively similar throughout
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the gut lumen and that the same amounts of "' I and C label were recovered in
n

the faeces „ In addition, however, it was observed that major deiodination of

the fat had occurred, probably in the mucosal cell or as the "I-labelled

material entered the lymph0.
Following oral administration of J I -triolein,, radioactivity appearing in

the plasma is in part lipid-bound, but a large fra.ction is free iodide or in
non- lipid form. This is caused by deiodination at the time of absorption, as
well as later deiodination of the "lipid" as it is metabolized in the peripheral
tissues. Thus the biochemical differences between the iodinated and non-iodinated

1 ~]triolein appear substantial. When " I-triolein is given intravenously its dis-
appearance from the plasma in many respects resembles that of a, triglyceride
labelled with "C, and a certain fraction of the I -triolein does appear in-

corporated in adipose tissue"3.
How do the split iodinated monoglycerides or fatty acids react with bile

salts, form miceles and undergo re-esterification under conditions of abnormal
digestion? The differences in the metabolic digestion of I-triolein and natural

fat in patients with .gastrointestinal disease has not "been studied.

2.2 ^^^pp^^5^^^^^^^.~^^^.9.^^^,co^-. purity

Many commercial preparations of I -triolein, though relatively pure chemi-
cally and free of iodide ion, have variable and often large amounts of " I that
are not attached to trioleinc In this instance the I has -attached itself to
trace amounts of fatty acids and mono- 3nd diglycerid.es in the preparation. Often
no more than 60̂  of the "" I label is associated with the triglyceride fraction
of the fat mixture '" ' 0 Most studies reported in the literature using ~ I-
triolein have used materials that are known to be relatively impure radio chemically,
or materials that have not been specifically tested for radio chemical purity prior
to administration,

Radio-chemically pure " I~triolein can be prepared fairly simply in the
laboratory. Although studies with purified '" I -triolein suggest improved accuracy
in the diagnosis of steatorrhoea, there is still uncertainty whether purification
will alter many of the discrepant test results. This will be discussed in a sub-
sequent section.

1 ̂1In the vast majority of studies ~J I -triolein hay been given as a single
dose (10-100 iiCi)o The dose has been occasionally given with no added fat, but
most frequently is given with a variety of "test' meals containing additional
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fat in the form of corn oil or peanut oil, for example, with or without added
carbohydrate and protein, When the I-triolein is given without added fat
there appears to be more variability in the plasma radioactivity levels although
absence of added fat seems to have little effect on the results obtained by

& 1°measuring faecal excretion"' f",

Most studies of I-triolein focused on simplifying tests for steatorrhoea,
testing if I-triolein given as a single dose can provide diagnostic information
comparable to that from a chemical fat balance study, or correlating the I-
triolein test with the clinical diagnosis of patients who have a high probability
of steatorrhoea. Although many centres have indicated that the I-triolein
study can screen subjects for the presence or absence of steatorrhoea with fair
certainty, there is still sparse evidence to suggest that one can accurately
quantitate fat excretion in grams from the amount of " I activity excreted in

the stool o

3. CRITICAL ANALYSIS OP A PAT ABSORPTION STUDY USING 131I-TRIOLEIN
_

In an effort to review the I-triolein test as an indicator of fat ab-
sorption, I will report in some detail studies carried out by Dr. Leinbach in our
laboratories at the University of Washington . Within the framework of -these
results, specific comments and experiences of others will be examined,

In the University of Washington study, purified I-triolein was prepared
by silicic acid chromatographyu This material was given to 44 subjects whose
clinical end experimental data are listed in Table 1, The material (15 - 20 -p,Ci)
was administered in a test meal which contained 75 § °f carbohydrate, 25 g of
protein and 30 g of fat in the form of corn oil.

During the period of study the subjects were on a metabolic ward with close
supervision. They received a balanced diet containing 80 g of fat per day,
starting 5 days before administration of the I-triolein dose. They were
maintained on this diet for three or more days after receiving the radioactive
test dose as required for complete stool collection. Inert stool markers were

not used; however, a, daily stool diary was kept on each subject.
Total stool collections were pooled, homogenized, and analyzed for "" I and

for fat content by the method of van de Kamer . In our laboratory greater than
92% extraction of the fat ID expected by this method.
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Following- I-triolein administration, blood samples were taken hourly,
starting at 2 hours, for 6 or 7 hours in order to identify the peak concentration
level. Radioactivity was analyzed in the total "blood, the total plasma, and the
lipid-soluble fraction of the plasma (Table l). Details of the methodology are
listed in reference 11.

The 44 study subjects were separated into 3 different groups on the "basis
of their chemical fat balance results (Table l). Group I included 15 normal
volunteers (12 males, 3 females, ages 22 - 35) with no history of intestinal
disease and with normal-chemical fat- absorption.' Group II included 10 subjects
with previously documented gastrointestinal disease, but with normal cheî cal fat
absorption when we studied them. Group III consisted of 19 patients (13 males,
6 females) with fat malabsorption, as deduced by chemical analysis, of various
etiologies.

Comment: The commercial triolein was chemically quite pure as determined by
thin layer chromatography; however, auto radiography showed that only 50$ "t° 60$
of the I label was in the triglyceride fraction (Fig.l).- The remainder was
present in other fractions consisting of mono- and diglycerides, as well as some
fatty acids. This indicates that the efficiency for radioiodinating trace amounts
of impurities present in the triolein is considerably greater than that for
labelling the triglyceride. Inspection of Mg.l also indicates that several
iodinated combinations of triglyceride were apparent. This analysis of impuri-

9 i 10ties is quite similar to that of Tuna et al, and others .
With the chromatographic purification it was possible to use for the test

dose only triolein with a radiochemical purity of 98$ or greater. One purpose of
this study was to test subjects with the purified material and to make a careful
comparison of the faecal excretios of radioactivity with that of chemically de-
termined fat. It is of interest that this had not been done previously though the
methods for purification were readily available*

3.2 Blood levels of radioactivity

Considerable experience in measuring blood levels of I has been reported
3following the administration of I-triolein. Beres et al. emphasize the wide

range of activity seen in the plasma lipid fraction in their group of 30 normal
individuals. The peak value usually occurred in the fourth to sixth hour following

9 131ingestion. The work of Tuna et al. with purified I-triolein showed similar
patterns, but there was consistently less blood activity following administration
of the purified material when compared in the same subjects with a commercial
source of radiochemically impure material.
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In this study the same variability from subject to subject was experienced.
The final blood results were expressed as the percent of the administered radio-
activity per litre of whole blood at the peak of the blood activity curve (Fig. 2).

Results obtained using peak plasma-radioactivity levels were similar to those
using peak whole-blood radioactivity levels. Plasma always contained the higher
concentration of radioactivity. The percent of total plasma activity that was
lipid-soluble was extremely variable, ranging frdm Q% - 100$ (me'an 40%). There
were no significant differences between the three groups as to the percent of
plasma activity1 that was lipid-bound.

A diagnostic analysis of the results in Pig. 2 would indicate that 2 of the
patients with steatorrhoea were within the "normal" range and that 1 of the patients
in remission had a low value

Comment: ' A variety of things can be said about blood radioactivity curves
in this type of study. Probably the most important comment is that one must
realize that testing blood radioactivity is a very indirect and at best a cjuali-
tative method to measure fat absorption. In any individual the height and
appearance time of the "peak1' value ais related to the amount of fat accompanying
the test dose, the degree of radiochemical purity of the I-triolein, the rate
of gastric emptying, the rate and degree of absorption, the extent of deiodination
of the triolein as it passes through the cell and enters the lymph, the rate of
fat metabolism and the possible presence of abnormal lipid metabolism in the in-
dividual .

Moreover, the method of expressing the blood results is in question. It may
be preferable to relate the blood activity to the actual blood volume or body
weight of the test subject, rather than to express it as a percent of dose per
litre ' . Because of the variation of blood and plasma volume between individuals,
this may reduce the inter-patient variability, although it may not be of major
importance statistically .

3...3. Urinary ..xoreti^pjn levej-s

By inspecting Table 1 one can note the results of measuring the urinary
excretion of I in the 24 hours following the test dose. This again is an in-
direct assessment of intestinal absorption of the I label and is subject to
many of the variables listed above plus the presence or absence of renal disease.
These measurements were made while the thyroid uptake was blocked by Lugol's
solution. The extreme variability of the I urinary excretion measurement
renders this measurement of little value in assessing I-triolein absorption ' .
Probably the major importance of the urinary I excretion data is to remind the
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investigator that urine contamination of the stool collections can give falsely

f felevated results of faecal I excretion

3.4

The results from this study comparing the absorption of I-triolein and

dietary fat are seen in Fig. 3, In this figure I absorption is compared to the
coefficient of fat absorption, CPA.

g fat ingested

In the University of Washington laboratories a CPA of 9?$ ajid a I -trio-

lein absorption of 95$ are considered the lower limits of normalo As Fig. 3
shows, there was generally good success in recognizing patients ^\Tlth steatorrhoea.

One patient with steatorrhoea (CFA = 82$) had a normal triolein absorption (9990
and 3 patients in remission with normal CFA' s had slightly lowered triolein ab-

sorption (80$, 91$, 92$). Thus, the 131I-triolein faecal test identified all but

one patient with steatorrhoea; however, it showed a significantly decreased
I-triolein absorption (80$) in one subject in remission who had a normal

chemical CFA.

Comment; I know of no screening test in diagnostic medicine that is 100$
certain. The degree of certainty in screening "normal" from "'abnormal" fat ab-

sorbers in this group of patients by the I -triolein test was quite good.

Whether this is related to the purity of the test material or to the care with

which the balance studies were carried out is of course speculative. Others report
good correlation when using unpurified ' I-triolein provided data are taken only
from subjects for whom complete stool collection was fully documented . On the
other hand, less encouraging results have also been reported. A large experience
from various laboratories comparing J I-triolein excretion with faecal fat ex-

cretion was summarized by Ditchburn et al. . In 78? patients (351 with stea-
torrhoea documented by chemical fat balance), 32$ showed an I faecal excretion

value that was falsely low (false negative - i.e. individuals who would, have been

judged not to have st~£. , "rhoea). In the same group 11$ had values that were
falsely high (false positive - i.e. judged to h?ve steatorrhoea, but normal by
chemical fat balance) „ The investigations summarized did not use highly puri-

fied I -triolein, This frequency of discrepant results, particularly "false
negatives", is bothersome and explains in part why the I-triolein test is
used relatively seldom at the present time.



In general plasma tests have been even less reliable than those measuring
total stool radioactivity, although the combination of both may improve the

11 1 °accuracy of diagnosis ' ' (Fig,4).
Analysis of various results reveals another perplexing discrepancy with the

I~triolein test,, Even though there has been modest to good success in screening
for the presence or o.bsence of steatorrhoea, results indicate one cannot quanti-
tatively predict the extent of chemical fat malabsorption with any degree of

certainty from the I-tnolein study. For example, in our laboratory, in the
19 patients with steatcrrhoea. the correlation of the coefficient of fat absorption

and I absorption was so poor that using the I result one could not
predict the grams of fat excreted in the stool with any confidence (Fig.5)« This
poor correlation is similar to that seen in other data 'l ' , It was our hope
that the use of highly purified I-triolem would eliminate this problem.

4. OTHER VIEWS OR COUNTER VIEWS IN COMPARATIVE STUDIES (131I VS. CHEMICAL PAT)

One school, supporting the use of I-triolein, attacks the premise that the
faecal fat' balance study as usually performed is a bonafide "gold standard". It
would point out that the lack of correlation of one group of tests with the other

may be in fact due to difficulties both in collecting stool and in extracting and
accurately measuring the fat chemically

DitchburrT has recently published work viith 83 patients showing that with "the
usual hospital ward supervision adequate stool collections were obtained from
fewer than half. This finding was documented by giving orally the non-absorbable
radioactive markers Cr or ' 'Sc. It is the author's contention that the falsely
low (negative) result is likely even with small faecal loss, since a greater part
of the radioactivity can be lost in one or two stools. When he tested " I-
triolein absorption in 3? patients (12 patients with steatorrhoea) where the non-
absorbable radioactive marker indicated more than 90/S stool recovery, the faecal
fat balance and " I excretion provided identical segregation of the cases with
respect to the presence or absence of steatorrhoea. However, the quantitative

correlation between grams of fat and percent of " I dose excreted was rather poor.
Another point of concern in comparative studies is that sometimes chemical

fat balance has been measured in the absence of controlled fat intake. In some

instances 50 g or less of fat/day may have been ingested. It is quite likely that
certain patients with steatorrhoea can absorb these smaller amounts of dietary fat
without exceeding normal fat excretion (6 - 8 g/day) and that their true inability
to handle fat will be recognized only when their digestive and absorptive processes
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are stressed, by giving 00 - 100 or more grams of fat per day. Thus, in this

setting, a comparative analysis of 'false positives'7 and ''false negatives" between
chemical and " " I fat tests i- of little value.

Another point that deserves consideration when comparing the I-triolein
test with the chemical fat balance is the method of administering the test
materials. The patient receives 3 specified fat diet for several days preceding
and following a, single radioactive test dose,. Fat ercretion (chemical) is ex-
pressed as grams of fat per day determined from pooled stool samples collected
over an extended period (3 or more days). This "averaged'7 result is then compared
to that from the "one meal" radioactive test dose.

I do not think it unreasonable that discrepancies would exist. In making
this comparison one is assuming that the degree of absorption of fat from the
bowel is rather constant from moment to moment or from meal to meal. This in fact

may not be the case due to variation in the availability of bile salts, enzymes,
or cliaiiges in gut motility throughout the day. Thus, the absorption of a single
"meal" of I-triolein may not be expected to agree precisely with the quanti-
tative absorption of dietary fat representing an average value of absorption over
many meals. This consideration could, be explored by repetitive administration of

I-triolein with each meal over the period of the- fat balance study. Scienti-

fically, one would recommend, that this be tried since it might improve the accuracy
.of diagnosis and improve the confidence with which one could predict actual fat
excretion from the I excretion. Unfortunately, this type of testing complicates

rather than simplifies the already complicated radioactive testing procedures.

5. RESULTS WITH NON-ABSOHMBLE RADIOACTIVE MARKERS TO MONITOR 131I-TRIOLEIW
ABSORPTION

7 131A recent study by Seife et al. reported meauring I-triolein absorption
by comparing the faecal excretion of "" I with that of simultaneously administered
non-absorbable '"13a. The labelled fat and barium were prepared together in
capsule form and were administered three times per day with meals for four days
while the patients were on a simultaneous fat-balance measurement. The degree of

I-triolein absorption was determined by measuring the ratio of " Ba to J I
in the stool in comparison to the ratio of the two radionuclides in the dose
capsule. The degree to which the ratio changed provided the index of absorption.

This study is of interest because the test materials were continuously ad-
1^1ministered for four d.ays and it could, provide a measure of "'I absorption without

rewiring collection of total stool specimens. Individual aliquots of stool
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showed essentially the same ratio of I/ Ba as did the total stool homo-
g-enate,, Individual stools chocked ,from day to day in the same patient gave
reasonably consistent indexes of absorption,, In his 12 patients with steatorrhoea
the correlation between the two methods was reasonably good, although two of the
patients with modest steetorrhoea would have been considered normal by the isotope
ratio method.

1 f "1*7
Shafer and Onstad ''* have extended this work using' the same methodology

in a large grour; of normal and abnormal subjects. They show good evidence for

uniform mixing of the isotopes in random and poolod stool samples. In their
laboratory, however, the comparison between the quantitative faecal fat and the
isotope-ratios method, showed an error of 23% m predicting steatorrhoea. The
quantitative correlation betifeen percent I .absorption and fat excretion

•I OT

(chemical) was also low. However, the I test results did agree with the

basic clinical diagnosis.
In these studies the point is again stressed that using the chemical fat

balance study as the absolute standard of comparison may be hazardous due to the

high probability of incomplete stool collection or lack of complete chemical
extraction of fat0 A lack of total stool collection would not seriously influence
the results of the isotope-ratios method if complete and uniform mixing of the
two radionuclides is maintained as they transit through the bowel. One may esti-
mate absorption using only one or two single stool specimens. Since this approach
may simplify I--triolein absorption tests, this •orinciple of measurement

warrants further study and scrutiny.
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LEGENDS FOR FIGURES , ,

Fig. 1 Comparison of the charred "ohromatogram with, the autoradiograph of commercial
triolein. The developed chromato-plato drawn on the left shows spots of
triglyceride, fatty acid, and several unidentified spots closer to the
origin. Numerous radiochemicrl impurities may be seen 031 the autoradio-
graph on the right with the principal radioactive spot coinciding with the
tail of the chemical triglyceride spot. The percentages listed at the
far right represent the ranges of the percentages of total radioactivity
applied to the pistes which were found in the three -areas indicated. Only
the material from the principal radioactive spot (shown chemically to be
a triglyceride) was used in the University of Washington study.

Fig. 2 Peak whole-blood radioactivity levels in the 44 subjects studied. The
mean peak whole-blood radioactivity in the 15 normal subjects was 2.8$
dose per liter whole blood, and the two-standard-deviation lower limit
1.9/0 dose per liter.

Fig. 3 Percent of the total -1 "I label absorbed as determined by 72-hour faecal
radioactivity measurements after ingestion of radiochemically purified
radio-triolein. The shaded area indicates the normal range for faecal
radioactivity as determined in 15 normal volunteers.

Fig. 4 Use of the combination of whole blood and faecal radioactivity levels in
the diagnosis of steatorrhea. /
a) Normal peak blood radioactivity levels
b) Normal total faecal radioactivity (i.e. normal absorption of label)
c) Abnormal peak blood radioactivity (below normal range)
d) Abnormal total^faecal rndioactiviby
All 16 patients iclth a combination of c & d (AB-AF) had significant
chemical steatorrhea.

Fig. 5 Correlation of the absorption of fats as deduced from chemical balance
and the absorption of l^lj associated with the purified triolein in the
19 subjects with steatorrhea. Note the poor correlation (r = 0«54)>
indicating one cannot quantitatively predict fat absorption (chemical)
from the 131i-..triolein fcecal test.
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TABLE 1. FAT ABSORPTION IN 44 SUBJECTS: RESULTS FROM CHEMICAL BALANCE AMD PROM PURIFIED 131r-TRIOLEIW MEASUREMENTS

a)
Group

I

II

III

Patient
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

38
39
40
41
42
43
44

Diagnosis

Pancreatitis
Coeliac sprue
Coeliac sprue
Coeliac spme
Coeliac sprue
Coeliac sprue
Coeliac spine
Coeliac sprue
Coeliao spnie
Short bowel

Pancreatic insufficiency
CollagenouE sprue
Cirrhosis
Pancreatic insufficiency
Coeliac sprue
Short towel etc.
Coeliac sprue
Blind loop
Non-tropical sprue
Coeliac sprue
Pancreatic insufficiency
Qiardiasis &

hypogamniaglcrtjulinemi a
Pancreatic insufficiency
Dermatitis herpetiformis
11 co-col onic shunt
Pancreatic insufficiency
Non-tropical sprue
Pancreatic insufficiency
Pancreatic insufficiency

Chemical
Balance

CFAb)

97.9
98.5
95.6
97.8
94.2
98.4
97.8
98.0
97.1
97.9
98.2
97.9
98.6
98.7
97.6

97.3
95-0
96.6
96.3
96.7
93.5
96.7
95.3
95.4
94.7

27
39
05
90
80
42
57
81
90
56
86

88
82
73
40
54
89
67
48

Radioactivity

% Label
Absorbed

97.3
99.1
94.9
98.5
99.6
98.4
98.6
99.4
98.8
99.5
98.9
98.9
99.6
97.9
97.0

97.7
<?7.1
S.2

96.1
98.6
79.9
96.9
91.3
96.1
91.7

62
0

24
76
91.8
11
52
53
33
76
92.7

85.5
98.9
89.2
14.3
58.2
80.4
85
47

Peak Vfcole-
Blood
% dose/1

3.7
2,9
2.9
3.3
2.4
2.4
2.3
2.6
3.6
2.7
3.2
2.1
2.6
2.7
2.7

4.1
2,1
3.1
2.8
1.0
2.9
2.8
2.1
2.3
2.2

0.5
0.1
0.6
1.6
0.5
0.2
0.2
2.1
0.5
0.9
1.6

1.5ia
1.3
o.l
1.4
2.2
1.4
1.4

Peak Plasma

% dose/1

5.7
4.1
4.2
5.4
3.4
3.2
3.0
5.5
4.7
3.5
4.0
2.7
3.6
3.8
3.0

7.4
2.9
4.3
3.8
1.2
3.6
3.8
3.2
2.8
2.9

0.6
0.1
0.3
2.4
0.7
0.2
0.2
3-2
0.7
1.0
2.4

1.7
1.6
1.5
0.2
1.9
2.9
1.8
1.9

Peak "Lipid"

% dose/1

3.4
1.5
2.2
2.9
1.1
1.0
0.7
1.4
1.4
1.1
0.9
0.5
1.1
1.6
1.2

3.7
0.8
2.0
1.4
——
1.5
1.8
2.0
1.1
1.3

0.3
0.1
0.3
1.1
0.2
0.2
0.1
1.6
0.5
0.6
1.0

0,6
0.6
0.4
——
0.9
1.0
0.6
1.1

24-hr Urine

% dose/1

— _ .
——
——
——
——
——

55
55
61

—
59
68
63
66
44

^.J-B_

71
——
——
——
55
48
62
28
43

— . —
_—
——
——
——

26
——
16
35
54

56
24
48

2
33
53
34
23

Croup I :
II ;
III!

Normal volunteers
Disease in remission
Steatorrhoea O>

Coefficient of fat absorption
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SUMMRY OF DISCUSSION ON ABSORPTION OP 14C-TRIOLEIN, 131I-TRIOLEHF AND
14C»GLYCOCHOLArrE

The Panel expressed much interest in the new data presented regarding the
excretion of "̂''CO in the exhaled breath and XJ activity in the stools after

'I /i

the oral administration of """'c labelled tnglycerides. It emphasized, however,
that the technical details presented on countir.fr methods and statistics and on

classification of stcatorrhea were inadequate bo permit its Critical- evaluation
of this technique. The inadequacy of this information was of particular impor-
tance since the results were apparently not in close agreement with previously
reported work. It was pointed out that estimation of total " C0_ excretion
(breath analysis) may "be exaggerated over short periods
of time due to periodic hyperventilation. This difficulty would not ,be present

when making specific activity measurements. The Panel pointed out the simpli-
city of obtaining the 'CO specific activity using the hyamine method (with
liquid scintillation counting). In view of conflicting results, further studies
are necessary to determine whether this technique involving measurement of

exhaled GO may provide a reasonable basis for identifying patients with
steatorrhea,.

The use of tnglycericle labelled with C--glyccrol was discussed as a
possible alternative to the use of triglyceride with labelled fatty acid.
Glycerol appears to be absorbed mainly ac the 2—monoglyceride. This suggests
that triglyceride labelled in the glycerol moiety

might prove of value in investigations of fat absorption.
The discussion of the suitability of radioiodinc as a label for fats

showed a general belief that dehalogenation of I—triolein occurred not
T-jhile it was still in the intestinal lumen but rather as it was transported
across the gut wall. All agreed that it would be advantageous to have available
pure I—triolein for routine clinical testing. It was felt that the data
presented supported the view that blood activity curves could be useful in
differentiating normal from abnormal fat absorption. The simplicity of the
test suggested that it could be conveniently used in large scale studies,
provided care was taken to exclude free I J from the I-triolein.

The concept of using a non—obsorbable radioactive marker in conjunction

with I- or C-labelled. triolein, as indicated by the studies of Seife
1 2 3et al. and of Schafer and Onstad '" deserves further consideration and

verification. The fact that good mixing and similar transit of the labels
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seemed to occur in the intestines, and that measurements on random stool
samples could serve as an index of absorption, suggested that this fat~
absorption test might prove simple and valuable.

It was pointed out that because free ' ̂ 1 is present in the plasma,
following oral administration of I-triolein, false high faecal excretion
values might be obtained in certain patients with intestinal disease due to a

high net transfer of uat.er and hence free iodide back into the stool.
The Panel expressed the opinion that the lack of quantitative correlation

between the chemical faecal fat balance and the "" "I faecal excretion test might
be explained not only on the basis of the variables discussed in the paper,

but also by the fact thatthe natural diet contains a number of fats that are

not triolein.

All agreed that the chemical fat balance study could be used as an
absolute comparative standard only if it is performed under meticulous con-
ditions in the setting of a metabolic balance ward with trained personnel.

There is a need to determine the extent to which altered metabolism
affects the tisefulness of "" rC-glycocholate or C-triglyccride in qualitative
diagnostic tests. The likelihood of variable metabolism of the absorbed C

substrates precludes their use for the quantitative assessment of bile salt
deconjugation, or fat absorption.
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ABSORPTION OF PROTEINS AND AMBIO ACIDS

K.N. Jcejeebhoy

Abstract

Although the absorption of proteins and amino acids is an important issue-

in nutrition, its measurement is not common because of the methodological

difficulties, Complications a,rc attributable in particular to the magnitude
of endogenous protein secretion and to the diversity of absorption mechanisms
for amino acids either as individual units or as peptides. Methods for
studying absorption include balance techniques, tolerance tests, tracer tech-
niques using proteins or amino acids labelled with I, H, or N, intestinal
perfusion studies, and others; they must be selected according to the nature
of the information sought. Improvements over the current methods would be
useful.

~X"X--)5- •<(-•> i

1. INTRODUCTION

Proteins are nutrients of fundamental importance and rnalabsorption and/or
gastrointestinal loss of protein a,ro important causes of wasting, oedema and

weakness in many gastrointestinal diseases. It would therefore be logical to
measure protein absorption in such diseases to elucidate the severity of the

disease and the pathogcnesis of symptoms, such as oedema, and to advise on
dietetic treatment. For example, if the patient malabsorbs only fat and not
protein, then it would be logical to advise a low-fat, high-protein diet.

Finally, such studies would help to clarify the degree of improvement brought
about by specific treatment.

While the above theoretical considerations look attractive, in practice
protein-absorption studies in their simplest forms are difficult to interpret
and have not become popular as a standard test for malabsorption mainly be-
cause in their most basic forms they do not add significantly to knowledge

already gained by a fat-balance or fat-excretion study. In consequence, widely
accepted tests of aminc-acid or protein absorption have not been forthcoming.
In this paper an attempt will be made firstly to outline the physiology of the
digestion and absorption of protein as it is currently understood, secondly to
outline the techniques available to measure absorption, thirdly to sec how
these techniques may be applied to the known physiological processes to answer
questions about malabsorption, and finally to speculate about possible future
developments.
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2. PROTEIN DIGESTION MID AMIWO--ACIU AND PEPTIDE ABSORPTION

Proteins are digested, by gastric pepsin to polypeptides. The polypep-
tides are then subjected to digestion by pancreatic enzymes - trypsin,chymo-

2
trypsin, elastase and carboxypeptidases A and B . The result is a mixture of
small peptides mainly containing glycme, threoniiie, glut ami o acid and proline,

•D i
together with free ammo

2jĴ  Ajiiinp acid_transport

Host neutral amino acids are transported actively by a system coupled to
the sodium pump. They are transported in an order of priority with methionine
having the highest affinity and threcnine the lowest . The basic amino acids
share a separate and active absorptive transport system which with the exception

6 7of lysine^ is coupled to sodium transport . The W— substituted ammo acids and
Q

glycine have a separate system that does not require Na for transport . The
acidic amino acids are also actively transported by a mechanism that is

+ 9partially Na dependent . The transport of glut ami c acid is inhibited by
neutral amino acids . Within each group there is competition for transport
and therefore in a mixture of free ammo acids their relative proportions would

determine the rate at which they are absorbed. For example, a mixture simulating
egg albumin resulted in the greatest simultaneous absorption when compared to

11
mixtures with other ratios such as in casein or zein ~.

2.3 Jĵ JiJî ® transport

Recently the importance of protein absorption as peptides has become
evident. It has been recognized that proteins are absorbed faster than they

3 ? 34can be broken down to ammo acids"'. Human studies using liquid meals '
have shown that intraluminal hydrolysis is too slow to account for the ab-
sorption of glycine, threonine, proline, hydroxyproline, aspartic and glutamic
acids. Furthermore, when free arnino acids are perfused the rates at which
they are transported depend, upon relative affinities , while in the above
study the proportions of amino acids absorbed were similar to each other and

bore no relationship to the affinities. These findings were confirmed by a
study of dipeptide transport in man Y!X-'), which has shown that it is independent
of amino acid transport, is greater for a peptide than for the equimolecular

mixture of amino acids, and is not inhibited by genetic defects in the trans-
port of the dipeptide's constituent ammo acids. For example, histidiiie
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cannot "be transported by the intestine of a piitient with Hartmvo's disease but
the same patient can absorb histidine as the dipeptide carnosine, thus circum-

l/1venting the amino-acid transport block ''. Since patients with Hartnup's disease
do not become protein deficient despite extensive block of amino-acid transport,
the peptide mechanism must be of great physiological importance.

1 /-
Glutamic and aspartic acids are transaminated during absorption . At low

levels of input all the glutarnic acid is converted to alanine but when the
concentration of glutamlc acid, presented to the lumen increases above 2% most
is absorbed intact as the capacity for tr?nsamination is saturated. The
oxoglutarate so produced is metabolized by the intestine, and pyruvate for this

reaction also appears to be provided from this source since blood levels of
these two metabolites during absorption of glutamic acid do not change.

The exogenous intestinal contents are diluted by endogenous protein from

enzyme and other proteins in secretions, shed cells, and bacteria. The extent
1?of endogenous protein admixture was initially believed to be greater than the

ingested protein but is now shown to comprise only 13% - 53> ' ' of the protein
ingested. This endogenous protein is probably digested more slowly than dietary
protein and is absorbed further along the alimentary tract " .

3. MFTHODS OP MEASUHBTC ABSORPTION TH IW

3.1 Balance techniques

This method depends upon feeding a known amount of dietary protein and
measuring excretion of nitrogen in ^he faeces. The intake minun excretion

should represent absorption. Unfortunately a faecal nitrogen, while indicating
the degree of nitrogen excretion, does not strictly indicate the amount of

dietary Drotein absorbed because of admixture with endogenous protein and bac-
teria. In support of this conclusion are the findings that faecal nitrogen is
independent of diet in quantity and quality' ' ' . Furthermore, isotope-dilution

T r* OH
studies with -TT have shown that at least r)0'fo of faecal nitrogen was endogenous
Hence in contrast to faecal fat, faecal nitrogen is not a good index of the actual
absorption of dietary protein. Although a high faecal nitrogen would indicate
malabsorption, it does not differentiate between exogenous protein on the one
hand and endogenous protein and bacteria on the other.
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3 ..2... Tolerance tests

In these tests a dose of inactive or radioactive protein or amino 8,cid is

ingested and the levels of amino acids or radioactivity in the blood are

measured as a function of time thereafter.
22 233.2.1 Rise in plasma levels after an oral load of inactive ainino acids '

This test is performed by administering an oral load of amino rcid, the
most commonly used "being glyciiic, and measuring' the rise in peripheral-blood
level, the peak concentration being noted after about 1 hour. Unfortunately,

the rise in plasma is partly due to absorption of amino acids not fed (i.e.
endogenous protein) or from release of tissue amino acid.. Also, liver disease
results in an enhanced level. While this test in qualitative terms can
differentiate normals from ualabsorbers of the amino acid tested, it has the

following potential difficulties;
(1) It is unreliable in the presence of liver disease.

(2) It represents the absorption only of the sole amino acid tested and
cannot be extrapolated to the absorption of an amino acid mixture, as amino
acids influence the absorption of each other.

(3) It does not reflect the absorption of protein-bound amino acid. In the

latter situation many amino acids arc absorbed as peptides. An important
example is glycine. This amino acid is absorbed relatively poorly as such but

much better as glycyl-glycine . In this instance, glycine in protein would be
absorbed better than indicated by the tolerance test. In like manner, histidine
is poorly absorbed as an, amino acid in Hartnu.pTs disease and a histidine tolerance
test would suggest that such patients should become deficient in amino acids
This is not true clinically and the discrepancy was resolved when it was shown
that pep-bide—bound histidino is well absorbed in patients ijith Hartnup's disease.

In this case the tolerance test does not correlate with the clinical status.
(4) Many other factors influence the rise in plasma amino—acid level, sucli

as tho hormonal status, the rate of tissue uptake and presence or absence of
kidney lesions causing aminoaciduria.

223.2.2 Rise in plasma amino acids after an oral load of protein

The peak level of amino acids in plasma has been observed at about 2 hours
after ingestion and the rise in the different amino acids did not reflect their
respective concentrations in the ingested protein. This is to be expected from
the current status of our knowledge of protein absorption. Here again the levels
reflect not the composition of the ingested protein, but rather the absorption of
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the intestinal mixture together with the effects of the meal on blood hormone
levels and intestinal metabolism.

2/i
3.2.3 Gola,tin tolerance test '"

This test consists of measuring total urinary excretion of hydroxyproline
(free + peptide-bound) after an oral load of gelatin. It has been shown that
after gelatin is eaten hydroxyproline peptides are absorbed and excreted because
they are relatively inert metabolically. Clearly this method is not subject to
the errors resulting from the operation of factors controlling the utilization
of the absorbed amino acid. However, this method is not suitable for the
investigation of conditions with specific a.rnino-acid transport defects.

.3.y3f ̂  LabeljLcd-jprô ein̂  absprption

.. ., 131T ,, . , 131T - 22,25,263.3.1 I-albumin and I-casein ' ̂'

These substances aro fed by mouth and the rise in blood I radioactivity
is observed, with a peak concentration of I at about 2 hours. This method can
differentiate between patients with pancreatic insufficiency and normals, but
there is no difference between controls and patients with coeliac disease. The

criticism of this method is the finding of free iodide in intestinal contents
during digestion, suggesting that part of the absorption measured is of free

?7 131iodide" . This problem may not apply to I in unhydrolysed protein, and hence
with this method patients having maldigcstion of protein (pancreatic insufficiency)
do not absorb the tracer. However, once the I-labelled protein is digested
and free mono- or di- ~ I-tyrosine is liberated, then dciodination may invalidate
the test by separating I from amino acid, making it unreliable in patients
with normal digestion but malabsorption.

3-3.2 H-hurnan albumin "

In this procedure the amino acids are labelled randomly and no significant
exchange of H with stool water is noted. With this method both poor absorption
and loss of endogenous material could be detected using Cr as a second marker.
The test dose was fed along with Cr, and ~TI activity appearing after ^ Cr
activity ceased to be excreted was due to excretion of endogenously labelled
material. In this way, it was shovm that malabsorption of exogenous and/or
endogenous protein occurred in different conditions. The use of this technique
for measuring absorption of whole undigested protein has recently been validated

28showing stability of the label i.n,.vjLvo
i K pi pq

3-3.3 ^N-yeast protein '"̂

This method has been used recently to measure the absorption of proteins
and amino acids in, patients with various diseases and in controls. The oral
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dose should be mixed with sufficient carrier to differentiate normals from
subjects with disease. For example, patients with pancreatic insufficiency
appear to absorb normally unless given a 20 g load of inactive protein along
with the labelled protein'"". It is desirable to measure blood from the hepatic
vein to bring out delay in absorption, since peripheral blood does not indicate

?1 15 21differences clearly" . Faecal excretion of H in pancreatic diseases showed

that there was marked excretion of endogenous 1\T in patients with pancreatic
3 27insufficiency, confirming the previous observations with H-albumin

The above studies with labelled proteins are useful in that they have
demonstrated the role of endogenous protein as a source of nitrogen in stools
of patients with malabsorption, but are investigative rather than diagnostic

tools at the present time. They do not indicate the exact mechanism of mal-
absorption.

3..4 . Inte_stinal p_erfusion _studi_es

Marker perfusion techniques that use a double- or triple-lumen tube
and that perfuse a length of intestine with a single amino acid or mixtures
can be used to demonstrate transport defects of the ammo acid concerned. The
technique is capable of defining the site of the defect and its nature5 how-
ever it does not reflect the uptake of dietary protein, which is absorbed both
as amino acids and as peptides. Furthermore, it has now been shown that
tryptic digests of •tra~seiri~)" and equimolar mixtures of amino acids are absorbed
maximally at different sites. Additionally, different arnino acids are
transported at different rates from a free amino acid mixture, ifhile with a

protein meal the results are proportional to the concentrations of the amino

acids. This difference suggests different mechanisms of absorption, ' ' and

clearly invalidates the extrapolation of data on free amino—acid transport
as obtained from perfusion studies to the in vivo, state. However, a similar

15perfusion technique can be used to study pepticle transport .

after a test meal

This method consists of feeding a liquid meal with a marker and sampling
intestinal contents in the jejunum or ileurn over a 3-hour period. The in-
vestigation can be repeated with a low-protein meal to get an idea of endo-
genous protein secretion. However, since the amount of dietary amino acid

1 P>
fed determines the secretion of pancreozymin and hence of pancreatic enzymes ,

the endogenous protein found with a low-protein meal may not reflect the
amount secreted with a high-protein meal. Nevertheless, this technique has
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clearly delineated, the site at which free amino acids are absorbed in contrast

to the sits at which peptides arc absorbed, and has provided a fresh look at the

endogenous protein secreted. It has shown that, the equivalent of 2jfo of the
nitrogen fed is passed out in an unassindlable form; however it is not clear
if this is exogenous or endogenous. Furthermore it has been useful in providing

32information about absorptive defects relevant to the ijn̂ v̂ivo state in cystinuria «

_3 . 6̂  __Amino_-aci_d ."uptjakê ĵ _jiirbestinruL mticosa obtained by ĵ jroral biopsy

It has been shown that the intestinal transport of an anuno acid and its
uptake by tissue in jvi t, r o correlate well . This principle has been used to
measure intestinal uptake of G-arnino acids by incubating specimens of human
intestinal mucosa in vi t r q with C -amino acids. After incubation lasting
30 - 45 minutes the tissue is removed, rinsed with the same amino acid in
inactive form and homogenized . The results are expressed as percentage
uptake by tissue or ratio of concentration of radioactivity in intracellular
water (80% of tissue weight) to that in the medium. Various kinetic rates can
be measured by incubating with increasing quantities of valine . A Lineweaver—

Burk plot will shovi a typical rectangular hyperbola.

4. APPLICATION OP METHODOLOGY TO CLINICAL SITUATIONS

It is clear from the above considerations that there is room for improve-
ment in the techniques for estimation of absorption of araino acids and protein.
In the current status of knowledge the technique used depends upon the infor-
mation sought from the study. These techniques can be grouped in the following

manner.

4. 1 ̂ ĵ î -l̂ em°̂ str̂ t̂ n̂ ĵ j)rpt8i.n_ Ĵ ^̂ ^̂ kioji

The magnitude of faecal nitrogen together with the gelatin absorption test
would indicate whether there is excessive loss of nitrogen via the gut due to
malabsorption of both endogenous and exogenous protein and, if so, it might

suggest whether this problem is due to maldigestion and/or poor peptide trans-
port by the intestine. These observations together with a protein-loss study

could constitute a crude screening test for the cause of hypoproteineinia in
various clinical situations.

The use of tolerance tests for single ammo acids, such as histidine or (3-
alanine, and perhaps including double radioactive markers, followed by a test
of absorption of carnosine in the way suggested by Asatoor , would "be a further
refinement, differentiating defects of amino acid transport from those of
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peptide transport. Measurement of mucosal uptake of radioactively labelled
amino acids and peptidcs would 'be another addition to the clinical armamentarium
and would delineate the transport defect of amino acids and peptides at the
mucosal level34 ' ̂  .

A_*jL -Jl̂ ŜT P^ jnrainp— acid and peptide transport

Clearly, marker perfusion using known amino acids and perhaps peptides
would be the only reliable method for studying isolated transport mechanisms,
for demonstrating the effect of other nutrients on such mechanisms, and for
defining specific genetic transport defects ~>> .

Ln isease

The best way to investigate the pathophysiology of disease would be to
T /i

emulate the procedure of Wixon and Mawer"l'~f. This could be simplified by
collecting, after a standard meal, the intestinal contents at a fixed level,
perhaps 140 cm, at which level normals would have absorbed all the amino acids
and peptides. The contents could be fractionated to differentiate malabsorption
of peptides from that of amino acids. This method theoretically could be re-

fined further by spiking the meal with E-labelled albumin and determining the
specific radioactivity of amino acid in the initial meal and in the intestinal
contents at 140 cm. This difference would clearly indicate the extent and
nature of endogenous dilution. Furthermore, if done at different levels, it
would show if exogenous and endogenous proteins are being absorbed differently.

In conclusion, the latter method is perhaps the best way of obtaining in-
formation although it is tedious and cumbersone. With studies of kinetics of

uptake by intestinal mucosal specimens, using Media and techniques designed to
keep such biopsies functional during the incubation interval, a very good idea
can be obtained of the in .vivo digestion, absorption. ,and mucosal transport
kinetics in conditions of disease.
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SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION ON ABSORPTION OP PROTEINS AND AMINO ACIDS

The Panel felt that an ideal approach to the investigation of protein
malabsorption might consist of a sequence of studies involving techniques of
increasing complexity. Initially faecal nitrogen should be measured to ob-
tain a very crude index of malabsorption of endogenous and/or exogenous proteins.
If faecal nitrogen were elevated, then the excretion of proteins labelled with
•̂ H, C or N compared with the excretion of an unabsorbable marker could be
measured. Intubation studies involving the aspiration of intestinal contents
after a standard meal containing a labelled protein and/or intestinal per-
fusion studies with peptides could then be employed to elucidate precise
mechanisms of malabsorption.

Since this ideal sequence is rather complex, the Panel considered the
possibility of using a relatively simple test which would indicate the ability
of the intestinal mucosa to absorb the digestion products of ingested proteins.
Since peptide absorption followed by intracellular hydrolysis to aminoaoids is
an important way by which proteins are absorbed, the Panel felt that a test of
the absorption of labelled dipeptides might be highly informative. Since
Radhakrishanan and his colleagues in Vellore have found a single enzyme capable
of hydrolizing the vast majority of the dipeptides studied, it was suggested
that the absorption of a standardized labelled dipeptide may represent the
absorption of dipeptides in general. In this connection the problem of retained
radioactivity after the ingestion of C-labelled peptide was considered. Since
hydroxyproline is excreted rapidly after absorption, a peptide containing this
amino aeid labelled with C may be a way of overcoming the problem. Another
suggestion was to measure the absorption of peptides containing an amino acid

TR
labelled with a y-ray emitting radionuclide (e.g. Se-methionine) so that
whole— body counting could be used to quantify retention. Another possibility
considered was the measurement of Ĉ02 in expired air after feeding a labelled
amino acid or peptide. However, there was no information about such a
technique in the literature.
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A REVIEW OP RADIOISOTOPE TECHNIQUES IN THE STUDY OP VITAMIN B12
ABSORPTION

K. Boddy

Abstract

The five in vivo torts in common use for the study of vitamin BI 9 absorption,

namely, l) faecal excretion method, 2) urinary excretion method, 3) Plasma
radioactivity method, /') hepatic uptake method, axtd 5) whole-body counting

method, are described.. The merits?disadvantages and limitations of each method
are considered in a clinical context. Whole-body counting is regarded as the
method of choice where appropriate facilities o.re available and when the delay of

about 7 days in obtaining the result is acceptable. The plasma radioactivity

method can Provide concurrently a rapid assessment,

1. INTRODUCTION

In another context, Butler (Hudibras I in) observed: "Ay me'. What perils do
environ the man that meddles with cold iron". The observation appears equally
apposite io quantitative- studies with 'cold' vitamin B, „• Nevertheless, long be-
fore vitamin B, „ had been isolated '"'or was available as Co-labelled vitamin

-. L£. /i r >-
\ L- ) PBn r , pernicious anaemia, had been described r?"' ", its treatment by feeding largeId 7

amounts of liver had been undertaken1 and Castle had observed that patients with
pernicious anaemia lacked a substance in their gastric secretion, "intrinsic factor",
with consequent failure to absorb a specific nutrient, "extrinsic factor", new known

as vitamin B, 0. Only indirect methods were available to assess the adequacy, or
8otherwise, of vitar.iin B, 0 absorption, namely the reticulocyte response and in vivo

testing of the patient's gastric juice for intrinsic-factor activity. However, with
the availability of vitamin B, ̂ labelled with radioisotopes of cobalt, quantitative

measurements of vitamin B, „ absorption and metabolism were facilitated. The objec-
tive of the present paper is to review radioisotope techniques in the study of
vitamin B-, 0 absorption. The review is devoted primarily to methods of measuring

absorption per se rather than to those concerned with the absorption mechanisms

such as the radioimmunoassay of gastric intrinsic factor, of circulating antibody

to intrinsic factor or for the presence of receptors for the intrinsic factor-B., ?
complex in ileal tissue. There are five methods in common use for the assessment
of vitamin B, 0 absorption in vivo. These are; Faecal excretion, urinary excretion,
plasma radioactivity, hepatic uptake, and whole-body counting.



After a. cronsideration of some general principles common to all of the tests,
each technique is examined in turn with an assessment of its advantages end dis-
advantages. An intercomparison is then attempted in relation to the purposes for
which vitamin B-, absorption is studied.

2. GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF MEASURING VITAMIN B^ ABSORPTION IN VIVO

The absorption of vitamin B,» is determined by administering to the patient,
who fasts overnight and for two hours after administration, an oral dose of radio-
active vitamin B,p (usually 0.5-2 ug) and by measuring the subsequent amount of
radioactivity in the faeces, urine, blood, liver, or whole body. The dose is
normally administered in water, the beaker is washed and the washings are also
swallowed. The radioisotopes commonly used at present for labelling vitamin B, 0

57 58in these tests are Co and Co, which give much lower radiation doses to the
patient per unit activity than the Co used previously. Their shorter half lives
are also advantageous. As po.tients are occasionally exposed to multifarious tests

involving radionuclides, of x^hich the investigator may not be pre-cognisant, it is
prudent in all the methods to make a background or control measurement before be-
ginning the test.- Potential interferences can then bo evaluated, in relation to
the absorption test to be used, and either allowed for or eliminated; exceptionally,

the interferences could disqualify the absorption test.
Subnormal absorption in this test can be caused by a number of conditions as

shown in Table 1, taken from reference 9« It is customary to repeat the test in
such cases by orally administering radioactive vitamin B, „ together with intrinsic
factor. (As pointed out later, these tests without and with intrinsic factor can
be executed simultaneously.) If absorption of the vitamin is then normal, it
implies an inadequate gastric secretion of intrinsic factor since the malabsorption
is corrected when intrinsic factor is supplied. On the other hand, if absorption
remains subnormal it could be due to (a) ileal dysfunction, possibly with con-
comitant gastric dysfunction ~" '" (whose further exploration requires in vitro
assay for intrinsic factor ), (b) blind loop syndrome or fish tapeworm (which
would tend to be confirmed if normal absorption were established by treatment
with antibiotics or antihelminthics), (c) sprue, etc. (d) drug-induced malab-
sorption .and (e) pancreatic disease ' , or excessive gastic acid ^ (although
these factors seem less well established).
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3. TESTS OP VITAMIN B19 ABSORPTION

3.1
16The faecal excretion method of Heinle et al. estimates the fraction of ad-

ministered radioactive vitamin B, „ that is absorbed by determining the unabsorbed
labelled vitamin B, „ present in faeces during the -oeriod up to 8 days post-admini-
stration or until consecutive faecal specimens contain less than ].% of the admini-

17stered dose. The stool samples can be processed before counting the radioactivity ,
or alternatively counting may be effected in appropriate collection containers with-

1 Sout further manipulation if the counting geometry is suitable . The counting rate
from the specimen is compared with that of a standard, equal to or a known fraction
of the administered dose, measured identically,

The method gives a directly quantitative measure of vitamin B, ? absorption and
interferes negligibly with subsequent haematological examinations. It suffers from
the major disadvantage that complete collection is required and that loss of samples
may give an anomalously high value for absorption and an- apparently normal result.
Consequently the method may be used, generally, only for very reliable patients who
are hospitalized in well-supervised metabolic wards* ' The collection procedure is
often unpleasant for patients and, even more frequently, the assay procedures are
unpleasant for the technical staff (and their immediate colleagues). The test will
normally require 7 to 10 days to complete unless cathartics are used.

Some typical values reported in the literature are summarized in Table 2.

19The original urinary excretion method introduced by Schilling involves the
injection of a large dose of non-radioactive vitamin B, ? (usually 1000 y,g) at the
time of admini strati on of the labelled oral dose. Urine collected in the following
24 hours contains a large proportion of the injected dose of vitamin B, „ together
with about one-third of the orally administered labelled vitamin that has reached
the plasma after absorption. The fraction of the labelled dose in the urine gives
a diagnostic indication of the amount absorbed. In cases of low absorption, the
test is repeated with the addition of intrinsic factor to the oral dose of labelled
vitamin B.. ̂ Various workers have adopted modifications to this general procedure,
though it is not always unanimously agreed that a particular change is justifiable.

Injection of the parent era! flushing dose is delayed by some workers on the
20— 2^

grounds that the dose, or part of it, could find its way into the gut via bile
and consequently dilute the comparatively small mass of the oral dose. Since the
absorbed fraction of an oral dose decreases as the mass of vitamin BI „ increases ,



the percentage absorption of the test dose would Toe reduced accordingly. However,
25using faecal excretion tests, Callender and Evans found the same fractional ab-

sorption when the oral test dose was given alone as when it was given with a paren—
teral dose of 100 pg of vitamin £,„. On the other hand, the highest levels of

radioactivity in plasma and urine were found when the injected dose was admini-
!-)£

stered 6 hours after the oral dose , giving an improvement in sensitivity. In
practice, there is generally a sufficiently clear distinction between normal and
abnormal absorption of vitamin B., . when the injection and oral dose are given

simultaneously and this procedure is convenient both for the physician and patient.
Twenty-four hours is frequently chosen as the collection period and is generally

used for assessing results. Some investigators administer a further parenteral
flushing dose at this time and collect urine for a further 24 hours. This proce-
dure, although delaying the result accordingly, reduces the residual radioactivity
in the body, a fact that is advantageous both to the radiation safety of the patient
and when the test is to be repeated (with intrinsic factor). The longer collection
period may be more satisfactory, but still not long enough, for patients with
renal failure associated with raised blood urea, in whom there is a delayed excretion

27—30of large doses of vitamin B, _ . The greater probability and the significance
of urine losses with the protracted collection period must also be considered in
such cases.

Katz et al. demonstrated the feasibility of estimating simultaneously the
absorption of •* Co-vitamin B, _ given orally at the same time as Co-vitamin B, 0

Sfi "S?bound to normal human gastric juice. More recently, Co-vitamin B, ? and Co-
vitamin B, „ complex have been used, with an associated reduction in the radiation

32dose to the patient . However, some degree of overlap in the ranges for normal
subjects and for patients with pernicious anaemia has been noted ' ' . The ab-

sorption rate of simultaneously administered bound and unbound vitamin can be
useful diagnostically.

With counting equipment of good efficiency, such as a well-type sodium iodide
3*5 32detector or annular counter , doses of radioactivity of about 0.2 ]iGi can be

used. For the double-isotope studies some form of pulse-height discrimination is
required to distinguish the gamma rays of the respective radioisotopes and permit

their simultaneous determination.
The test has the advantage that the ability to absorb vitamin B,p can be

assessed within about 24 hours, or 48 hours if a separate repeat test with intrinsic
factor is required. The double-isotope test avoids delay and the absorption ratio

of bound/unbound vitamin can help to discriminate between normals (ratio roughly
<2.0), patients with pernicious anaemia (ratio roughly >2.0), and malabsorption
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from other causes, such as ileal resection, when the absorption of both bound and
unbound vitamin is low (ratio ' 2.0). In general, the ranges of absorption differ
sufficiently to distinguish between normal subjects and patients with pernicious

anaemia, though occasional overlap has been observed*
The major disadvantage of the test is, once more, the reliance on complete

collection of urine. In the author's experience, even physicians participating
personally in such studies have inadvertently provided incomplete collections,

despite their obvious awareness of the requirements of the test* An additional
disadvantage, from the point of view of definitive further investigation, is that
the essential large flushing dose of vitamin B, 0 produces a full haematological
remission in the otherwise' untreated patient and may do so even if the patient is

35deficient in folic acid rather than in vitamin B, ̂ ,
Some unr liability of the test has been reported in certain patients with

3'̂pernicious anaemia when the dose is given with intrinsic factor '", in the post-
gastrectomy statej '' ' " or in the presence of renal disease" ' '

Typical ranges, based on the literature, are summarized in Table 3«

3»_3 _ Plasma TÂ gĴ '̂ method

After an oral dose of labelled vitamin B..,-,, radioactivity appears in the plasma
and reaches a peak level o to 12 hours post-administration. The level of radio-
activity is used to assess vitamin B, absorption » A control sample of

10 -15 ml of blood is withdrawn from the patient into seguestrene before the
test dose is given, A similar sample is taken 0 to 12 hours after oral administration
of radioactive vitamin. The plasma radioactivity levels may be augmented by the
parenteral injection of 1000 ug of n on- radioactive vitamin Bn 0 a,t about the time

o^ *~
at which the oral dose is given'"'. A simultaneous urinary excretion test is thus
facilitated.

The control specimen, the sample and a standard -containing a known fraction of
the radioactivity of the administered oral dose are assayed in an identical coun-
ting geometry. By comparing the corrected net counting rates of the [.ample and
standard, the absorption index is expressed commonly as:

count s/ffiin r>er litre plasma——— 7-7 ——— ; ———— -— - ————— x 100
counts/mm in oral dose

It is necessary to specify clearly the mass of vitamin administered since, as
pointed out previously, this directly influences the percentage absorbed. It has
been suggested that the results should be normalized for bod3'~ weight ' , but others
have found no advantage in so doing ".
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A well-type scintillation counter is frequently used to measure the radio-
activity. For example, a sodium iodide detector of external dimensions 7«2 cm ̂  x
7.2 cm, in a lead shield 5 °r 1° cm thick gives satisfactory sensitivity.

The test has the advantage of requiring only a minimum of cooperation' by the

patient and it is comparatively convenient for Tooth physician and patient. The

uncertainties associated, with the completeness or otherwise of.urine and faecal
collections are obviated. The large flushing dose associated with the urinary
excretion method can also be avoided when this is desirable. The method is inde-
pendent of renal status and of intestinal radioactivity.

Difficulties are sometimes encountered in measuring reliably the low levels of
radioactivity in the plasma. Significant overlap of the ranges found in normal and
abnormal populations has also been observed ' •* , The test does not provide
a direct quantitative estimate of the actual amount of vitamin observed.

Typical results from the literature are given in Table 4°

3.4 ̂  The hepatic^ ̂uptake method

When labelled vitamin B. ? ifi absorbed, much of it ultimately reaches the
liver,, An indirect estimate of the amount absorbed can be obtained, therefore, by
measurements made with a sodium iodide detector placed in direct contact with the

50 'skin over the liver , The measurement is normally made about one week after ad-
ministration of the oral d.ose when the hepatic uptake is near maximal and radio-
activity in the colon has been largely excreted. An earlier measurement can be

51made if purging cathartics or an enema is used , Two or three sites over the
liver are measured, giving a mean counting rate which is corrected for body back-
ground estimated by counting at the posterior aspect of the left thigh , Two
abdominal areas are also counted as controls with respect to evacuation of non-
absorbed labelled vitamin. To quantify the uptake, a known intravenous dose of
0.05 ™ 0.1 y,g vitamin B.. labelled with the same radioisotope of cobalt, originally
60 57 5?Co, or with Co , is administered and the measurement repeated.

The advantages of the technique include independence from excreta collection

and associated errors, absence of requirement for a flushing dose and acceptability

in the presence of renal disease.
The method has a number of technical disadvantages. Difficulties in ensuring

geometrical reproducibility become apparent on close examination of repeated
measurements , The simultaneous use of Co and Co necessitates careful
interpretation of the findings because of the marked differences in the energies
of the respective gamma rays of these radionuclideso Associated differences in the
gamma-ray attenuation with depth and distribution in tissue must be shown to be a
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negligible source of error in the observed counting rates. Measurement s made at

48 hours post-administration are subject to inferior counting1 statistics, because
the peak of hepatic uptake has not been attained.

The test may also be unsatisfactory in the presence of liver disease when the
j- /• p-o

uptake may be abnormally low or, on the other hand, the regenerating liver may
store unusually large amounts of the vitamin""' .

Typical values from the literature are given in Table 5°

- ®

In this method, the amount of radioactivity retained in the body, after an
oral dose of labelled vitamin IL , is measured directly by external counters,

usually scintillation counters, arranged in a suitable geometry. An initial
control measurement is made on the patient to determine the contribution of body

radioactivity, primarily due to the radionuclide r 1C present as a constant fraction
of naturally occurring potassium. A check is also provided on contaminating radio-
nuclides remaining from other tests. The dose of labelled vitamin B, p is then
administered and the patient is re-measured, usually 20 or more minutes later.
The counting rate, corrected for counter background and pre-dose body radioactivity,

corresponds to 100̂  retention of the test dose. About one week la,ter, when the

unabsorbed radioactivity has been excreted, the patient is measured again. The
counting rate, corrected as before but also for radioactive decay, is compared with

the counting rate corresponding to 100̂  retention to yield the fractional retention
of the administered dose. The test can be repeated with intrinsic factor. A
double-isotope absorption test using Co- and Co-vitamin IL 0 giving simultaneously

n̂
results without and with intrinsic factor was introduced by Reizenstein et al. ,

and these labelling radionuclides have been used also by Heinrich . However, the
CT c*"1

stiitability of using Co- and Co-vitamin 'B, 0 simultaneously in a double-isotope

absorption test has now been demonstrated ~ ' ^ " , and the clinical applicability of
this approach has been exhibited in a wide range of studies relevant to vitamin B,~
absorption0' ~ . ^ Co-vitamin B, _ is to be preferred to Co- vitamin Bn 03 as

J-1^ 50 ^-^
it gives only 1/26 the radiation dose per ]iCi administered ^ ,

An absorption test in which Cr is simultaneously administered as an inert
7 /*" 77

marker has been used for the faecal excretion test ' and would be suitable, in

principle, for whole-body counting. However, some workers have not yet been able
ir\

to obtain satisfactory results with this method .
The performance and selection of suitable whole-body counting equipment for

absorption measurements in the light of recent developments has been considered in
79detail elsewhere . It might bear reemphasis, however, that the cost and complexity
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of the equipment need be little different from that used for in vitro measurements.
Advantages of the technique are that minimum cooperation is required from the

patient and that it is convenient both for the physician and patient. Hospitalization

of the patient is not required? two visits as an outpatient generally suffice.
The errors and difficulties of the collection and assay of excreta a,re avoided.
Wo large flushing dose of vitamin B.. ̂  is required and consequently the patient' s
haematological pattern is essentially undisturbed. The results are fully quanti-
tative, accurate and reliable, and are not invalidated by concomitant clinical
disorders, such as renal or hepatic disease. Only in exceptional cases have over-
lapping ranges of absorption been noted between normal subjects and patients with
pernicious anaemiac ' . Even in these cases, there is strong evidence exonerating
technical factors and suggesting that differences in the clinical criteria on
which the initial diagnoses were based might be at least a contributory factor
for the observed overlap of ranges.

The major disadvantage of this technique at present is that it is not generally
available to the clinician. This situation is changing rapidly as the advantages
of the method become appreciated more widely and it is realized and accepted that
expensive equipment and complex techniques are not necessarily involved. With the
double-isotope test, the results giving the absorption of both vitamin B.. _ and
vitamin. B, ̂-intrinsic factor complex will not be available until about 7 days post--

administration, unless purging cathartics are used.
Reference is made later to the clinical importance, or otherwise, to be

attached to the time delay between the beginning and completion of all tests for
vitamin B, 9 absorption,,

4. AN INTERCOMPARISON OP THE TESTS OP VITAMIN B12 ABSORPTION

The literature is studded with direct intercomparisons of two or more of the
tests of vitamin BI ? absorption considered here. However, it is sufficient for the
present purposes to note that, in general, the tests give satisfactory agreement
under the controlled conditions of the intercomparisons. There remain specific
differences in the nature of the tests, in their advantages and disadvantages and
in the conditions that will either invalidate them or influence their accuracy.
An attempt to summarize these differences has been made in Tpble 7. It might be

9 'noted, however, that some investigators dispense with the measurement of
vitamin, B, „ without intrinsic factor and rely on the results of an in~vitro radio-
assay for intrinsic factor in the patient's gastric juice. No one test is ob-
viously ideal or, presumably, everyone would be using it alone and this review
could then bt remarkable for its brevity. The selection of the test (or tests)
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"to "be adopted as the standard procedure will deoend on several factors, such as
the investigators' previoiis experience with a particular test and their attitude

toward change, the equipment available £.<id the purposes of measuring vitamin B.. ~
absorption. It is possible, nevertheless, to suggest criteria, for the ideal ab-
sorption test and to see to what extent each of the tests described fulfils these

requirements. Suitable criteria might be, not necessarily in the order of priority;

a) Minimum inconvenience to the patient.
b) Minimum disturbance of the patient's clinical status.
c) Minimum inconvenience to the physician and technical and nursing staff.

d) Minimum dependence on actions of patient and attendant staff,

e) Test not invalidated by concomitant clinical disorders.

f) Test technically reproducible.
g) Results available within an acceptable time period.
The faecal excretion method does not satisfy criteria, a, c and ds° the urinary

excretion method does not entirely fulfil any of the criteria a - e| the plasma

radioactivity method fails to satisfy only criterion e unless a large flushing dose

of vitamin B-j 0 is administered, in which case criterion b would also be violated;
the hepatic uptake method satisfies all but criteria e and f? the whole-body
counting method apparently satisfies all of these criteria, as well as providing a
directly quantitative estimate, leaving aside for the moment the definition of "an
acceptable time period" in criterion f and the question of the availability of

equipment. Thir analysis does not, of course, imply that whole-body counting is

the only method strictly suitable for measuring vitamin B, ~ absorption since the
conclusion is based only on the criteria, indicated and no account has been taken
of the relative importance of the criteria nor of the extent to which various
criteria me.y not be fulfilled. For example, the widely used urinary excretion
method is inconvenient to and dependent on the patient and staff only to the

extent that complete urine collection and assay are required. In some institutions,

this procedure may be achieved entirely satisfactorily and without difficulty while,
additionally, few patients with concomitant renal disease may be involved. Further-
more, the plasma radioactivity method provides a result most rapidly and its par-
ticular value may be that it caji be carried out concurrently with all of the other
tests.

The time period within which, a test should provide a resu.lt is obviously a
matter for clinical judgement and may depend on the individual patient (as well

8?as the individual physician). On genera,! grounds' ~, changes in vitamin B1 _ meta-
bolism appear to be very gradual, as exemplified by the long time period of 5 years
between total gastrectomy and the development of pernicious anaemia. To an



unqualified observer, such as the author, even the longest time period of about
7 days to obtain a definitive result seems very short compared with the implied
time-scale of vitamin B.. Q metabolism, Ooviously, this may not be so in the most
critical cases when, other clinical criteria may indicate that more immediate

initiation of remedial treatment is necessary.
While the equipment for the other methods is generally common-place, whole-

body counters may not be and this fact is presently a significant drawback. There
has been a reni3,rkable increase in the number of whole-body counters established for
clinical purposes in recent years . This may be partly attributable to the more
widespread realization that, as pointed out earlier, shadow-shield or partially

shielded whole-body counters can provide a performance equal to that of conventional
counters but at significantly lower cost and with comparatively sinrole construe-

7f^ Q A Q CT

tion ' '. These counters can also be tailor-made to a required sensitivity .
It seems reasonable to expect, therefore, that whole-body counters will become
available more generally. An economic justification for this trend has been out-

79lined" and, if the trend continues, this
rival the popularity of the other tests„

79lined" and, if the trend continues, this technique could, in the future, at least

5. ABSORPTION MEASUREMENTS OTHER THAN FOR ROUTINE CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS

The foregoing discussion of the methods of measuring vitamin B, 0 absorption
has been primarily in the context of routine clinical diagnosis. However, two
other investigative areas merit sDecial mention and some consideration, namely
research studies, particularly those involving healthy controls, and epidemiological
studies. Research studies of the many facets of vitamin B^ ? metabolism frequently

require comparisons involving a control population of healthy normal subjects or
volunteers with irrelevant diseases. It seems reasonable to stiggest, and is in
accordance with the author's experience, that in control subjects in particular,

1) Cooperation oc ^in^onVenience of tTst7xY(¥eeT f orr
. 1

2) Reliability of result a -rzr" —— ̂ r — ' —— • - — y~. — Tt ——— , • " w' J (Dependence n subject's actions)3

where x, y and z are coefficients /> .1.0
If these "laws" are even approximately true, then the plasma radioactivity and
whole-body counting methods are most suitable and, if quantitative results are

required, the latter is more appropriate. Obviously, especially on an outpatient
basis, the collection of excreta is best avoided. While the hepatic uptake method
also avoids this problem, this method is less accurate because of the difficulties

of geometrical reproducibilitjr; its results are not quantitative. The double-
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6°—7^isotope technique '~ has "been shown to be particularly useful for such studies

since the individual acts as his own control when two factors affecting vitamin B, ̂
absorption, such as the form of the cobalamin, arc to be examined.

There are certain instances where studies of an epidemiological nature might
be warranted. For example, the following questions do not appear to have been
answered definitively:

a) Is the apparently lovi incidence of pernicious anaemia in largely
vegetarian countries a misconception attributable to inadequate screening of the
population, or is it real and .attributable to a modified and more efficient ab-
sorption mechanism from food of low vitamin B, 0 content, to extra-ordinary sources
of dietary vitamin B, 0 or to something else ?

_L r

b) Is it possible to determine which patients, among those who have under-
gone relevant surgery, such as partial gastrectomy, are likely to develop vita-

min B-0 deficiency in the future and will require follow-up for this specific

reasor? Can a time be estimated, in appropriate cases, at which treatment will
become mandatory before the presentation of frank pernicious anaemia, ?

c) Is there a significant proportion of the population of individual
countries with ''latent pernicious anaemia" due to only a partial defect of ab-
sorption, possibly in conjunction with dietary factors ? If so, should some effort

be made to identify such individuals and begin treatment before the onset of frank
pernicious anaemia ?

There are other analogous questions and it is worth considering which methods
might be most appropriate if such studies were to proceed. Again, those methods
that can "be most readily conducted on an outpa,tient basis and that minimise the
patient's responsibility for a reliable result have most to commend them. As before,
the plamsa-radioactivity method and whole-body counting would seem most appropriate.

The former is particularly advantageous when counting facilities are remote from
the patients, while a mobile whole-bodj
in taking the equipment to the patient.
the patients, while a mobile whole-body counter can be correspondingly effective

6. CONCLUSIONS

The diagnostic usefulness of measuring the absorption of vitamin B, 0, summarizedjo *•£-
in Table Q u, is well-established., Although the tests described are generally
satisfactory, each has particular advantages and drawbacks that merit attention
in the selection of the most appropriate test.
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TABLE 1. CAUSES OF MALABSORPTIOW OF VITAMIN B.̂

Jnadjsqu^aj^ j^ ji^^ ifiljj^AgjL
Failure of the stomach to adequately secrete' intrinsic factor

Addisonian pernicious anemia
Hereditary failure of intrinsic factor secretion
Hereditary degenerative gastric atrophy
Gastric atrophy as the end result of superficial inflammatory gastritis;

superficial gastritis with atrophy
Autoimmunity producing gastric atrophy (?)

Lesions that destroy the gastric mucosa (ingested corrosives, linitis plastica,
etc. )

Endocrine disorders (hypothyroidism, nolyendocrinopathy, etc,)
Intrinsic factor inhibitor in gastric secretion

Antibody to intrinsic factor (in saliva, or gastric or intestinal juice)
Blocking antibody
Binding antibody

Small irrtegtinal .disorder (affecting ileum, which is the main site of B, ? absorption)
— •• • »...«! ir-Y— '̂'i.'TL— ̂. f." .1"''"" ~~~" ~ ^ \

Gluten induced enteropathy (childhood coeliac disease, adult coeliac disease)
(idiopathic steatorrhoea, non-tropical sprue)

Tronical sprue
Regional ileitis
Strictures or anastomoses of the small bowel
Intestinal resection
Malignancies and granulomatous lesions involving the small intestine
Other conditions characterized by chronically disturbed intestine function

Drugs
Para--amino salicylic acid (PAS)
Col chi cine
Neomycin
Ethanol
Oral contraceptive agents ?
Bigus nides (metformin)

Specific ma!jab_Borpji_gn_ Jlo^^^^tjmijn^ _B. 0
Due to long-term ingest ion of calcium-chelating agents
Due to inadequately alkaline pH in ileum
Unknown causes (absence of intestinal receptors for B]_2-intrinsic factor

complex ? absence of "releasing factor79 ?)
a) Congenital (imerslund-Grasbeck Syndrome) (receptors present ?)
b) Acquired (form fruste of sprue) (receptors absent ?)

Inadequate pancreatic exocrine secretion

Competition for vitamin B, 0^j^ JLnt_egt inal^ parasi j e s_ or b act eri a
a) Fish tapei\rorm (Diphyllobothriura latum)
b) Bacteria: The blind loop syndrome (B, ?-greedy bacteria)
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TABLE 2. ABSORPTION OP RADIOACTIVE VITAMIN B12 AS ASSESSED BY TEE FAECAL
EXCRETION METHOD44

Dose of
vitemin B

Amount of vitamin B, 0 absorbed
(w) 12

Control subjects Pernicious anaemia

0.5
1.0
2.0

0.27 - 0.45
0.26 - 0.87
0.08 - 1.66

0.0 - 0.18
0.0 - 0.28

0.5
1.0

Witl- intrinsic factor
0.12 - 0.30

0.30 - 0.73

TABLE 3. ABSORPTION OP RADIOACTIVE VITAMN
URINARY-EXCRETION METHOD

AS ASSESSED BY THE 24-HOUR

Subjects
Dose of

vitamin B,. ?

M

Single-isotope method '
Controls
P.A.
Controls
P.A.
Controls
P.A.

0.5
0.5
1.0
1.0
2.0
2.0

Double-isotope method
Controls
P.A.
Heal

0.25*)
0.2513'

X

resection 0.25b|
Controls
P.A.

0.5 c(
0.5 o)

% of administered radioactivity in 24h urine

BI p alone

16 - 40
0.0 - 7.5

10 - 39
0.0 - 6.8
5 - 17
0.0 - 2.6

14.0 - 34.8
0.3 - 10.0-

1.1 - 6.1
9.0 - 40.0
0.75- 9.0

B19 + I. P.
JL £-

—

6.0 - 31.0
-

3.0 - 30.0
-

1.7 - 16.4

15.7 - 33.0
1.8 - 1-7.8

0..8 - 7.1
10.0 - 26.0
3.5 - 23.5

B, ,, + I. P.-i'*t rt • •*• • * •

Ratio; ——— »• • • • " •
B12

—
-
-
-
-
—

0.8 - 1.8
1.6 - 9.6

0.73 - 1.16
0.65 - 1.45
1.75 - 6.30

Ref.(44)mcluding data from (34)
Combined data of refs«(3l)and(33)using 0.25
Ref. using 0.5 yg B12 alone and 0.5 \ig I

B, p alone and 0.25
with I.P.

B.,2 wi-til I»P»
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TABLE 4. ABSORPTION OF RADIOACTIVE VITAMIN B12 AS ASSESSED BY THE 8 HOUR
PLASMA LEVELS OP RADIOACTIVITY

Dose of
Subjects vit"in B12

(wr)

a.}Single isotope test '
Controls 0.5
P.A. 0.5
Controls 1.0
P.A. 1.0
Double-isotope test '
Controls 0.5
P.A. 0.5

fa oi administered radioactivity per
litre plasma

B. p alone

1,01 - 2,58
o.oo - 1.90
0.67 - 3.78
0.02 - 0.42

0.36 - 3.52
0.00 - 0.70

r

B12 + i. P.

0.50 - 2.50
0.59 - 2.00

0.44 - 4.12
0.25 - 2.72

B12 + I. P.Ratio: —— a- ———— •
B12

0.67 - 2.26
1.30 -12.5

aj Data from refs. (34,44-49)
^ Data from ref.(34)using 0.5 ]ig B.. 0 alone and 0.5 \ig B, 9 + I.P.,2

TABLE 5. ABSORPTION OP RADIOACTIVE VITAMIN B12 AS ASSESSED BY HEPATIC
UPTAKE METHOD86

Subjects

Controls
P.A.

Hepatic surface counting rate adjixsted to dose of
58 a)1.0 jiCi Co-vitamin B,2

B.. p alone

1600 - 4633 count s/min
0 - 720

B12 + I.

w

1574 - 4268

P.

count s/min\

Administered dose of vitamin : 0.25 - 0.5
0. 3 - 0.5
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TABLE 6. ABSORPTION OF RADIOACTIVE ¥lfAMI5f B12 AS ASSESSED BY WHOLE-BODY
COUNTING METHOD

Subjects

B,£ alone

% absorption

+ I.P. Ratio:
Blg + I.P.

B,12

Controls
P.A.

20
0

- 85
- 22

Double-isotope method
Controls 19.6 - 84 . 9
P.A. 0.3 - 16,2

15.2 - 56.0

27.1 - 73.6
9.7 - 73.2

2.9 - 25

0.44 - 1.91
2.32 - 15.2

a' Combined data of refs. (49,60,62,63,72,87-89)

b) Prom refs. (62,63)



TAELT: 7. SURVEY OP M^NIACES JUTO -DIZ ZZS OF 'FIE mE DIAGNOSTIC VITAMIN B12 ABSORPTION TESTS

Vi-tani-i D- "12
Absoroticn C?e3",

_
.»,.•»»«»«, :*^*^^.-*r, .,*.:.*.«.»..»«.. ^noA.rnMW.

Counting technicrcio

Counting spjjrols
\
I Required, tine (days)

Quantitative test for 3,?
| absorption

Possible errors introducted. by
patients, nurses and technicians

Invalidation by

Test influences B, ^ metabolism

i

Faoce,.- -
Eyc.rci.ion

Test
-«!«-. a»«^m^, r««r»-™»u--

in vitro

faeces

; - v

yes

lost faeces

~

no

brine- Blood-Con- Livsr-Iu-
Excreiio'.i cent ration corporation

Test Test Test
j

in vitro in vitro in vivo

urine ( blood liver
i

? - 3 i 0,5 5 - 7jf

limited i no no
i

reproducibility
: of counting

lost uri.ne no geometryI
kidney liver

diseases f diseases i
1

yes i no no

I

Whole-Body
Retention

Test

'.
\ in vi\rc!•

vihole-body

5 - 7

yes

no

—

no

\i

*
H*

VD
t



TABLE 8. DIAGNOSTIC APPLICATION OP RADIOACTIVE VITAMIN B-_2 ABSORPTION TEST
78

Method
Nutritional

megaloblastie
* cuidcuu. c:.

Dose alone

Dose with I. P.

Dose after
antibiotics

Normal
absorption

Normal
absorption

Normal
absorption

Pernicious
anaemia.

Total
gastrectomy

u__ 1 J

Subnormal
absorption

,—

Subnormal
absorption

<f

Improvement Improvement

:

Partial
gastrectomy

Subnormal
absorption

Improvement

Loop
syndrome

Subnormal
absorption

No
Improvement

Improvement
if the ileum
is intact

Idiopathic
steatorrhoea

*Xv^ta*m&t*i*&tWafX[aett\~!&SMrj<*ta«*t&aBmfhi

50% of patients
subnormal
" - -*"

No
Improvement

No
Improvement

Tropical
sprue

L- _J
—————————— f

Subnormal i
s/u ̂ ox*"o*c j» ori ?^

\
No j

Improvement ]
|

5

4

Improvement •
in many
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SUMMARY OP DISCUSSION OH METHODS OF MEASURING VITAMIN B12 ABSORPTION

Where facilities arc available and when -the delay of about 7 days in
obtaining the result is acceptable, whole—body counting was considered the
method of choice for measuring vitamin B, absorption.

The usefulness of the plasma radioactivity method in providing a rapid
assessment was noted and, in particular, it was emphasized that this test can
be combined routinely with whole-body counting or with other methods. Over-
lapping of the ranges obtained in normal subjects and in patients with perni-
cious anaemia was believed to be a less serious problem when doses of 1 \ig
vitamin B, „ were used than when doses of only 0.5 Jig were used. Plasma
measurements should preferably be expressed in terms either of body weight or
of plasma volume in lieu of plasma concentration. However, the Panel re^
emphasized the careful control of technique required to avoid contamination and
the need to obtain satisfactory counting statistics when measuring the low
levels of radioactivity in plasma, particularly under conditions of malab-
sorption.

The Panel recognized that urinary excretion tests were in common use and
felt that, where investigators fully appreciated the limitation and possible

errors of the test, they could be clinically very useful. However, there was

some concern over independent reports that the test gave results falsely indi-
cating malabsorption in 16 - 20% of the cases examined. In addition, it is
unreliable, as documented in the literature, in the presence of concomitant
renal disease or in post-gastrectomy states. The value of two consecutive
24-hour urine collections was acknox-rledged but only as a crude check on the
completeness, or othervn.se, of the initial 24-hour urine collection and as a
guide in the presence of delayed excretion in renal disease. The Panel felt
that these particular shortcomings of the test should be noted.
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FOLATE ABSORPTION

S.J. Baker

Abstract

Folate is -the generic term given to numerous compounds of pteroic acid with

glutamic acid. Knowledge of absorption is limited because of the complexities
introduced by the variety of compounds and because of the inadequacy of investi-
gational methods. Two assay methods are in use, namely microbiological and
radioactive. Techniques used to study absorption include measurement of urinary
excretion, serum concentration, faecal excretion, intestinal perfusion, and
haematological response. It is probably necessary to test absorption of both
pteroylmonoglutamic acid and one or more polyglutamates, and such tests would be
facilitated, by availability of synthesized compounds labelled with radioactive
tracers at specifically selected sites.

1 . INTRODUCTION

!_._!_ Fanqtiojas

Folate is the generic term given to compounds of pteroic acid with glutamic
acid. In the body there are a number of different forms of folate which ploy

important roles in intermediary metabolism. These functions have been reviewed
1 2by Stokstad and Koch and Blakley . From the clinical standpoint the most im-

portant of these functions is in deoxyribonucleic acid synthesis. When this is
interfered with, cellular maturation throughout the body becomes abnormal and,
in particular, megaloblastic anaemia develops.

1 "JL P-9J3u-r£s.n-°-e

During intrauterme life foetal folate stores are built up, mainly during

the last trimester of pregnancy, by transfer from the mother. In post-natal

life the individual is dependant entirely on dietary folate to maintain the body
stores. The only exception to this in man occurs when, in certain conditions,
there is bacterial overgrowth in the upper small intestine and some of the
bacteria produce folate which may then be available to the host . Folates are
widely present in foods such as meat, dairy products, vegetables, fruits and
cereals, and. exist largely in the form of polyglutamates . Most food folate is

5
heat labile raid losses on cooking may be considerable' .
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of _ _
In plasma, folate is present mainly in the monoglutamate form , suggesting

that during digestion or absorption the polyglutamates in the food are converted
to mono glut amates. Butter-worth et al. studied the absorption of C-labelled
pteroylheptaglutamate, synthesised by the solid-phase method. When the label
was in the pteroate moiety or in the first glutamic acid, the plasma folate was
found to be radioactive, but when the label wt?s in the second or subsequent
glutamic acids, plasma folate was unlabelled and the C appeared in the expired
CCU. In.dp.gs with isolated intestinal loops, Baugh et al. , using C-labelled
folates, found that the major form of folate entering the portal blood was always
the monoglutamate. When di- or tri-glutamate were placed in. the intestinal lumen
some diglutamate could be detected in the mesenteric blood, but this did not
occur when higher polyglutamates were used.. The rate at which folate appeared
in the portal blood was inversly related to the polyglutamate chain length.
For example, approximately twice as much folate appeared in the portal blood
from H-labelled monoglutamate as from an equimolar amount of C-labelled
pentaglutamate when these two forms were placed together in the isolated loop.

Deconjugation of dietary folate may theoretically occur in the intestinal
lumen, at the brush border, withxn the mucosal cell or in the plasma. Poly-
glutamate forms of folate placed in the fluid bathing the mucosal surface of

9
an everted sac of rat jejunum are converted into the monoglutamate form , but
it is not clear whether this deconjugation occurs in the fluid or in the mucosal
cells with subsequent egress of monoglutamate. Gammaglutamyl peptidase (con-
jugase) has been demonstrated in the succus entericus of man ' ', but it is
not known how much of this conjugase is derived from pancreatic secretions and
how much from shed mucosal cells and other sources. However, the optimal pH
of this enzyme is 4«5> and- at the normal intraluminal pH its activity is greatly
reduced. Further, in patients with achlorhydria, whose intraluminal pH is even

12higher, folate polyglutamates are still normally absorbed . It is therefore
doubtful if this luminal conjugase plays a significant role in folate digestion.

Although, by analogy with sugars, it is tempting to postulate a role for
the brush border in polyglutamate hydrolysis, there is little if any enzyme
demonstrable in the brush border, the majority being associated with lysosomal
fractions . This suggests that the site of maximum deconjugation is in fact
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inside the mucosal cell. It has also "been demonstrated that there is a plasma
conjugase which can split polyglutamate forms to the moncglutamate . The
physiological significance of this plasma enzyme is not clear, but unless steps
are taken to inhibit its action , failure to demonstrate polyglutamate forms in
the plasma does not exclude the possibility that at least some polyglutamates
may be absorbed as such and converted to monoglutamatos by the action of the
plasma conjugase.

In man, ingested pteroylmonoglutamic acid (PGA) passes into the portal

8'
blood streamtas such . In dogs ptoroylmonoglutamate also appears in the
portal blood, even when originally derived from ingested pteroylpolyglutania'los

However, in man,, invested dihydro- and tetrahydro-pteroylmonoglutamic acid
appears in the blood as methyltetrahydrofolate ' , suggesting thati reduced
folates are methylated during their transit through the mucosal cell. Our
understanding of folate absorption is shown in Fig,l.

There'is some evidence that PGA can bo absorbed against a concentration
-i n -i p

gradient ' 5 however, these experiments do not necessarily imply that folatc
absorption is an active energy-requiring process , Hepner et alt , employing
an intestinal porfusion technique, found that there appeared to be a maximum
rate at which PGA could be transported, and suggested that their data favoured
a process of active transport for folate absorption. However, these data have
been shown to fit better to a weighted straight line than to a Michaelis-

21 'Menten curve , so this also cannot be taken as indicative of an energy-requir-
ing process.

In oLir laboratory we studied the absorption of tritiated PGA in two normal
subjects by the intestinal perfusion technique using concentrations ranging
from 10 to 1600 ng/ml in the perfusate and could detect no evidence of satura-
tion phenomena. In both subjects the percentage absorption over a 30 cm segment
of intestine was similar at all concentrations.

The most important evidence that a specific transport mechanism is required
for PGA absorption comes from the study of subjects with isolated defects of

oo p^folate absorption 5 who cannot absorb any form of folate in physiological
amounts. This can only be explained 011 the basis of a biochemical defect in a
specific transport mechanism.

Clearly, considerably more work is needed before the biochemistry of
folato absorption is fully elucidated.
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The optimal site of folate absorption appears to be the upper small
17intestine. In perfusion studies in the rat, Burgen and Goldberg found a

lower absorption of PGA from the ileum than from the jejunum. They also showed
that the difference in absorptive capacity between jejunum and ileum was in-
creased when the dose of folate was given with saline instead of water.

-1 0

Hepner instilled PGA into the rat small intestine at different levels and
found a significantly lower absorption in the ileum than in the jejunum when a
dose of 1.5 yg was used, but this difference disappeared with higher doses.

23Izak at al. short— circuited different parts of the rat intestine and found
that nearly 5 times as much PGA was absorbed by rats with ileal exclusion as
compared with those with jejunum exclusion.

25In man, Cox et al. found PGA absorption normal in subjects with ileal
20disease or -resection. Hepner et al , using a double-lumen perfusion techni-

que, showed that the proximal jejunum absorbed PGA best; absorption was
25reduced in the lower jejunum and almost absent in the ileum. Baker at al.

studied folate absorption in controls and two patients with intestinal resec-
tion, by following the rise in serum levels after oral administration of
pteroylmono- di— and tri-glutamates. They found that the patient who had had
a jejunal resection could absorb pteroylmonoglutamate but not the di- or tri-
glutamates. However, these tests were done with large doses (5 mg PGA) and
therefore may not represent the physiological situation.

Polate, once absorbed, passes in the plasma to the liver where some is
rapidly taken up and excreted in the bile at concentrations considerably higher

27than those in the plasma . Presumably this folate is available for reabsorp-
tion and thus enters an enterohepatic circulation. The exact proportions of
folate that are recycled and lost, respectively, are not known.

2. TESTS OF PTEROYLMOKOGLUTAMIC ACID ABSORPTION

Two main assay methods have been employed for studying absorption and
excretion of folate, namely microbiological and radioactive. Microbiological
assays have employed the organisms S .faecal is or L.̂ jasei, which require folate

for their growth. The compounds these organisms can utilize are shown in
Table 1. Radioactive compounds have usually been made by labelling with tritium.
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14Recently C-labelled material lias been prepared., in small amounts, by solid-
phase synthesis with the C label at predetermined positions , enabling more
detailed study of the fate of the folato molecule to be undertaken.

In addition a few investigators have utilised the haematological response
29of subjects with f olate-def iciency anaemia as an index of folate absorption .

A large variety of tests have been employed by different investigators
based on one or more of these methods. "Broadly they may be divided into five
groups^ namely urinary excretion5 serum concentration, faecal balance, intesti-
nal perfusion, and haematological response.

2.2 Urinary excretion tost - microbiological
There is normally a small amount of folate excreted in the urine even when

intake is restricted . when intake is increased above a certain amount urinary
excretion also increases. Thus with a parenteral dose of 300 jog there was a
small increase in urinary excretion, which rose further with higher doses
Various authors have used this urinary excretion as an index of intestinal

32absorption. A variety of test doses havo been employed ranging from 500 |j,g

to 5 mg33.
The amount of folate excreted in the urine following a given oral dose

will vary depending on the degree of saturation of the tissues with folate. In
folate deficiency more is retained in the tissues, and blood levels and urinary
excretion ̂will be reduced as compared with normal subjects. In order to over-
come this, it is desirable to treat the individual with parenteral folate for

32 'several days, stopping 4̂ -3̂  hours before performing the test , to "pre-
saturate" the tissues. The urinary excretion of folate will also be' affected
by renal function. To allow for this G-irdwood introduced a "differential"
excretion test, comparing the 24-hour urinary excretion of folate after an

oral test dose of 5 mg of PGA with that following the same dose given by
injection. The ratio

axcretion after oral dose ____
excretion after parenteral dose

'

-, _„100
-> c

was termed the "excretion indez" . In this test normal subjects excrete more
than 1.5 mg of folate in 24 hours and the excretion index is over 79.

The disadvantages of _ these urinary excretion tests are the necessity of
pre saturating the patients, and the large doses, either of which may produce

haematological responses and improvement in jejunal function before investiga-
tory studies arc completed. Moreover, the 5 mg dose is an unphysiological one
and the way this is handled may not mirrar the physiological situation.
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2.3 Urinary excretion, tost -radioactive
Ifnon a physiological doso of labelled PGA (200 jag) is given by mouth,,, a

small amount of the label is excreted in the urine in the subsequent 24 hrs.
However, using this dose? there was no detectable difference in excretion
between control subjects and those with malabsorption . TTaen a larger dose
(40 JJ-S/̂ 'S") was given there was a greater separation between normal subjects and
patients with malabsorption. Even bettor separation between the two groups was

achieved when a flushing doso of 15 mg of unlabclled PGA was given immediately
before or after ingootion of the labelled folate , Finally ,. in order to over-

' 36come the effects of tissue folatc depletion, Anderson et al, advised pro-
37saturation with non-radioactive folate. Klipstem employed this test in a

larger group of controls. The subjects wore prcsaturated with injections of
15 mg/day for 3 days, then 36 hours after the last injection, a doso of 40
.jig/kg of tritiated PGA was given, followed 3 hours later by an injection of
15 mg PGA as a flushing dose, Normal subjects excreted 26-60 $ of the te.st
doso in 24 hrs - figures which are similar to the smaller .series of Anderson

6. Otl
38-43',

et al. . Others have also employed this test with essentially similar
results"

2.4 .Serum test - microbiological
Small (cog. physiological) doses of folatc do not always cause a

significant rise in blood folate concentration as measured by microbiological
assay 3 but largo doses (e.g. 5 ing )t cause a rise that is readily measurable.
Denko } after giving 5 nig of folatc, found a peak rise of about 100 ng/ml
occurring one or tiro hours after the oral dose. Butterworth ct al,, and

45Cooke ot al. used this dose and found that the results in control subjects
were clearly separable from those in patients with intestinal disease. Other
investigators have used different doscsj thus Spray and TJitts and Clark
followed seruta levels after a 1. nig doso and Chanarin et al. employed a 3 mg
dose. In the studies of Clark and Chanarin ot al. , the subjects were pro-
saturated to prevent differences in the rate of clearance from the blood stream
due tic tissue unsaturation.

A g
Further refinements of this test were introduced by Chanarin and Dennett ,

In order to allow for differences in the size of the tost subjects they used a
dose of PGA of 40 (Og/kg body weight. The subjects were pro saturated by giving
15 Eg of PGA for one or more days before the test? the last infection being
36 hr before the oral dose. These authors also'measured the blood levels with
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S.faecallsg which, responds to PGA, rather than with L.casei, which will also
respond to methyl folates and so will measure both aosorbed PGA and methyl
folates displaced from the tissues. By this technique peak serum levels in
normal subjects were found to be in the range 51-142 ng/ml with a mean of 91
ng/ml, and there was good separation between normal subjects and patients with
intestinal disease.

2.3. _Serum test - radioactive
The riso in serum folate can be measured by determining the rise in blood

radioactivity following an oral dose of labelled folate. As with the micro-
biological serum test it is necessary to Dresaturate the sub3ect with. PGA

38before giving the oral test dose. Halsted et al„ used this test employing a

dose of 15 jig/kg body weight. They found a peak total plasma radioactivity of
2.8 (i 1.3) % of the administered dose (total plasma volume was estimated at
45 al/kg "body weight) in normal subjects. In view of the popularity of the ;

serum microbiological test it is surprising that the radioactive serum test,
which is considerably easier to carry out,, has not become more popular with
investigators.

2.6 Faecal balance - radioactive
Because of the production of folate by intestinal bacteria in the large

and small intestine s , meaningful balance studies can be carried out only

with labelled folate.
The method is based on the assumption that when a known amount of labelled

folate (l>) is given by mouth and the amount subsequently excreted in the stools
(S) is measured,, then the amount absorbed (A) is given by the equation

A = D - S ...........,,...,................(l)
The advantages of this technique are that small doses, within the physio-

logical range, can be employed and saturating or flushing doses of folate are
not. required. This means that even repeated tests can be carried out on the
same individual without having to alter existing conditions by treating with

folic acid. The disadvantages of this technique are the difficulties of
obtaining full collection of all stools and the technical problems of process-
ing the stools. The former can be largely overcome by performing the test in a

metabolic ward. Several methods for processing of stools have been introduced.
Anderson et al. oxidised the faeces with nitric and perchloric acids and

50counted the tritium as tritiated water. Radhakrishnan and Baker and
Kremenchuzky et al. decolourised an aliquot of faeces with sodium peroxide
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and hydrogen peroxide and added 0.5 - 0.75 g of processed stool to a dioxane-
based scintillation mixture containing "Cabosil". This gave counting efficien-
cies of 15 % to 20 $s and experiments with tritiated fclate added directly to
24 hour stool collections showed a mean recovery of 95 %•

51Jeejeebhoy et,,.al. used a method of wet oxidation of the stool with
potassium permanganate and hydrogen peroxide} which gave a mean recovery of
98 % of added tritium. These workers also used a non-a"bsor"bable marker ( Cr,
as chromic oxide) to obviate the necessity for obtaining complete stool collec-
tions. Although theoretically chromic oxide cannot be considered a good marker
for the water-soluble folio acid, a good correlation was obtained between the
amount absorbed as calculated from the total stool collection and the amount
absorbed as calculated from the first 24-hour stool collection corrected for
inadequate recovery by use of the marker.

The amount used in the test dose has varied from 100 |j,g to 320' \\,g of PGA
and the amount of radioactivity from 20-80 |j,Ci, Formal subjects have been
found to absorb more than AO % to more than 78 % with a 200 |j.g dose, or
more than 60 /& 5 with a 100 and 320 |j,g dose, respectively.

It should be noted that this faecal balance test is dependant on the
validity of equation (l). Clearly this applies'only if the enterohepatic cir-

27
culation of folatc makes an insignificant contribution to(the faecal losses.
Any radioactivity absorbed and re-excreted through the bile, which is not again
re-absorbed, will be excreted in the faeces, and will falsely depress the total
apparent absorption from the intestine.

In carrying out these faecal balance studies we observed that if the stool
radioactivity were followed for a prolonged period of time, there was frequently
a second peak of excretion of tho label, usually on about the ^>±h day (Fig.2),
The significance of this is not clear. It cannot be accounted for by the
enterohepatic circulation and it is rather boo late to represent material which
perhapsientered the mucosal cells and was subsequently shed into the lumen.
However, since it occurs after other non-absorbed substances have been excreted
this was ignored in calculating net absorption,,

2.7 Intestinal pcrfusion
This method is based on the principal of mea,suring the amount of folato

absorbed, per unit time, over a given length of intestine, by reference to a
non-absorbable marker, infused along with the folate.
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This test has the advantage that it employs a physiological dose of folate
and that the rate of uptake by the intestine is measured directly. However5 it
lias the disadvantage that it tests the absorptive capacity of only a small seg-
ment of the intestine and does not therefore measure the total absorptive capa-
city of the individual, which may be clinically more important.

The only sttidies employing this technique in groups of subjects are those
c^-i ^a

of Halsted.et al. and Gerson and C often . The former employed a solution of
tntiated folio acid (25 ng/ral5 0.4 |̂ Ci/|ig) at pH 7.2 containing 16.7 millimoles
of glucose per litre made isotomc with sodium chloride and containing 10 g of
PEG per litre as a marker. Infusion was at the rate of 9.7 ml/nun through a
tube which allowed a 15 em mixing segment and. a 30 cm segment for studying ab-
sorption. The mean uptake from the jejunum on 14 tests in 9 control subjects
was 3̂ .5 7°. Gerson and Cohen also employed tribiated PGA in an isotomc
glucose solution and found absorption in normals in the range 26-48 %,

2.8 Haematologioal responses
This method depends on observing the haematological effect of a small daily

oral doee of PGA given to patients with riegaloblastic anaemia due to folic-add
deficiency. The method is applicable only when there is at least a moderate
degree of anaemia and moreover it is at best only crudely quantitative. The
latter objection depends on the fact that when a person with folate-deficiency
megaloblastic anaemia is treated with a suboptimal dose of folate aReticulocyte

response occurs. If a second dose of folate, larger than the first, is then
substituted, a second reticulocyte response will occur, but if it is the same
as or smaller than the first a second reticulocyte response will not occur.

This test is clearly inapplicable to normal subjects but has been used
to demonstrate absorption of physiological amounts of PGA in certain disease
states29'52.

3. TESTS OF POLYGLUTAI'/LVTE ABSORPTION

3.1 Microbiological
Until very recently synthetic polyglutamates were unavailable, so that

most studies of polyglutamate absorption have been done using crude forms of
food folate and employing microbiological methods to detect changes in serum or

urine folate concentration.
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54Swendseid et al. fed yeast heptaglutamate 5 from -which the conjugase in-
hibitor had been removed, to normal subjects at a dose level equivalent to 4 nig
of PGAy and measured the folate excretion in 'the urine. This excretion wag com-
pared with that following a similar dose of PGA. They found that the hept-agluta

Z.K
mate appeared to _be absorbed as well as PGA. Markkanen fed raw ox liver, 1
g/kg body-weight, to subjects who had previously been saturated with folio acid,,
and studied the rise of L.oasei-active material in the plasma. In normal sub-
jects there was a peak at -g - 2 hr, which was about 3 times the level during
fasting.

rs
Hoffbrand et al. prepared partially purified polyglutamates from yeast

and fed doses which gave 200 jjg of folate, as measured by L.caaei. after treat-
ment with folate conjugase. Patients were first saturated with 15 mg of PGA
given intramuscularly for at least 3 days,, the last injection being 4;S 'hr before
the test dose. The rise in serum-folate L.casei-activity following the dose of
polyglutamate was compared with the rise after a dose of 200 jig of PGA given'
the following day. In normal subjects the mean rise of serum folate wastsimilar
with both tests (ll.O ng/ml with polyglutamates and 11.8 ng/ml with PGA), but in
subjects with malabsorption there was a significantly lower rise in serum levels
when the patients were given polyglutamates.

12 • 57Perry and Chanarin and Jeejeebhoy et al. carried out a similar type of
test' in prosaturated subjects, .However, they fed higher amounts of folate, 20
Îg/kg and 40 (jg/kg respectively, of PGA or the equivalent as yeast polyglutamate.
In each case the rise in serum level was considerably lower whan the polygliita-
mate was fed than when PGA was fed. In the study of Perry and Chanarin this was
also reflected in the urinary excretion.

3.2 Radioactive
58Rosenberg and Goodwin compared the absorption of tritiated PGA with that

of tritiated heptaglutamate fed to 6 normal subje'cts. After a dose equivalent
to 2-50 [jg of PGA the urinary excretion of the label ranged from 50-91 °/° with
each substance. These authors therefore concluded that in normal subjects these
substances are absorbed with similar efficiency, thus confirming the previous

' 56studies of Hoffbrand et al. based on microbiological assays.
7 14 : 'Butterworth et al. administered C-labelled folates to five subjects with

different haematological conditions. Unfortunately, they .employed large doses
of folate (10 (jji - the equivalent of 4.4 nig of PGA) and each person had only one
test. It is therefore not possible to draw any quantitative conclusions from
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the study, except perhaps to say that the faecal losses tended to be greater
with increasing numbers of glutamyl moieties.

The conflicting results obtained with both microbiological and radioactive
techniques when PGA and polyglutamate absorption are compared (Table 2) cannot
be explained on the basis of the available data. It is, however, worthy to
note that those who have employed doses in the microgram range have found no
difference between PGA and polyglutamate absorption, whereas with the exception

54of Swendseid et al. , those who have used doses in the milligram range have
found that PGA is better absorbed. This suggests that the normal person may be
able to absorb small doses of polyglutamate as well as he can PGA, but that this
is not the case with larger doses.

4. CONDITIONS AFFECTING FOLATE ABSORPTION

Three patients have been described in the literature with an apparently
22 ?3specific and isolated defect of folate absorption ' " . The patient of

23Lanakowsky could apparently absorb enough folate to maintain health when very
large doses (40 mg) of PGA were given orally, but could not absorb physiological
doses or even pharmacological doses (3 mg) of pteroylmonoglutamic acid or other
related folates. When the patient was in haematological relapse there was no

response to 250 p,g PGA by mouth, but a prompt response occurred to the same
dose given parenterally, clearly indicating a defect at some stage of absorption.

resection
Even massive small-bowel resection may not necessarily be associated with

folate deficiency. Folio-acid absorption as measured by the microbiological
serum test was normal in a patient with only four feet of jejunum remaining and
in another subject who had a resection of 8 feet of jejunum . Three patients

60with large segments of jejunum removed, who were studied by Klipstein , were

found to have defective absorption of PGA when measured by the microbiological
urinary-excretion test. One of these patients had a folate-deficiency mega-
loblastic anaemia.

Folate deficiency may sometimes occur after gastrectomy ~ . Boig and
35Girdwood found folate absorption, measured by the microbiological urinary-

excretion test, to be normal in patients after partial gastreotomy. Hoffbrand
and Chanarin , using the microbiological serum test, found reduced absorption
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of PGAi in 6 out of 22 and 6 out of 31 patients, respectively, following gastr-
ectomy.

Markkanorr } found, deprcssad serum concentration of folate in 10 % of gastr-
ectomised subjects following the administration of ground liver as the source of
folate polyglutaraates. It therefore appears that PGA ana ptoroyl pol;yglutamato
malabsorption may occur in a small percent of cases after gastrectomy . The
aetiology of this folate malabsorption is not clear. It is presumably related
to the generalised disorder of small intestinal function which frequently _ occurs
following gastrectomy and in many patients is accompanied "by steatorrhoea, "biopsy
changes, and other absorptive defects.

4.4 Coeliac disease
45Folate deficiency is a common complication in patients with coeliac disease „

Employing the microbiological urinary-excretion tests, 86 % or more of subjects
with active coeliac disease have been found to have PGA malabsorption ^ ' „
With the microbiological ' serum 'technique, 88 % or more have been found to have
an abnormal

Studies with tntiatod PGA have been carried out by several groups of in-
vestigators. Anderson ct al. used /the faecal -balance and urinary7excretion
technique and found_that, as a group, subjects with coeliac disease, after a
test dose of 200 tig, excreted more label in their stools than did normal subjects,
although there was a considerable overlap. The differences between patients and
controls wero more marked when the dose of PGA was increased to 40 jog/kg. This
difference in absorption was also mirrored in the urinary excretion of folate,

39 'with or without a flushing dose of unlabelled folate. Kinnoar et al. , using a
flushing doso of 30 mg of unlabelled PGA and an oral dose of 15 jog/kg, of tritiated

•3 v
PGA, and Klipstein , using an oral doso of 40 fig/kg of tritiated PGA, measured
urinary excretion and found a marked difference in excretion between controls and

C"T ~

subjects with coeliac disease. Gerson and Cohen report briefly on an intes-
tinal perfusion study of folate absorption in what is presumably adult coeliac

disease where absorption was reduced to 0-15 $ (normal 26-48 $>).
The absorption of polyglutaraates in coeliac disease was investigated by

Hoff brand et al. , who used the microbiological serum method with an oral dose

of 0.45 \M yeast polyglutamate, or PGA, fed to previously saturated subjects.
Patients with coeliac. disease showed evidence of malabsorption of both PGA and
polyglutamate ,
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4.5 Tropical sprue
There'is a high prevalence of folate deficiency in subjects with tropical
52 69 70sprue J y? 5 however, tests ̂f folate absorption have given conflicting

results. Button-forth ot al. 5 using a 5 mg.doso and employing the micro-
biological scrum and urinary-excration tests? demonstrated decreased urinary
excretion and lower scrum levels in all of 10 patients with sprue as compared
with controls, TTith the microbiological serum tost, using a dose of 40 |0g/kg

of PGA and prior saturation, absorption was judged, abnormal in 12 out of 19
patients from Puerto Rico and 7 out of 18 from Haiti07. In Sornbay, 76 % of 50

71patients studied by moans of the same test had abnormal absorption , but in a
subsequent report from the same laboratory 12 out of 12 patients had. peak serum

57concentrations that were not significantly different from those of controls „
¥ith physiological doses of labelled PGA an absorptive defect has been

demonstrated less frequently., Using faecal balance techniques and a 320 [ig
dose of tritiated PGAS Jeojocbhoy et al. demonstrated malabsorption in 3 out

52of 17 patients. With a 200 |_ig dose Baker a,nd. Mathan could demonstrate mal-
absorption in only 9 of 69 patients with tropical sprue. The normality of PGA
absorption in some of these subjects was further documented by demonstrating a

52hacmatological response to an oral dose of 100 |j,g of PGA . Using a 25 |ig dose
72Klipstein found normal absorption in all of three patients.

The fact that apparently normal absorption,of physiological doses of PGA
can be demonstrated even in patients with sprue5 who have folate-deficiency
megaloblastic anaemia, suggests that there may be interference with polyglutamate

absorption in spite of normal PGA absorption. Hacmatologic studies in which
food folato was fed have in fact shown in some, cases that food folate ivas less

77' 57'
well absorbed than PGA . Joejeobhoy et al. , using the microbiologicaltserum
test and a PGA dose of 40 |lg/kg, or the equivalent as yeast polyglutamate, found
that 12 patients with sprue had normal PGA absorption but defective absorption
of polyglutamates. Hoffbrand et al. 5 using the microbiological serum test with
a 200 \ig dose of PGA and pro loading of the sxibjects, found that four of eight
subjects with tropical sprue had a subnormal rise in serum level. Following
yeast polyglutamate, at an equivalent dosage,, all had a rise less than normal,
indicating a greater defect of absorption of the pblyglutamate forms. Bernstein
et al. 5 using an oral test dose of polyglutamate equivalent to 500 p,g PGA?
showed a decreased rise in serum concentration as compared with controls in 5
out of the 6 patients with tropical sprue.
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The pat ho gene sis of the folate absorptive defect in coeliac disease and

tropical sprue is not clear, Pre suitably ii' folate is absorbed, by a specific
mechanism there must be interference with i this mechanism at one or more points.
?he fact that 3 at least in tropical sprue, polyglutamato absorption may be more
affected than monoglutamate suggests that there may be interference with the
mechanisms of deconjugation. However, conjugase levels in mucosal biopsies
from patients with both tropical sprue and coeliac disease have been found to
be no different from those of normal subjects ' °. It has beon claimed that
the defect of PGA absorption in both these diseases can be overcome by feeding

YP;
an extract of calf jejunum along with the test d.oso,''. However, the way this
works is not clear and this effect has yet to be confirmed.

bJ-L JDrugs and alcohol
Patients receiving anticonvulsant drugs such as phenobarbitone ? primidone

and diphenylhydantoin are prone to develop a folate responsive megaloblastic
76 -anaemia . It has been suggested that these drugs interfere with PGA absorption,
77 'Maynell , using a 5 r"-g dose with serum and urinary microbiological tests,,

fj r>

Dahlke and Mertens-Roesler ' using a 600 jjg dose in the microbiological sorum
79test and Gerson et al. using intestinal perfusion, have all found evidence of

PGA malabsorption induced by diphenylhydantoin. However, other investigators
*i O Q/~\ Q ~i

have failed to confirm this effect '' * ' ? and at least one patient has been
described whose megaloblastic anaemia was cured by an oral supplement of 25 [OS'

. ' 82of PGA even though dilantin and phenobarbitone adraini strati oh were continued
Polyglutamate absorption has been found to be depressed by IToff brand and
Necheles and by Rcsenberg et al , who suggest that the drug may inhibit

folate conjugase . However, others have not been able to confirm this effect
12,74,83 «

Patients with chronic alcoholism may develop f olate-def iciency megalo-
blastic anaemia T. In an attempt to study the effect of alcohol on PGA _ absorp-
tion Halsted et al. ' employed the radioactive serum and urine r,ests, using
a dose of 15 jJ/g/kg of tritiated PGA and a flushing dose of 30 mg of unlabelled
PGA. Significantly lower serum levels were found in 23 patients admitted after
at least a "3 week debauch", but urinary excretion was within normal limits.
In acute experiments in five normal subjects, the rise in serum radioactivity
after alcohol (4-5 ozs whisky in one hour) was abnormal only in one. The
authors concluded that the malabsorption seen in chronic alcoholics was probably
related more to associated malnutrition than to the direct ingestion of
alcohol,
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5. CONCLUSIONS

Our present knowledge of the whole field of folate absorption and mal-
absorption is beset with inadequate knowledge and apparent contradictions and
inconsistencies. These arise largely becaiise of tho complexity of the situa-
tion and the inadequacy of invest igational methods. The recently acquired
ability to synthesize specifically labelled polyglutamates offers a useful
tool to elucidate more fully the steps of normal absorption and the disorders
of this process in various clinical states.

The ideal test of folate absorption has yet to bo devised. From available
evidence it is probably necessary to test the absorption of both PGA and at
least one polyglutamate form. The test should not alter the metabolic status
of the patient and therefore should not require prior saturation with PGA nor
involve a "flushing" dose of unlabcllcd folate. For testing overall absorption
and detecting physiologically significent degrees of malabsorption, faecal
balance studies are probably best. The best dose of PGA for such a test has
yet to be determined and much more study of this test with specifically
labelled polyglutamates is required. Faecal-balance tests are influenced by
the whole intestine and may not reflect minor damage to one part of the
intestine. In such cases intestinal perfusion studies may be expected to give
more useful information.

Some of the author's work reported herein was supported by grant No.
from the International Atomic Energy Agency.
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TABLE 1. GROWTH EESPOUSE OF L.CASEI AMD S_.gAECALI_S TO DIFFERENT
FORMS OF FOLATE

Pteroylmonoglutamic acid

H methyltetrahydrofolate

Other reduced pteroylmonoglutamates

Pteroyldiglutamic acid

Pteroyltriglutamic acid

Higher polyglutamates

L.casei

+

+

+

+

+

-

S.faecalis

+

-

-f-

+

-

-

TABLE 2. THE ABSORPTION OF POLYGLUTAMATE AS COMPARED WITH THAT OF PGA
BY DIFFERENT AUTHORS

Authors

Hoff "brand et al.
[-Q

Rosenberg and Goodwin

Swendseid et al.

Jeejeethoy et al.
12Perry and Chanarin

7
Butterworth et al.

Method

Serum

Urine

Urine

Serum

Serum
Urine

Faecal

Dose

200 jig

250 |jg

5 mg

40 |ag/kg

20 }ig/kg

4.4 mg

Conclusion

Same

Same

Same

Lower

Lower

Lower
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SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION ON ABSORPTION OF FOLIC ACID

The Panel agreed on the need for simple tests of absorption for Tooth
pteroylmonoglutamic acid and polyglutamate.

For precise quantitation there is currently no substitute for an
accurately performed faecal balance' test using labelled material. However,
this can be done only under closely-supervised metabolic conditions and is,
therefore, not likely to be widely applicable.

At the present time} the best test would appear to be one using subjects
presaturated with folio acid (15 mg given intramuscularly daily for 3 days,
the last injection 36 hours before the test dose), administration of an oral
dose of labelled PGA in amounts of 40 l̂ g/kg body weight, and raea*-
surement (by microbiological assay or tritium counting) of the peak serum
level and/or the 24-hour urinary excretion. It must be realized, however,
that such a test may radically alter the nutritional, haematological and
gastroenterological' status of the subject.
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VITAMIN A ABSORPTION

S.J. Baker

Abstract

Investigation of the absorption of vitamin A and related substances is
complicated by the multiplicity of forms in which they occur in the diet and by
the possibility that they may be subject to different mechanisms of absorption.
Present knowledge of these meachanisms is inadequate, especially in the case of
carotenoids. Numerous tests of absorption have been developed. The most common
has been the biochemical measurement of the rise in plasma vitamin A after an
oral dose of retinol or retinyl ester, but standardization is inadequate. Radio-
isotope tests based upon assay of serum or faecal activity following oral admini-
stration of tritiated vitamin A derivatives hold considerable promise, but again
standardization is inadequate. From investigations hitherto performed it is known
that absorption of vitamin A is influenced by several diseases, although as yet
the consistency of results and the correlation with other tests of intestinal
function have often been poor. However, the test of vitamin A absorption is
nevertheless of clinical importance as a specialized measure of intestinal function.

10 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Occurrence

Vitamin A is a fat-soluble vitamin found exclusively in animals and animal
products, over ^Ofo being in the liver. Two forms of vitamin A have been found -
retinol (formerly vitamin A,) in mammals, birds and marine fish and 3-dehydro-
retinol (formerly vitamin A0) in fresh-water fish. These two differ only in that
the latter has an extra double bond in the ring. The vitamin occurs predominantly
in the esterified form, but also to some extent as the free alcohol„ All animal
vitamin A is ultimately derived fromcarotenoid provitamins, which are widely
distributed in the plant kingdom. Man can obtain the vitamin either directly
from animal products or by ingesting carotenoids of animal or plant origin.

Apart from its central role in vision, its functions in the body are poorly
understood, but it is necessary for normal growth and reproduction and for inte-
grity of epithelia. The most important result of deficiency of the vitamin is

the production of xeropthalmia, keratomalacia and blindness.
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The study of the absorption of vitamin A is complicated by the variety of
forms of the vitamin and the possibility that different mechanisms are involved
for different forms. Most work has been done with retinol and retinyl esters.

Vitamin A esters undergo some hydrolysis in the lumen of the small intestine.
Pancreatic secretion appears to be important for this and rat pancreas has been
shown to possess a specific retinyl-ester hydrolase which will hydrolyse both
short- and long-chain fatty-acid esters . However, in addition to the pan-
creatic hydrolase, it has been shown in vitro that when everted sacs of rat in-
testine are incubated with retinyl esters some hydrolysis also takes place in the
medium bathing- the mucosal surface. This can be prevented by the addition of

p
enzyme inhibitors". Whether this is due to the activity of cells shed into the
medium, or whether it is due to the contact of the esters with brush-border hydro-
lase of the intact mucosa, is not clear.

Although intraluminal hydrolysis of retinyl esters can be demonstrated in
vitro and in vivo, it is not known whether this is usually recruired for their
entry into the intestinal cell or not. Under certain conditions, fed retinyl
acetate has been demonstrated in the brush-border region, suggesting that it can
enter the cell unchanged ,

In view of the predominant role of bile salts and micelle formation in normal
triglyceride absorption , there has been surprisingly little study of the role of
micelle formation in vitamin A absorption. Gagnon and Daws on showed that bile
fistula rats absorbed less than 1% of a dose of retinyl -acetate 'C whereas
control animals absorbed a mean of 18%. clearly indicating the importance of
bile in normal absorption. David and Ganguly showed that when retinyl esters
were fed to rats, both the esters and retinol could be demonstrated in the mi-
cellar phase and this presumably is the way bile salts influence absorption.

It is not knovm. how the vitamin A enters the cell. It is reasonable to
assume that it does so by diffusion through the lipid phase of the cell membrane,
but this has not been proven. In rats fed retinol or any of a number of retinyl
esters, analysis of the forms inside the mucosal cell shows a uniform pattern of
distribution of retinol and its esters; the parti culate cell fraction contains
retinol and a smaller amount of ester, chiefly palmitate, while the supernatant

2
fraction contains almost equal amounts of retinol and retinyl palmitate .

The following summary would appear to be a reasonable hypothesis based on
observed experimental results (Pig.l), Ingested retinol and retinyl esters enter
the micellar phase in the lumen of the small intestine. Retinyl esters undergo
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partial hydrolysis, the retinol so produced enters the cells along with the

dietary retinol, and the remaining esters enter the cell as such, but are hydro-

lysed inside the cell by the "brush border hydrolase to retinol and fatty acid.
Once inside the cell the retinol is then reconstituted to retinyl ester, chiefly

A
palmitate, by the action of the enzyme retmyl-ester synthetase '. After traver-
sing the intestinal cell the vitamin leaves it \>y an. unknoiim mechanism and is
transported almost exclusively via the lymphatics to the thors,cic duct and thence

7
to the blood stream and body stores - chiefly the liver.

In man it was demonstrated many years ago that vitamin A is absorbed via, the
8 9lymphatic system . More recently Goodman et al. studied the absorption of

labelled retinol and retinyl acetate in 3 humans with thoracic duct fistulae.
They found that the radioactivity appeared in the thoracic duct and that,
irrespective of the form fed, 80$ - 9C% of the label was in retinyl esters with
palmitate predominating. This suggests that the process of absorption of retinol
and retinyl acetate in man is at least broadly similar to that in the experimental
animals,

Retinal (vitamin A aldehyde) can be absorbed as such by the rat. In the in-
testinal cell it is partly converted to retinol and retinyl esters, and to retinoic
acid ' . Retinoic acid in the rs.t is rapidly absorbed and can be demonstrated

12in blood and liver, but disappears after a few hours probably due to its ex-

cretion in the bile . Unlike other forms of the vitamin it enters the portal
blood stream direct and does not appear in the lymph.

A wide variety of carotenoids exist in nature, but only a small number can
be converted by animals and man to vitamin A, The commonest form in human dietary
is b eta-carotene,, Carotenoids are lipid soluble, though less so than vitamin A
and therefore tend to be less readily absorbed,

There are considerable intra-species differences in the ability of various
animals to absorb carotenoids ''« The reasons for this are unknown, but Ganguly
et alo have postulated that this may be due to the presence of specific
receptors present in the mucosal cells of some species but absent in others,,

In vitro studies in the rat show that uptake of beta-carotene is considerably
17increased in the presence of bile acids , suggesting that mixed micelle for-

mation may be important in absorption, but there is very little other information
as to the mode of entry of carotenoids into the mucosal cells.

VJhen '(/-labelled beta-carotene was fed to lymph-fistula rats, labelled
retinyl esters but no labelled carotene could be isolated from the lymph ' „
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These retinyl esters had indentical fatty-acid composition whether beta-carotene
or retinol was fed, indicating- that the beta-carotene was probably converted to
retinol in the mucosal cells and then followed the same pathway as the absorbed
retinol „ A similar study was carried out in three human subjects with thoracic

D
duct fistulae . When beta-carotene was fed some appeared unchanged in the
lymph (23% - 30%), but the majority (61% - 70%) appeared as retinyl esters and a
small amount as recfritiall and retinol „ In each case, whether "beta-carotene or

y

retinol was fed, the fatty-acid composition of the labelled retinyl esters was
constant with retinyl palmitate predominating* Thus1 it appears that in man a
small amount of beta-carotene can be absorbed e,s such, but the major portion is
converted to retinol and then esterified within the mucosal cell.

The precise chemical reaction by which beta-carotene is converted to retinol
in the mucosal cell is not known. The various theories have been summarized by

20Gfanguly and Murthy'"" „ The most attractive hypothesis is that of hydrolytic
21cleavage of the central double bond" „ However, if this occurred one mole of

the beta-carotene should give rise to 2 moles of retinol whereas it appears that
?? 171 mole of bet a-- carotene gives rise at most to 1 mole of retinol' „ Olson has

shovm that retinol- ester formation from beta-carotene is stimulated by the pre-
sence of bile salts, but the mechanism of this action is unclear.

Various factors appear to effect the ab so rot ion of carotene. Thus the beta-
carotene in different plants has been shown to be absorbed less than crystalline

23beta-carotene and absorbability varies from source to source . Studies in
Africa have shown that when dietary fat intake is low the absorption of
naturally occurring carotene is poor (less than 5%) » ^u"t when small dietary
supplements of fat are given, absorption improves to the region of 50%. The type
of fat in the diet also appears to be important; the longer the chain length of

o/i
the dietary fatty acids, the poorer the absorption"". The explanation of these
various findings must await further under standing of the mechanism of absorption.

2. TESTS OP VITAMIN A ABSORPTION

P o 1 Plasma test

Vitamin A absorption tests have been based almost exclusively on biochemical

measurement of the rise in Dlasma vitamin A following the administration of an
oral dose of retinol or retinyl ester. The test appears to have been first

2*5
introduced by Chesney and McCoord , who used fish- liver oil as the source of the

vitamin,. Unfortunately, unlike some other tests of intestinal absorption, there
has been little attempt to standardize the test and all sorts of doses have been

O<^ T'7
used ranging from 100,000 I .II.'"1' to 600,000 I.U. , while other investigators
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have used a dose related -to body weight^', The results have "been expressed
either as the absolute rise in the blood level of vitamin A above the fasting
level, or as a percentage increase. Liver disease interferes with the test and
patients with diabetes and atherosclerosis have significantly higher plasma con-

2O
centrations after a test dose than do normal subjects ^, Apart from the dose,
a number of factors may affect the results of the test even in normal subjects.
Among these are the chemical form of the vitamin, its physical state, the type
of meal given with it, the physical activity during the test and the age of the
patient,

Hie importance of the chemical form of the vitamin for studies in man has
received little attention,, Week and Sevxgne found that in males, retinol was
consistently better absorbed than retinyl acetate, which in turn was better ab-
sorbed than the natural esters. However, this finding has not been confirmed,
and Fitagerald et al. found quite similar serum levels using both retinol and
retinyl acetate. Whether there is a difference in absorbability between retinyl

acetate and other longer chain esters is not clear.
When the vitamin is fed in aqueous dispersion (e,g, by the addition of

Tween 00) absorption is considerably increased both in normal subjects and in
28 P̂people with malabsorption ' . This improvement in absorption with the water-

miscible form may be so marked as to abolish the distinction between controls
and subjects with malabsorption J. The use of the water-miscible form in tests
of intestinal function would therefore be best avoided.

Whether the dose is given alone, or with a fatty meal, makes considerable
differencej ''. Thus when ?50,000 I.U. of vitamin A in 1 ml of arachis oil and
200 ml of milk was fed to 5 normal subjects, the mean peak rise was 521 I.U.,
and when the same dose was given with a meal containing 50 g of fat the mean
rise was 1320 I.U, ,per 100 ml «, The explanation for this? in not clear.

Even moderate exercise during the test has been found to reduce signifi-
cantly the height to which the blood level rises in the test ' . On the other

29hand, Kahan ^ was not able to confirm this finding. Nevertheless, until the
point is finally settled, it would seem wise to keep subjects resting during the
time the test is performed.

Age has some effect on the result of the test. When a dose related to

body weight is used, children have a lower peak rise than adults, a finding
29which may be correlated with the higher plasma lipoprotein level of adults .

The reproducibility of the test has been studied by only two groups of
workers. Hillman and Becker performed ten tests in the same subject with
150,000 I.U. of vitamin A in oil and found marked variation in the 4-hour plasma
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level, rfc is possible that the variation might have been less if the dose had
been given with a meal. Kahan , using a dose of 7,500 I.U. /kg body weight in
oil, together with a standard meal, also found fairly wide variation in duplicate
tests in 26 adults without evidence of intestinal disease. Nevertheless, in this
study, all results were still within the normal range.

In addition to variations in the test itself, certain conditions in the
body, unrelated to intestinal absorption, may affect the serum curve. Thus
children with nephrotic syndrome have a much higher and more long-lasting peak
concentration folloiidng1 an oral test dose than do normal subjects, possibly due
to failure of storage in the liver . Conversely, when body stores are low,
there may be a falsely flat curve due to rapid uptake from the blood stream,

?n
even when intestinal absorption is normal

It is clear that at present there is no uniformly accepted vitamin A plasma
absorption test and each investigator must therefore standardize the test for
his own use,

2. 2

There are no available reports of studies of plasma concentrations following
labelled vitamin A administration in the literature. In our laboratory we
studied the absorption of a physiological dose of tritiated vitamin A acetate -
11,12 H. A dose of 2,000 I.U. (20 ij,Ci) was given with 250 ml of milk. Blood was
sampled at 2, 4 and 6 hours and the radioactivity measured. 12 normal subjects
had peak values ranging from 1.2$ to 3«7/£ of the dose per litre of plasma.
However, at this dose there wa,s considerable overlap between controls and people
with mal absorption, indicating that the test was not diagnostically very useful,
Potentially, however, the method has considerable advantage over the biochemical
estimation, in that only the newly absorbed vitamin is measured. It would appear
to be worth while further exploring the usefulness of this test with larger doses
of the vitamin,

2»3 Faecal balance - biochemical

Biochemical faecal balance studies have- been scarcely used at all in mail.
?8The only available report is that of Earnes et al.'"" , who gave a dose of 7»500

I.U. of vitamin A per kg of the body weight and estimated the amount appearing
in the faeces over the next 3 days. The mean excretion in 12 control subjects
was 12.2$ with a range from 0.3% to 50$,
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2.4, Paeoal balance - radioaotive .

Baker and Mathan^ studied the faecal excretion 'of the label after an oral
dose of 2,000 I.U. of trrtiated vitamin A acetate. 13 normal adult subjects
absorbed 61% - 100$ of the dose with a mean absorption of 80$, while subjects
with malabsorption had a mean excretion of 59$«

Sivakumar and Reddy38 fed 3,500 I.U. of labelled retinyl acetate to five
healthy children and found 99$ absorption, but in eight children with fever the
absorption ranged from 31$ to 91$ with a mean of 74$. These authors suggest
that fever depresses vitamin A absorption. However, in view of our findings in
adults, further studies on the absorption of this?, dose by normal children would

seem to be indicated,,
Pereira and Begum^ fed 100,000 y,g of retinyl acetate - 11,1? H (14. 5 uCi)

to six young children and measured the excretion in the stools. They found a
mean absorption of 74«5$ °f ^e dose (range 6^$ - 79$)-

3, CONDITIONS AFFECTING VITAMIN A ABSORPTION

3» 1 Int est inal resect i on

It might be anticipated that intestinal resection, especially of the proximal
small intestine where the major portion of fat absorption occurs, would produce
interference with vitamin A absorption, but there are few reports of this.
Althausen et al. describe a patient who had all but 2 ft of upper jejunum re-
moved for regional ileitis, and vitamin A absorption was found to be only
22$ to 36$ of normal. Unfortunately there was no preooerative study, so it is
impossible to know whether this poor absorption was the result of resection or
of the primary disease. On the other hand Booth et al. report a man from
whom all but the proximal 3 or 4 feet of jejunum was removed in whom vitamin A
absorption as tested according to the method of King and Wootton was normal,
even though there was marked steatorrhoea. This patient clearly indicates tha.t
vitamin A and triglyceride absorption are independent of each other.

3.2 Pancreatic disease

McCoord et al., using 7,000 I.U. of vitamin A per kg of body weight,
found that 13 children with fibrocystic disease of the pancreas absorbed the
ester form poorly, whereas absorption of retinol was normal. The absorption
of the ester form was improved by the addition of pancreatic extract, suggesting
that deficiency of pancreatic secretion was at least one factor responsible for
the malabsorption. Whether this was due to the absence of the pancreatic
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esterase, or due to defective micellar formation, is not clear.
Subjects with pancrea,tic resection have been reported to have a low rise

in plasma vitamin A unless large doses of nancreatic extract are given with the
A ft

test dose '''. On the other hand, we have studied five subjects with chronic
pancreatitis using the radioactive faecal balance technique and a small dose of
vitamin A (2,000 I.U.)• All had normal absorption of the test dose including
one subject with a faecal fat excretion of 57 g/day. The explanation for our
normal result and the abnormal results of Kasper and McCoord et al. is pro-
bably to be found either in the size of the dose employed or in the type of the
test. Both Kasper and McCoord et al. used the plasma test, and a low result in
this test can result if the rate of absorption is reduced even though total in-
testinal absorption may be normal,

3»3 Coeliac disease

A number of investigators have reported flat vitamin A absorption curves in
subjects with coeliac disease" ' ". The original description of the use of

05
the vitamin A absorption test probably included children with this condition ,
though at that time the precise diagnosis of coeliac disease was' more difficult,
McCoord et al. found that, contrary to the situation with fibrocystic disease,
the test gave abnormal results with both retinyl ester and retinol, indicating,
as is now well known, that the defect is an absorptive one and not one of intra-

48luminal digestion. Adlasberg et al. , studying adults with coeliac disease,
found some improvement in the absorption of vitamin A when patients were in
remission but their absorption was still well below normal, probably indicating

that the remission was not comDlete0

3 .,4 Tropi cal sprue
^9Gardner and Perez-Santiago'7 used a dose of 300,000 I.U. of oily vitamin A,

given in the fasting state, to study control subjects and patients with tropical
sprue. As a group the sprue pa.tients had a much lower rise in serum concen-
tration than did the controls. After prolonged treatment, which included folic-
a.cid therapy, this defective absorption continued.

Bayless et al. reported that 80$ of 144 subjects with sprue in Puerto
Rico had an abnormal vitamin A absorption test, layrol et al. also report
defective vitamin A absorption in all of 3 subjects with tropical sprue.

Using the radioactive faecal balance technique we have studied absorption
in 27 patients with tropical snrue. As a grout) the mean absorption was lower
than in control subjects, 13 having absorption outside the normal range.



3.5 Comparison with other tests of intestinal function

Several investigators have compared vitamin A absorption tests with other
5?

tests of intestinal function, Legerton et ale compared the result of a
vitamin A absorption test with the mean three-day excretion of faecal fat on a
60g intake. They found that the peak vitamin A level in general paralleled the
fat absorption although there were exceptions. Unfortunately the dose and form
of vitamin A employed is ststed only in terms of a proprietary preparation.
Other investigators have found low -peak values of plasma vitamin A in
apparently normal subjects. Wormsley , using a test dose of 350»000 I«U° of
retinyl palmitate in arachis oil given half an hour a.fter breakfast, studied 45
normal subjects and 4? with steatorrhoea. He found that 2£$ of normal subjects
had abnormal vitamin A absorption and 1$% of subjects with steatorrhoea had
normal vitamin A absorption. These results indicate that the test is not useful
as a screening test for steatorrhoea. This lack of correlation does not however
reduce its clinical importance - it is still a test of a specialised intestinal
function that can provide a, useful addition to the investigatory armamentarium
of the gastroenterologist and nutritionist.

4. CONCLUSIONS -*
Present knowledge regarding the normal mechanisms of vitamin A and carotenoid

absorption is inadequate and the subject urgently requires further study. This
is .especially so with regard to carotenoids as these are the major source of
vitamin A for man.

Numerous variations of the biochemical plasma vitamin A test have been

employed by different investigators'. Standardization of this test would be
highly desirable,,

Very little use has been made of radioactively labelled vitamin A for
absorption tests, jret these hold considerable promise., More work needs to be
undertaken on both serum and. faecal excretion methods to develop standardized

absorption tests.
No tests of labelled beta,~ca,rotene have been used in clinical practise. If

such a test were to become readily available, it yrould have greater nutritional
significance than tests of vitamin A absorption.
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SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION ON VITAMIN A ABSORPTION

On the evidence presented, tests for absorption of vitamin A and
carotene are pro"bat>ly not useful for identifying steatorrhea, but certainly
provide valuable information about the ability of the intestine to absorb
these substances. As such they may well be a valuable addition to the

armamentarium of the gastroenterologist.
The role of pancreatic esterase, ?*nd of micellar formation in the ab-

sorption of vitamin A and carotene, needs further investigation. At present,
since there is no agreed standardized way of performing the test, each worker
must standardize the test and report the conditions under which it is per-
formed.

The test can be performed without the use of isotopes, but where facili-
ties for liquid scintillation counting are available, the use of trltiated
vitamin A offers a simple method of performing the test. The best dose of
carrier for the radioactive test has yet to be determined.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The Panel was of the opinion that in all tests of intestinal absorption
there is urgent need for standardization so that results from one laboratory
may "be compared with those from other laboratories.

Further refinement of tests of absorption of pteroylpolyglutamate and
^ carotene is desirable. An adequate supply of these substances, appropriately
labelled, is essential for development in this area. In view of the wide-
spread interest in folate metabolism this is particularly true of pteroyl-
polyglutamat e s.

131The use of faecal measurements following the administration of I- or
C- labelled fat together with a non-absorbable marker as a clinical test of

fat absorption should be further investigated. It is possible that analysis
of a single stool specimen after administration of such a test dose may provide
the simplest quantitative test of fat absorption.

In view of the apparent simplicity of the C0? breath test for investi-
gation of the absorption of lipids, and the conflicting character of the
results at present available, the Panel recommends that further studies of
the validity of this method should be carried, out.

Calcium absorption as estimated by the double-isotope plasma measurement
method, by whole-body counting and by partial-body counting should be compared
in a group of subjects with normal and abnormal calcium absorption to deter-
mine the relative ability of the three techniques to distinguish between
these.

The Panel considered that an attempt should be made to develop a test of
dipeptide absorption for use in humans. Such a dipeptide should preferably

7 ̂
include an amino acid labelled with a y-ray emitting nuclide (e.g. Se-
methionine). If such a labelled dipeptide were to become available it is
recommended that a collaborative study, using a common protocol, be initiated
to determine the usefulness of this test procedure.
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